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Mateja DUROVIC, PhD*

HOW TO PROTECT CONSUMERS IN THE DIGITAL ERA: AN 
EXAMPLE OF THE ONLINE CHOICE ARCHITECTURE

The ongoing process of digitalisation has brought a number of new 
challenges to the existing regulatory frameworks for consumer protection. One 
of these major challenges is the phenomenon of the online choice architecture, 
which is used to push consumers to make specific economic decisions while 
acting as participants of the digital market. In the majority of cases, such 
pressures should not be allowed as they rely on consumers’ vulnerability. This 
paper examines the phenomenon of online choice architecture and the fact 
that the existing consumer law framework does not provide adequate legal 
protection to the consumers from online choice architecture, calling for a 
consumer law reform that would enable better protection of consumers.

Key words: Consumer law. – Online choice architecture. – Digital Ser-
vices Act. – Unfair Commercial Practices Directive. – Dark 
patterns.

* Full Professor of Law, King’s College London, United Kingdom, mateja.durovic@
kcl.ac.uk.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the contemporary digital world, online choice architecture represents 
a particular challenge for consumer protection. Discussions surrounding 
online choice architecture (OCA), or dark patterns, typically centre on the 
negative consequences of the defaults, the difficulty of obtaining consent, 
or the ways in which data is being exploited to capitalise on consumer 
unawareness. This paper argues that OCA and the use of defaults demand 
the extension of the category of vulnerable consumers to include all users in 
an online environment in which dark patterns can be detected. To illustrate 
the vulnerability of consumers, this contribution will look at fertility apps 
as a particularly sensitive case study, following the research conducted by 
Katherine Kemp (Kemp 2023, 1–33).

In this paper, we will also present personal data as a modern currency 
when it comes to digital consent. The hope is that this will raise awareness 
and show that although providing personal data seemingly comes at no cost 
to consumers, it is the price paid for the use of any service in the online 
environment, being revenue-generating for businesses. This is paradoxical 
as, although price is one of the most important factors when it comes to 
the consumers’ decision-making framework, data privacy is often neglected 
despite it directly influencing consumers (Durovic, Lech 2021, 702). The 
idea of data as a currency is later explored in the fifth section of the paper. 
Analogy demands the inclusion of consumers active in online environments 
where OCA contains dark patterns into the category of vulnerable consumers 
based on their inability to compare services in regard to the main currency 
of the online world: data (Esposito, Grochowski 2022, 26).

The first section of the paper delves into three prevalent taxonomies 
employed in the surveyed literature. After explaining the terminology used 
in the sector and later employed in the paper, one of the taxonomies is 
chosen for the purpose of consistency. Throughout the second, third and 
fourth sections, the concepts of defaults, consent and data are explored 
and the connections between them are explicated. These sections bridge 
the gap in the current literature and explore the most prevalent issue that 
appears in data processing, namely obtaining informed consent. It will be 
shown how defaults work to obtain an uninformed form of consent, which 
is then used for the collection and processing of data, and which consumers 
are unaware of. The sixth section explores five solutions identified in the 
literature that seem to tackle the problem of obtaining informed consent. 
After these are analysed, two personal solutions are proposed and explored, 
before a summary of the paper is provided.
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2. ONLINE CHOICE ARCHITECTURE

Online choice architecture is an umbrella term that refers to the 
environment created by marketers and content designers, alongside user 
experience and interaction designers (CMA 2022b, 2). OCA can be used to 
hide dark patterns that aim at influencing consumer behaviour. Through 
detailed literature research, it has been observed that multiple taxonomies 
have been used to describe and organise these dark patterns. For 
completeness purposes, three such taxonomies will be summarised, before 
choosing one of them and justifying the choice.

Gray et al. (2018, 1) discusses five types of dark patterns: nagging, 
obstruction, sneaking, interface interfering, and forced action. Nagging is 
described as a diversion from the current task that can occur multiple times. 
Obstruction refers to acts that block the task flow, increasing the difficulty 
of performing it; methods of achieving this include introducing intermediate 
currencies, making it more difficult to compare prices of services, a practice 
known as price comparison prevention, or requiring users to sign up for an 
account that is almost impossible to close, aka ‘roach motel’. Sneaking refers 
to practices aimed at disguising relevant information; such practices include 
actions that do not lead to the perceived result, aka ‘bait and switch’, hidden 
costs, sneaking items into the basket, and forced continuity of different 
subscriptions. Interface interfering refers to attempts to create a bias in 
favour of certain aspects existent within the user interface, with identified 
tactics including hiding information, preselecting the unfavourable options, 
or manipulating the user interface.

These manipulations may amount to: adding false countdowns to 
influence consumers into deciding quicker, making an option appear more 
prevalent, including disguised ads that assume the form of interactive games 
or answering trick questions. Forced action refers to the necessity to take 
additional steps to advance towards the desired outcome. Such actions may 
involve sharing additional data, obtaining additional benefits for adding 
more friends or completing tasks to obtain something available for purchase.

In the United Kingdom, the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) 
used another taxonomy, proposing that dark patterns be divided into three 
components: choice structure, choice information, and choice pressure. 
Choice structure refers to how the options are presented. The altering of 
the method of presenting information comprises the choice information 
component. Lastly, choice pressure considers practices that aim to influence 
the consumer’s decision-making. The relevant OCA practices identified by 
the CMA are encompassed in Table 1 (CMA 2022, v).
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Table 1. OSA practices according to component

Choice Structure Choice Information Choice Pressure

Defaults

Ranking

Partitioned pricing

Bundling

Choice overload and 
decoys

Sensory manipulation 

Sludge

Dark nudge

Virtual currencies in 
gaming

Forced outcomes

Drip pricing

Reference pricing

Framing 

Complex language

Information overload

Scarcity and 
popularity claims

Prompts and 
reminders

Messengers

Commitment

Feedback 

Personalisation 

Source: CMA 2022a, v.

Another taxonomy is the one structured by Mathur et al. (2019, 81:5). 
This taxonomy lists five dimensions that help us to characterise each dark 
pattern, rather than naming the different practices, as previous taxonomies 
do. The five dimensions are: asymmetric, covert, deceptive, hides information, 
and restrictive. An asymmetric dark pattern enhances certain elements 
of the interface to the disadvantage of others. A dark pattern is covert if 
it hides information from users through the design of the interface aimed 
at influencing their choices. A deceptive dark pattern induces false beliefs 
through misleading statements or omissions, even if they are affirmative. 
To qualify for the ‘hides information’ dimension, a dark pattern must delay 
making necessary information available to the user. A restrictive dark pattern 
restricts the choices that are available to the user (Mathur et al. 2019, 81:6).

It is submitted that the confusing nature of this taxonomy deems it worthy 
of rejection. It must be observed that the ‘covert’ and ‘hides information’ 
dimensions appear to overlap considerably. This makes it harder to 
accurately characterise and classify dark patterns. Further clarification, 
describing the differences between the dimensions highlighted above, is 
necessary before this taxonomy can be used for the purposes for which it 
was instituted, namely, to characterise and classify dark patterns.
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3. DEFAULTS

Despite the comprehensive presentation provided above, the paper 
focuses on defaults, and at times dark nudges, information overload and 
framing. Within the following contribution, dark nudges and nudges will 
be used to convey the same meaning, referring to practices that are meant 
to influence consumers and ensure that they reach a desired outcome. For 
the purpose of clarity, in the following contribution, ‘default’ will be used to 
highlight that a consumer cannot reject the terms and conditions if they are 
unhappy with the privacy policies, equally they are unable to negotiate or 
modify privacy policies.

A default can be considered a pre-selected option when consumers are 
faced with a particular action or set of options. Defaults can have both a 
positive and a negative impact on the consumers’ ability to follow their 
interests. For example, a pre-installed anti-virus could help consumers to 
avoid computer viruses. However, this can also mean that consumers are 
enrolled in a subscription that forces them to pay for something they may 
not need (CMA 2022b, 2). Additionally, this also prevents the consumers 
from conducting their own research on what is available on the market and 
choosing the option that fits them best, impacting competition. Furthermore, 
it has been pointed out by the CMA that such conduct may also increase 
a business’s market share beyond what the product is worth (CMA 2022b, 
30). Hence, businesses may be discouraged from competing with one 
another to provide better offers and attract customers and focus on creating 
partnerships that promote bundling.

Defaults are problematic when they entertain and rely on consumer 
biases. Consumers tend to act quicker, and their attention spans are shorter. 
In addition, consumers skim rather than read the information presented and 
are more responsive to recommendations (Duggan, Payne 2011, 3). Weinreich 
et al. showed that out of the pages surveyed, 25% had been displayed for less 
than 4 seconds, 52% of the visits lasted less than 10 seconds, with only 10% 
of visits lasting longer than 2 minutes (Duggan, Payne 2011, 4). By exploiting 
this modified online behaviour, defaults exert a strong effect on consumer 
behaviour. Jachimowicz et al. (2019, 161) showed that a default is 27% more 
likely to be selected out of two options. Additionally, opt-out defaults have 
been proven to lead to a greater uptake of the pre-selected decision. An old 
famous study by Eric Johnson and Daniel Goldstein surveyed the prevalence 
of organ donors in countries with an opt-in and an opt-out system for organ 
donation. It has been highlighted that approximately 90% of the individuals 
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are organ donors when opt-out defaults are employed, while only 10% of the 
individuals will donate organs when the system is based on opt-in defaults 
(Johnson, Goldstein 2003, 1338).

The practice of taking advantage of the benefits of opt-out defaults is 
most prevalent when businesses try to collect data that can later be treated 
as a business asset. For example, the Clue app, a mobile application tracking 
fertility, automatically uses customer data for research purposes, provided 
that the terms have been accepted. There is an option to opt-out of this, 
by contacting the company.1 Hence, the cost of opting-out and protecting 
personal data is increased through the use of defaults.

4. CONSENTING IS THE NEW DEFAULT

Choice architects are the ones that decide how information will be 
conveyed to consumers, what are the actions that consumers need to take, 
and what the options will look like, including what is the default. It is 
evident that the information can be thus framed to highlight certain aspects 
over others, which will remain undetected provided the consumer embodies 
the online behaviour described above. Therefore, choice architects have the 
power of influencing how defaults are presented, in order to take advantage 
of behavioural economics when obtaining the consumer’s consent.

This practice can be observed in the choices presented in the Ovia app 
regarding data sharing. The OCA has been designed to create the impression 
that there is no possibility that the consumers’ personal health information 
will be shared with advertisers. This has been done through the use of 
bold lettering right next to the ‘Next’ button. However, the sentence prior 
to the bold lettering explicitly mentions that personal health data may be 
shared with advertisers to display more personalised data. These sentences 
are contradictory as information regarding health, fertility and pregnancy 
qualifies as personal health information. After reading this the consumer 
may still be conflicted about whether or not to opt-in to this section. The first 
paragraph of the setting description is used to eliminate such uncertainty. 
The use of the construction ‘you may still receive generic ads that you find 
less relevant’ is meant to present opting-in as a recommendation that will 
bring numerous benefits to the consumer.

1 Clue Privacy Policy, https://helloclue.com/privacy, last visited March 11, 2024.

https://helloclue.com/privacy
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the Ovia app account settings

Source: Kemp 2023, 15.

It can be noted how the consumers’ ability to compare the conditions 
under which products or services are offered is reduced by manipulating key 
pieces of information and choosing which characteristics will be displayed 
first or written in bold. The inability to compare such conditions is a key 
point in our discussion as without the ability to understand which providers 
better safeguard their private data; consumers cannot make this a criterion 
in their choice, ultimately vitiating the consumer’s consent. Businesses lack 
an incentive to compete in the domain of safeguarding consumer data or 
offering autonomy over how the data is used. This can be noted in the study 
conducted by Katherine Kemp, where one third of the apps analysed state in 
the fine print of their privacy policies that consumer data may be sold as a 
business asset, despite previously assuring consumers that they do not sell 
data or they never sell data (Kemp 2023, 13).

5. DATA

This section takes a look at the current regulation for obtaining consent 
for data processing purposes. It will be shown that data may be processed, 
provided that prior consent is obtained from the consumer. Customarily, the 
purposes for which the data is processed are laid out in the privacy policy. 
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5. DATA 

This section takes a look at the current regulation for obtaining consent for data 
processing purposes. It will be shown that data may be processed, provided that prior consent 
is obtained from the consumer. Customarily, the purposes for which the data is processed are 
laid out in the privacy policy. This allows companies to sneak in additional purposes and 
obtain the consumer’s consent through the default acceptance of the conditions, which is 
required prior to completing certain actions. 

Although under data privacy law consent is required for data processing, it is unlikely 
that consent is given freely, due to the complex nature of framing the request. Under Article 7 
of the General Data Privacy Regulation (GDPR), a request for consent ‘shall be presented in 
a manner which is clearly distinguishable from the other matters, in an intelligible and easily 
accessible form, using clear and plain language’. 
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This allows companies to sneak in additional purposes and obtain the 
consumer’s consent through the default acceptance of the conditions, which 
is required prior to completing certain actions.

Although under data privacy law consent is required for data processing, 
it is unlikely that consent is given freely, due to the complex nature of 
framing the request. Under Article 7 of the General Data Privacy Regulation 
(GDPR), a request for consent ‘shall be presented in a manner which is 
clearly distinguishable from the other matters, in an intelligible and easily 
accessible form, using clear and plain language’.

The average time necessary to read privacy policies is very long. Coupled 
with the shorter attention spans of users, this allows businesses to sneak 
in multiple processing purposes that allow them to handle the data in ways 
that consumers may have not wanted. The requirement imposed by the 
GDPR fails to ensure that consumers understand the nature of the request. 
The current environment permits the abuse of behavioural patterns, with 
the aim of hiding the purposes for which data is used and obtaining consent 
for multiple purposes. Sanchez-Rola et al. (2019, 340) shows that despite 
the GDPR, tracking may take place without the user’s consent. The study 
shows that 90% of websites create cookies prior to the consumers deciding 
whether or not they want to be tracked.

Even more concerning is the fat that although consumers agree to share 
their data, they do not understand what data will be collected. There may 
be a false impression that the collection of data takes place when signing 
up. However, the data collection takes place at multiple levels, from inputted 
data to inferences drawn from the news articles accessed or the use of other 
features provided within an app. The Ovia app provides a health assessment 
meant to provide a more tailored experience to users. However, this is 
another opportunity to create a virtual profile for the user, which can later 
be sold to advertisers or other companies. Examples of the questions have 
been procured by Katherine Kemp can be seen below.
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Box 1. Examples of Ovia Health Assessment questions

Source: Kemp 2023, 7.

Under the current regime, the nature of procuring consent is a paradox. 
Consenting to an action would imply that there is an alternative. However, 
the reality is that most often the alternative to giving consent is accepting 
that the consumer will not obtain the product or service. Hence, it can hardly 
be argued that one can even talk about obtaining consent for data processing 
in a world where the processing of data conditions the consumer’s access to 
services. Therefore, obtaining consent appears to be just a façade.

Moreover, the inability to understand or monitor how data is used or how 
it is collected further supports the inclusion of online users in the category 
of vulnerable consumers in cases where OCA relies on dark patterns. 
The fertility apps privacy terms describe the collection of technical data. 
Consenting to the general terms and to the collection of this data allow the 
app to share the data collected from consumers with partners. For example, 
the Flo app shares data with AppsFlyer which later shares with its partners, 
including Pinterest, Google Ads, Apple Search Adds, and Facebook (Kemp 
2023, 17).
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6. PERSONAL DATA: A NEW CURRENCY SHAPING CONSUMER 
BEHAVIOUR

When choosing different products or services, price is often the most 
important factor guiding the consumer’s decision. In the online environment, 
most services appear to be free, but disclosing personal data is the price 
paid by consumers. A logical conclusion would be that data privacy should 
replace price as a comparison criterion when using online services. In turn, 
businesses would have to compete to improve their data policies to attract 
consumers. As previously discussed, consumers do not spend time reading 
privacy policies as they perceive using online services as free, despite being 
concerned about having control over their personal data.

Personal data acts as an intermediary or a virtual currency that 
is interposed between consumers and their enjoyment of the online 
environment. The recent EU Enforcement and Modernisation Directive2 
ensure that consumer protection law safeguards consumers even in such 
cases where services or products are obtained in exchange of the provision 
of data.3 A similar mention is made within the European Digital Content 
Directive.4 This neglected currency facilitates the reluctance of businesses 
to change their data policies without regulatory intervention. Coupled with 
the absence of competition between businesses retarding making their 
services available at a lower ‘data cost’ for consumers, this supports the lack 
of meaningful alternatives when choosing whether to consent to the data 
policies. Absent such meaningful alternatives, accepting privacy policies or 
terms and conditions has become akin to a default due to several factors. 
First, it is the take-it-or-leave-it nature of these agreements that makes it 
impossible for consumers to have autonomy over their data. Second, the 
erroneous belief that the default ‘I agree’ is a recommendation made by 
choice architects (Sanchez-Rola 2019, 344) contributes to consumers blindly 
agreeing to the terms. For the purpose of this contribution, the opt-out 
agreements, where pre-selected options are available, are taken as a form of 

2 Directive (EU) 2019/2161 of 27 November 2019 amending Council Directive 
93/13/EEC and Directives 98/6/EC, 2005/29/EC and 2011/83/EU of the European 
Parliament and of the Council as regards the better enforcement and modernisation 
of Union consumer protection rules [2019] OJ L 328/7.
3 Ibid., 31. 
4 Directive (EC) 2019/770 of 20 May 2019 on certain aspects concerning 
contracts for the supply of digital content and digital services [2019] OJ L 136/1, 
recital 24. 
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a default ‘I agree’. Third, there is another erroneous belief that as accepting 
is the default and many other consumers had previously accepted the same 
terms and conditions, these cannot be ‘that harmful’.

These factors facilitate the manipulation of consumers by businesses. 
For example, the My Calendar fertility app assures consumers that it will 
never sell their data. However, in its privacy policy, it states that ‘If we are 
involved in a merger, acquisition, reorganization, restructuring, or other sale 
or transfer of all or any portion of our assets or business, that could involve 
your Personal Information and User Data being transferred to the buyer or 
surviving entity’ (Kemp 2023, 13). This may seem harmless at first glance, 
but it allows the app to treat the user’s data as a business asset and later 
share it with partners.

Another subscription-based app, Pregnancy+, provides two levels of 
services for its members, the gold and silver standard. Both involve tracking 
the consumer’s data with the aim of delivering the best personalised 
experience. The app looks at what functions the consumer uses more and how 
they access it. For the gold members, the app uses the consumers’ advertising 
ID. Despite allowing Phillips to show consumers targeted advertisements 
through external advertising channels, using the identifier allows Google to 
independently use the advertising ID to personalise the advertisements gold 
members will be shown in the Google app (Kemp 2023, 17).

The ability to access personalised content does not seem to be detrimental 
to the consumers’ enjoyment of the online environment. However, their 
inability to have autonomy over their own data surely is. As explored 
above, the language used in privacy policies hides how and what data will 
be collected. Often the ambiguity of the OCA also manages to convince 
consumers to share their data. It is argued that the absence of the ability 
to understand the above-mentioned, coupled with the effect and use of 
defaults, calls for the scope of the ‘vulnerable consumer’ category to extend 
to encompass all the users of online environments where dark patterns 
are present. Typically, vulnerable consumers include the elderly and the 
young, due to their unfamiliarity with the online environment. However, 
extension is motivated by the inability to provide informed consent of the 
aforementioned users. In addition, the consumers often share sensitive 
data, as is the case of the consumers that use the services provided by the 
above-analysed applications. The issue here is that such data will be used to 
target consumers while they are using other online services. Such targeting 
may contribute to additional distress to consumers. It is argued that the 
lack of autonomy characteristic to online environments, where the OCA is 
dominated by dark patterns, calls for the inclusion of consumers present in 
the aforementioned environment in the category of vulnerable consumers.
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7. LEGAL SOLUTIONS

Various solutions aimed at ensuring that defaults or the OCA do not 
vitiate consent have been implemented in various jurisdictions. In the 
United Kingdom, the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) proposed 
two solutions to counteract the negative effects of defaults and dark patterns 
in the context of OCA and to ensure that informed consent is obtained. First, 
the CMA put forward the necessity for a mandatory default that is in the 
interest of the consumer (CMA 2022a, 39) but that this solution would not be 
effective for the following reasons. Determining what is in the best interest 
of each consumer is impossible as each consumer is different. Hence, further 
guidance is necessary for the implementation of the mandatory default. In 
addition, there are important issues that still need to be addressed before 
this solution can be adequately considered. Would the authorities rely on the 
benchmark of the average consumer when determining what the mandatory 
default would be? The average consumer is a legislative construct implying 
that each consumer is an individual who is reasonably well-informed, 
observant, and circumspect (Keller et al. 2011, 379).5 How would the 
authority ensure that businesses comply with this requirement and that 
the default they propose is the one that is the closest to the interest of the 
consumer, rather than the most business-wise one?

Some may argue that Jachimowicz et al. (2019, 162) answers these 
challenges by proposing the smart default. These are defaults that use 
behavioural economics to deliver a tailored pre-selected option that is in the 
interest of each particular consumer. The aim is to produce the perfect default 
for each consumer, to avoid situations in which defaults nudge consumers 
into choosing less favourable options. Furthermore, smart defaults would 
eliminate the potential of a blanket approach which otherwise fails to satisfy 
all the consumer’s preferences.

However, it is submitted that this solution needs to withstand different 
challenges as it will require the collection and processing of data. It is 
considered that smart defaults are in no way more advantageous than 
traditional defaults, due to the lack of transparency that they seem to feature 
and the processes that they are derived from. Thus, it is impossible to 
ascertain whether a smart default would be the option that best caters to the 
interest of the consumer, based on the collected data, and is not influenced 
by the interests of various business entities. In addition, it is necessary to 
obtain consent for the processing of data. This would be problematic as it 

5 Consumer Rights Act 2015, s 64(5). 
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will run into difficulties outlining characterising consent and ensuring that 
consent is informed and given freely. If consumers do not understand how 
their data will be used and are unaware of all the conditions they agree to, 
then it cannot be argued that consent is ‘freely given, specific, informed’. It is 
submitted that more guidelines would be provided regarding what qualifies 
as ‘plain and intelligible language’.

Second, the CMA proposed that businesses should be required to ensure 
that consumers make an active choice (CMA 2022a, 44). This solution seems 
to answer the challenge of a lack of alternative choices, other than agreeing 
to a privacy policy or to the terms and conditions. However, there is at least 
one challenge that this solution cannot answer, namely its inability to ensure 
that it is resistant to the influence of dark patterns, such as dark nudges. 
It must be considered that, although having alternative choices seems to 
improve competition in terms of data privacy and, consequently, incentivises 
businesses to provide better privacy policies; businesses may still take 
advantage of behavioural economics through OCA, to the detriment of the 
consumers.

However, from the European Union perspective, it is also important 
to take into consideration the powerful Directive 2005/29/EC on unfair 
commercial practices (UCPD).6 The UCPD covers unfair practices in general, 
and thus, while the online choice architecture or the term ‘dark pattern’ may 
not have a legal definition in the UCPD, most instances of dark patterns are 
considered unfair commercial practices and can be covered by the scope 
of the UCPD (Hacker 2021). Further, the European Commission has issued 
guidance regarding the interpretation and application of the UCPD with 
regards to dark patterns, including a section explaining how the relevant 
provisions of the UCPD can be used to challenge the fairness of practices 
when dark patterns are involved, in the context of business-to-consumer 
commercial relationships (European Commission 2021, 4.2.7).

The UCPD protects consumers against misleading practices and misleading 
omissions that deceive or are likely to deceive the average consumer.7 
Recognizably, in many instances of dark patterns, ‘relevant information 
is hidden or provided in a way that makes the consumer take a certain 

6 Directive 2005/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 May 
2005 concerning unfair business-to-consumer commercial practices in the internal 
market, amending Council Directive 84/450/EEC, Directives 97/7/EC, 98/27/EC 
and 2002/65/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council and Regulation (EC) 
No 2006/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council (‘unfair commercial 
practices directive’), OJ L 149/28.
7 Articles 6 and 7 UCPD.
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decision which, in absence of that specific practice, they otherwise would 
not have taken’ (BEUC 2022, 7). More significantly, however, a commercial 
practice will be considered misleading as long as it ‘in any way, including 
overall presentation, deceives or is likely to deceive the average consumer, 
even if the information is factually correct’.8 The emphasis on ‘overall 
presentation’ here is fundamental in regulating dark patterns. Often, online 
users are manipulated by dark patterns that do not relate to any truth-apt 
information or content. For example, in the case of sensory manipulation 
where one option is made to appear more colourful and visually striking 
while the other option is purposely designed to be dull and less noticeable, 
there is no material information present that can be proven true or false 
to begin with. In such cases the manipulative factor is solely to do with the 
deceptive presentation of the choices to users.

The European Commission has also issued guidelines regarding non-
fact-based manipulative practices, such as visually obscuring important 
information or promoting a specific option, using trick questions and 
ambiguous language, or deploying default interface settings, e.g. using pre-
ticked boxes, inter alia. While it could be argued that the use of the term 
‘overall presentation’ is overly broad and inherently vague, Article 6(1) of 
the UCPD does contain a list of elements to be considered in the assessment 
of unfairness. Notably, Article 6(1) (d) refers to ‘the price or the manner in 
which the price is calculated’, which has strong relevance for many types of 
dark patterns, such as drip pricing. That said, this list of elements clearly 
lacks scope in the context of online business-to-consumer transactions, and 
there is an opportunity to expand it to more easily apply to dark patterns.

Articles 8 and 9 of the UCPD regulate aggressive practices, which also 
has a strong impact on the digital market (Kaprou 2022, 77). Accordingly, a 
commercial practice ‘shall be regarded as aggressive if, in its factual context, 
taking account of all its features and circumstances, by harassment, coercion, 
including the use of physical force, or undue influence, it significantly impairs 
or is likely to significantly impair the average consumer’s freedom of choice 
or conduct with regard to the product and thereby causes him or is likely 
to cause him to take a transactional decision that he would not have taken 
otherwise’.9

8 Article 6 UCPD.
9 Article 8 UCPD.
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Moreover, the UCPD also provides the material elements to consider 
when assessing an aggressive practice, including the ‘exploitation by the 
trader of any specific misfortune or circumstance of such gravity as to 
impair the consumer’s judgement, of which the trader is aware, to influence 
the consumer’s decision with regard to the product’.10

This provision can successfully capture many forms of dark patterns if 
‘the trader, via the techniques used to revamp the user interface (e.g., A/B 
testing), is aware of the choices that are most likely to be made by consumers 
under different circumstances and therefore can use that fact to their own 
advantage’ (BEUC 2022, 8). Having said that, practical difficulties may 
arise during investigation and enforcement, since relying on this provision 
involves demonstrating, as a matter of fact, that the trader possesses such 
knowledge. This can be a difficult burden of proof to satisfy.

The European Union has also recently adopted the new Digital Services 
Act (DSA)11 which partially addresses OCA. The Digital Services Act aims 
at regulating OCA, to prohibit nudging techniques or other dark patterns 
that would prevent consumers from making free choices or interacting 
with the platform. Besides the solution proposed by the Digital Markets 
Act,12 which so far seems the only viable one, two other solutions may be 
worthy of consideration. First, it may be useful to show consumers the 
sum generated by companies from their data. A study conducted amongst 
600,000 US households showed that households that regularly received a 
letter comparing their own energy consumption to that of similar neighbours 
reduced their consumption by an average of 2%, the same effect that would 
have been brought about by an energy price increase of 11%–20% (Allcott 
2011, 1082).

Second, another solution may be the use of generative AI models with 
the aim of simplifying privacy policies whenever they are displayed, to 
reduce the cost of reading them. However, this raises the question of how 
responsibility is to be apportioned in the event that legal action is brought 
about.

10 Article 9 UCPD.
11 Regulation (EU) 2022/2065 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 
19 October 2022 on a Single Market For Digital Services and amending Directive 
2000/31/EC, OJ L 277/1.
12 Regulation (EU) 2022/1925 of the European Parliament and of the Council 
of 14 September 2022 on contestable and fair markets in the digital sector and 
amending Directives (EU) 2019/1937 and (EU) 2020/1828 PE/17/2022/REV/1 OJ 
L 265/1.
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The DSA states that ‘providers of online platforms shall not design, organise 
or operate their online interfaces in a way that deceives or manipulates the 
recipients of their service or in a way that otherwise materially distorts or 
impairs the ability of the recipients of their service to make free and informed 
decisions’.13 While the phrasing of this article might appear ambitious and 
extensive, it excludes a significant group of intermediary services from the 
DSA’s restrictions on dark patterns. By limiting the application of Article 
25 only to online platforms instead of all intermediary services, the scope 
of the DSA is narrower than some may expect. As a result, ‘a wide range 
of intermediary services are not subject to the ban’, ‘including businesses 
foundational to online commerce, such as ISP’s, web-hosting services and 
domain name registrars’ (MacKinnon 2022, 1). This exclusion is arguably 
a consequential one, given that these intermediary services ‘often have 
consumer-facing businesses’. On the other hand, given that the vast majority 
of dark patterns are found on large online platforms, it is likely that this 
scope will be sufficiently broad.

The term ‘dark patterns’ is never explicitly mentioned or alluded to in the 
UCPD due to its recency in the field of consumer law. The DSA successfully 
updates EU law in this aspect. The DSA defines dark patterns on online 
interfaces of online platforms as ‘practices that materially distort or impair, 
either on purpose or in effect, the ability of recipients of the service to 
make autonomous and informed choices or decisions’.14 It highlights how 
dark patterns can be used to make the consumer to make decision they 
do not want to make or to behave in a manner they have not wanted to, 
which eventually can produce undesirable and negative outcomes for them. 
As such, the DSA attempts to prohibit all instances of ‘deceiving or nudging 
recipients of the service via the structure, design or functionalities of an 
online interface or a part thereof’.15

A breakthrough by the DSA pertains to its regulations on unfair advertising 
practices. Misleading advertising constitutes a significant dark pattern 
which can unduly manipulate and deceive consumers, especially when these 
advertisements involve targeted information unbeknownst to consumers. 
Article 26 of the DSA states that online platforms ‘shall not present 
advertisements to recipients of the service based on profiling’, and Article 39 
highlights additional requirements for online advertising transparency. The 
UCPD is not easily applicable to advertising practices, even with its vague 

13 Article 25(1) DSA.
14 Recital 67 DSA.
15 Ibid.
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requirement of professional diligence, thus this is undoubtedly a much-
needed addition to protect consumers from deceptive advertising. That 
said, there remain no limitations to diverse forms of micro-targeted online 
manipulation techniques that enable continuous observation of consumers 
on the internet for the purposes of online advertising. This is arguably a core 
issue that is yet to be resolved, which might undermine the rest of the efforts 
by the Commission in this area.

Overall, the DSA serves to supplement the UCPD in areas where it is 
lacking, and not to replace it. Thus, regulation of the majority of dark 
patterns will still fall under the scope of the UCPD’s provisions. Further, the 
DSA is insufficient in furnishing the UCPD’s areas of incompletion that were 
mentioned above. It might be more productive of an endeavour to instead 
focus on reforming the UCPD’s provisions to make them more applicable 
to dark patterns, as well as for the Commission to issue further guidance 
incorporating the concept of digital asymmetry.

Moreover, in the European Union, the recently passed Digital Markets 
Act obliges platforms to refrain from combining data sourced from core 
platform services with personal data obtained from any other service 
offered by the gatekeeper or third parties. This is the only solution that 
seems to take into account the shortfalls of behavioural economics and tries 
to impair businesses from taking advantage of them. If businesses cannot 
use the data sourced from core platform services or another service, then 
the value of settings such as those that hide the collection of location data 
from consumers will decrease. The solution brought forward by the Digital 
Markets Act aims at eliminating the market for hidden settings and deceiving 
choice architecture, rather than intervening to ensure fair competition in this 
area or facilitating competition in terms of data privacy settings. Although 
some may argue that this is an over-paternalistic approach, it is submitted 
that this may be what is needed in the current environment, considering the 
high cost that consumers are faced with when researching privacy policies. It 
may be further argued that the large amount of time that would be required 
to ensure that a consumer is familiar with all the privacy policies makes 
competition at a data privacy policy level impossible.
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8. CONCLUSION

The discussions surrounding online choice architecture and dark patterns 
are usually focused on the harmful effects of defaults, the difficult nature of 
procuring consent, or how data is being used for purposes consumers are 
unaware of. This paper has tried to link the research and show how defaults 
work towards procuring consent for data processing.

It has been argued that in the current environment, consumers active 
in online environments where the OCA is dominated by dark patterns 
should be classified as vulnerable consumers for three reasons. First, the 
use of defaults vitiates the consumer’s ability to consent to privacy policies. 
Second, consumers are unable to monitor or often even understand how 
and when data is collected. Third, consumers fail to understand that all the 
‘free’ services are paid with their data. Thus, they fail to compare services 
and products based on the currency of the online environment: data. It has 
been explored how, although consumers wish to have more control over 
their data, they do not invest time into reading privacy policies, which would 
incentivise businesses to develop better policies. In the absence of a way to 
incentivise businesses to improve their data policies through competition on 
the market, several other solutions were explored.

Following this paper, further research into whether showing consumers 
the profit generated by companies using their personal data would 
incentivise users to start considering the way that a business handles 
data as a more important factor in their purchasing decision. In addition, 
further research into the effects of using generative AI models to simplify 
consumer policies would be desirable for assessing the suitability of the 
aforementioned proposal. What is certainly necessary is a reform of the 
consumer law, to address the consumer law challenges brought about by 
online choice architecture and dark patterns.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The phrase “the orderly development of the Convention case-law” is 
borrowed from the 1990 Cossey judgment1 of the European Court of Human 
Rights (ECtHR). In the Cossey case, the Court used this phrase to explain why 
it would not depart from precedent. One of the reasons cited was the need 
for the orderly development of its case law. At first glance, it might seem 
contradictory that the Court justifies its adherence to precedent by referring 
to the development of case law. However, in its practice and generally, 
precedent does not represent static law and does not preclude certain 
development. Indeed, in the Cossey case, the ECtHR made it clear it would 
not depart from precedent without cogent reason. Thus, departure from 
precedent has not been ruled out. Given that the Court is not a lawmaking 
court, departing from precedent essentially means deviating from the 
interpretation of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), 
provided in the precedential judgment. This interpretation is typically 
rendered in specific factual circumstances. In some cases, the interpretation 
is closely tied to the facts, while in others, it is not.

The relationship between interpretation and fact is relevant for 
qualification of departure. If the interpretation has changed in essentially 
the same factual circumstances, the precedent is overruled. However, if 
the interpretation has changed in different factual circumstances, the old 
precedent remains applicable to the facts comparable with the original set 
of facts, while a new precedent is established for the new set of facts. The 
interpretation addressing the issue in the old precedent is branching in two 
or more lines of cases or is modifying from case to case. The specifics of 
these developments in case law may not always be clear, and differences of 
opinion can emerge, regarding whether there are good reasons for departing 
from precedent, whether the conditions are met for a new interpretation 
in essentially same factual circumstances, or whether different factual 
circumstances require a new interpretation. It is my proposition that 
examination of the concept of the orderly development of case law can 
be helpful in ensuring sound case law development and addressing these 
questions.

The article will commence with a brief explanation of precedents in 
common law legal systems and European Continental legal systems. It will 
then delve into the practical application of precedent by the European Court 
of Human Rights and distinguish between precedents where comparability 

1 Cossey v. The United Kingdom (App. No. 10843/84) Judgment of 27 September 
1990, para. 35.
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of facts is not relevant and those where it is. Within the second category 
of precedents, three modes of development will be identified: 1. overruling 
the precedent, 2. branching of the case law, and 3. fragmentation of the case 
law. These three modes of development are not without their challenges. 
The article will introduce the concept of orderly development of case law 
and demonstrate how it can help address these challenges.

2. THE PRECEDENT IN DOMESTIC LAW

2.1. The Precedent in Common Law Legal Systems

In Jurisprudence Sir John Salmond stated that:

“A precedent ... is a judicial decision which contains in itself a principle. 
The underlying principle which thus forms its authoritative element is often 
termed the ratio decidendi. The concrete decision is binding between the 
parties to it, but it is the abstract ratio decidendi which alone has the force of 
law as regards the world at large” (as quoted by Collier 1988, 794).

Authors concur that in common law legal systems precedent is not the 
literal text of a judicial decision, but rather the legal essence that the courts 
derive from it. Svein Eng points out that in common law countries a judgment 
primarily resolves a specific case, but it also serves as the foundation for 
the general rule (Eng 2000, 277). This makes the precedent a form of 
unwritten law – lex non scripta (Tiersma 2007, 1188). There is a trend, 
however, towards textualizing the precedent in some common law countries 
(Tiersma 2007). Textualization of the precedents makes the law less prone 
to manipulation and more rigid (Tiersma 2007). The certainty in the law, 
equality and judicial efficiency have been usually cited as justifications for 
the doctrine of precedent (Maltz 1988, 368–370).

The requirement of analogy is deeply rooted in the doctrine of precedent. 
While Thomas Hobbes, Sir Matthew Hale and David Hume had differing 
views on precedent, G. J. Postema found common ground among them in 
the significance of analogy. He summarized their views as follows: “[T]he 
form of reasoning is thought to be the same: the instant case is located 
within or related to the complex details of common life . . . reposited in the 
common law, and conclusions are drawn from this context depending on the 
strength of the analogies to it” (Postema 1987, 32, quoted in Hunter 2001, 
1250)”. They did not, however, delve extensively into the subject of analogy. 
Earl Maltz (1988, 372) observed that the definition asserting that precedent 
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controls “the result in all future cases in which the facts are similar to the 
precedent case in all relevant respects” is not quite helpful and should be 
supplemented by a consideration which facts are relevant.

2.2. Precedent in European Continental legal systems

It is well established that, in European Continental legal systems, the 
lower courts are not legally bound to adhere to the judicial decisions of 
the higher courts. However, Yvon Loussouarn (1958, 257) observed that, 
in practice, they are de facto bound to do so. In Continental legal systems, 
the courts do not create law, but rather offer interpretation of legislation. 
The interpretations provided in the judgment of the higher courts are 
usually expected to guide the decisions of the lower courts. This practice 
stems from the inherent concept of unity within each judicial system. If each 
court were to independently interpret domestic legislation, it would lead to 
the fragmentation of the legal system. This principle of unity is a common 
feature shared by all Continental legal systems. In discussing precedent in 
international jurisprudence, which blends different legal cultures, Sanja 
Djajić (2018, 225) remarked that the concept of de facto precedent unites 
the common law and civil law approaches to judicial decisions.

Former Judge and President of the ECtHR, Luzius Wildhaber commented 
on the difference in legal reasoning between common law judges and 
Continental law judges. He noted that common law judges tend to engage 
in prudent reasoning, moving upwards from the facts of the case, while 
Continental law judges often employ sweeping reasoning, starting from 
abstract principles (Wildhaber 2000, 1530). Wildhaber emphasized that 
the gap between these two legal systems is not as wide as often depicted in 
literature. He pointed out that the rule of stare decisis in common law is not 
absolute, since exceptions exist. Thus, the House of Lords could depart from 
previous decisions, and courts can distinguish cases based on reasonable 
distinctions in the facts. On the other hand, he observed, that European 
Continental law courts routinely follow precedents (Wildhaber 2000, 1530).

3. PRECEDENT IN THE PRACTICE OF THE EUROPEAN COURT OF 
HUMAN RIGHTS

In principle, the European Court of Human Rights is not a lawmaking 
court; its primary role is to interpret and apply the European Convention 
on Human Rights. In the ECtHR practice, precedent comprises preserved 
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interpretation of the Convention. Interpretations may originate in a single 
case or be synthetized from multiple cases, eventually forming precedents. 
Unlike precedents in common law legal systems, a precedent of the Court is 
lex scripta – written law. The chambers or the Grand Chamber refer to and 
often quote specific sentences or textual sequences from previous judgments. 
The quoted text from previous judgments, referred to as “principles” by the 
ECtHR in recent years, has various functions. It can serve as a precedent in 
the strict sense, directly determining outcome of the case, but the Court also 
uses them as components in its legal reasoning.

In recent years, the legal reasoning of the ECtHR has been divided into 
two segments: 1. a general approach or general principles that relate to 
the broader legal context within which a specific disputed issue arises, and 
2. the application of general principles to the specific issue at hand. The 
Court usually cites recent judgments in similar cases, and the references 
contained within these judgments lead to earlier cases, revealing a chain of 
cases in which the precedential principle was born, developed, and applied. 
In literature, such references, used as components of reasoning, have been 
likened to a “dense network” (Farnelli et al. 2022, 263). It is worth noting 
that the ECtHR is the most prolific international court. As of 22 October 
2023, the Human Rights Documents (HUDOC) database, on the Court’s 
website, reported that the Grand Chamber had delivered 5,297 judgments 
and 118 decisions, the chambers had rendered 62,589 judgments and 
26,433 decisions, and the committees had produced 13,786 judgments 
and 19,698 decisions.2 Consequently, the ECtHR case law thus contains an 
extensive collection of saved interpretations. In recent years, it has become 
a practice for the Grand Chamber not to reinterpret the Convention to 
resolve disputes but to utilize the “dense network” of references to previous 
judgments, thus relying on interpretations made in previous cases to resolve 
current disputes. However, such a practice may risk becoming selective and 
potentially dangerous, known as “cherry-picking”. 

In the Chapman case in 2001, the ECtHR outlined its position on the 
precedent as follows:

“The Court considers that, while it is not formally bound to 
follow any of its previous judgments, it is in the interests of 
legal certainty, foreseeability and equality before the law that 
it should not depart, without good reason, from precedents 
laid down in previous cases. Since the Convention is first and 

2 ECtHR, HUDOC database, https://hudoc.echr.coe.int (last visited October 22, 
2023).

https://hudoc.echr.coe.int
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foremost a system for the protection of human rights, the 
Court must, however, have regard to the changing conditions in 
Contracting States and respond, for example, to any emerging 
consensus as to the standards to be achieved.”3

In Chapman, the Court made reference to the 1990 Cossey case, where a 
slightly different formulation was used. Responding to the observation by 
the applicant that the Court was not bound by its previous judgments, the 
Court stated in Cossey:

“It is true that, as she submitted, the Court is not bound by its 
previous judgments; ... However, it usually follows and applies 
its own precedents, such a course being in the interests of 
legal certainty and the orderly development of the Convention 
case-law. Nevertheless, this would not prevent the Court 
from departing from an earlier decision if it was persuaded 
that there were cogent reasons for doing so. Such a departure 
might, for example, be warranted in order to ensure 
that the interpretation of the Convention reflects societal 
changes and remains in line with present-day conditions.”4

Regarding this quote text, the Court referenced the Inze case from 1987. 
In paragraph 41 of the Inze judgment (referenced in Cossey), the Court 
elaborated on the prohibition of discrimination and on the Convention as 
a living instrument.5 It may be noted that paragraph 41 in Inze specifically 
pertains to the second sentence of the text from Cossey. There was no 
reference to previous cases concerning the first sentence. Most likely, the 
Court’s position, as stated in Cossey, was formulated for the first time 
there. This position was subsequently modified in Chapman and has since 
remained in its modified form in later cases. The modification includes 
several changes. One notable change is that one of the reasons for adhering 
to precedent – “the orderly development of the Convention case-law” – 
was omitted. The rational for this change is not immediately clear, and in 

3 Chapman v. the United Kingdom (App. No. 27238/95), Judgment of 18 January 
2001, para. 70; Christine Goodwin v. The United Kingdom, (App. No. 28957/95), 
Judgment of 11 July 2002, para. 74; Similarly in Mamatkulov and Askarov v. Turkey 
(App. Nos. 46827/99 and 46951/99), Judgment of 4 February 2005, para. 121; 
Savickis and Others v. Latvia (App. No. 49270/11), Judgment of 9 June 2022, para. 
202.
4 Cossey v. The United Kingdom (App. No. 10843/84), Judgment of 27 September 
1990, para. 35.
5 Inze v. Austria (App. No. 8695/79), Judgment of 28 October 1987, para 41. 
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the author’s opinion, it may not have been the most productive change. 
Two new reasons were introduced: foreseeability and equality before the 
law. Foreseeability is inherently linked to legal certainty, so this change 
is not particularly significant. Equality before the law might mean equal 
legal treatment in similar factual circumstances. This added reason thus 
underlines the importance of comparability of facts.

It should be added here that the Contracting States to the European 
Convention on Human Rights attached a specific function to case law – 
advancing the procedural efficacy of the Court. Through Protocol No. 14 
to the Convention, they relocated the power to decide the admissibility 
and merits of the cases whose underlying legal issue had been the subject-
matter of well-established ECtHR case law. This power was moved from the 
competence of the seven-judge chamber to the competence of the three-
judges committee. Faced with the problem of a rising number of repetitive 
cases that burdened the workload of the Court, the Contracting States 
transferred these repetitive cases to a judicial formation with a smaller 
number of judges, thereby increasing the Court throughput (Djajić 2018, 
230). This solution does not function without difficulties (Djajić, Etinski 
2018, 73–98).

3.1. Precedents Without Comparability of Facts

The case law demonstrates different approaches taken by the ECtHR 
regarding the issue of comparability. In some cases, comparability exists 
at the level of disputed issues only. The interpretation used to address an 
issue in a precedent case is subsequently applied to address the same issue 
in later cases, even in a quite different factual situation. The Court denotes 
sometimes such mode of comparability by the phrase mutatis mutandis. In 
the 1995 McMichael case, the Court addressed procedural aspects of Article 
8 of the ECHR in the context of parental relationship. Later, in the Taşkın case 
of 2004, in the context of environmental pollution, the Court applied the legal 
finding on procedural aspects of Article 8, referring to McMichael in a mutatis 
mutandis manner.6 This legal finding on the procedural aspects of Article 8 
has become relevant to the same issue in subsequent cases, regardless of 
the factual background. Because there are legal issues that are common to 
multiple articles of the Convention, there are precedents that apply across its 
various articles. The principle of legality is an important element of several 

6 Taşkın and Others v. Turkey (App. No. 46117/99), Judgment of 10 November 
2004, para. 118.
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articles. The Court defined the criteria of legality in the Sunday Times case 
of 1979,7 and they have been reiterated in numerous cases and remain valid 
today.8 The principles related to the fair balance between competing interests 
and the margin of appreciation can be considered as this type of principles. 
This type of precedents is based on the comparability of legal issues. They 
are not based on the comparability of facts, but facts may influence their 
development. In the Leyla Şahin case9, the Court, under the influence of 
specific facts, extended the concept of legality to include legal acts that fall 
under statutory law.10 Another addition to the basic precedential principle of 
legality pertains to factors that determine the precision and foreseeability of 
legal acts.11 The ECtHR has, thus, established a general principle in multiple 
variants and selects one according to the requirements of the given case.

3.2. Precedents Involving the Relevance of Fact Comparability

Many precedents are rooted in the comparability of the facts. It is a 
commonplace in the general precedent doctrine that the essential facts 
of the precedent case and the subsequent case must bear similarity. The 
ECtHR has often cited prior comparable cases, and sometimes even series 
of comparable cases, providing the case names and paragraph references in 
brackets. On some occasions, the Court advises the reader to compare the 
facts of the current case with those of a previous case, again in brackets. 
The critical question here is whether the facts of the precedent case and 
the latter case are sufficiently comparable, in other words, whether the 
factual difference are significant enough to distinguish the current case from 

7 Sunday Times v. The United Kingdom (App. No. 6538/74), Judgment of 26 April 
1979.
8 Ovcharenko and Kolos v. Ukraine, (App. Nos. 27276/15 and 33692/15), 
Judgment of 12 January 2023, para. 96; Mustafa Hajili and Others v. Azerbaijan (App. 
No. 69483/13 and 2 others), Judgment of 6 October 2022.
9 Leyla Şahin v. Turkey, (App. No. 44774/98), Judgment of 10 November 2005, 
para. 88. 
10 De Wilde, Ooms and Versyp v. Belgium (App. Nos. 2832/66; 2835/66; 2899/66), 
Judgment of 18 Jun 1971, para. 93; Sanoma Uitgevers B.V. v. the Netherlands, (App. 
No. 38224/03), Judgment of 14 September 2010, para. 83.
11 Karácsony and Others v. Hungary (App. Nos. 42461/13 and 44357/13), Judgment 
of 17 May 2016, para 125; Delfi AS v. Estonia (App. No. 64569/09), Judgment of 
16 June 2015, para. 122. Cantoni v. France (App. No. 17862/91), Judgment of 11 
November 1996, para. 29; NIT S.R.L. v. the Republic of Moldova (App. No. 28470/12), 
Judgment of 5 April 2022, para 160.
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the precedent. These references to comparability serve various purposes: 
sometimes they support or explain the Court’s line of reasoning, and in 
other cases, they determine the case’s outcome.

4. DEVELOPMENTS IN THE CASE LAW OF THE EUROPEAN 
COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

At least three modes of development can be observed in the ECtHR case 
law: 1. overruling of the precedent, i.e., rendering the precedent obsolete; 2. 
the birth of a new precedent alongside the old precedent, i.e., branching of 
case law; 3. fragmentation of the case law. While the first two modes may be 
considered forms of orderly case law development, the third mode is most 
problematic as it introduces the most uncertainty to the case law. A common 
thread for all three modes is the relevance of fact comparability.

4.1. Overruling the Precedent

Overruling a precedent involves setting aside a precedential judgment by a 
new judgment in a subsequent case. In the new case, the ECtHR interprets the 
ECHR differently and replies to the disputed issue contrary to the reply given 
in the precedent judgement. The essential facts in both cases are the same. The 
interpretation was not changed due to different facts, but due to developments 
in the sources the Court uses to interpret the Convention. This can include 
the emergence of a new European consensus on the disputed issue, changes 
in international law, or developments in documents of the Council of Europe, 
etc. The Court takes the phrase “European consensus” to mean an informal 
agreement of the Contracting States on a specific issue, emerging from their 
converging internal practices. It is widely recognized that the Court interprets 
the Convention as a living instrument. The Court is renowned for its evolutive 
interpretation. The above quoted passages from Cossey and Chapman support 
this. Alastair Mowbray also found in the case law other reasons, used by the 
Court, for overruling the precedent (Mowbray 2009, 179–201).

The Christine Goodwin case12 is an illustrative example of overruling a 
precedent in the context of the orderly development of case law. The central 
issue at hand was whether the positive obligation of Contracting States 

12 Christine Goodwin v. The United Kingdom (App. No. 28957/95), Judgment of 11 
July 2002.
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under Article 8 of the Convention, to legally regulate the status of post-
operative transsexual persons, falls within the margin of appreciation of the 
Contracting States. The issue initially appeared before the Court in the Rees 
case in 1986.13 At that time, given the absence of a European consensus on 
the matter, the Court determined that the existence of this obligation fell 
within the margin of appreciation of the United Kingdom. This response was 
reiterated in several subsequent cases. Over time, the Court acknowledged 
that a European consensus had started to emerge. A majority of judges 
believed, however, that it had not reached a level where it could provide 
precise answers to specific questions regarding the status of post-operative 
individuals. In the Christine Goodwin case, the Court overruled the precedent 
set in Rees. Notably, in this instance, the Court did not confirm the existence 
of a sufficient level of European consensus, but it altered its interpretation 
anyway. The change of interpretation was influenced by factors such as the 
international development trend, extending beyond the Contracting States, 
in the legal regulation of the status of these individuals. Additionally, the 
Court considered the new importance given to dignity in its case law, among 
other factors. It should be noted, however, that in Sheffield and Horsham, the 
1998 case that preceded Christine Goodwin, a minority of judges had already 
asserted that the European consensus had reached a sufficient level for a 
positive obligation of the Contracting States.14 The existence and maturity 
of a European consensus as a source for interpreting the Convention is 
not straightforward. Different views of judges are possible and they occur 
from time to time. On the other hand, Kanstantsin Dzehtsiarou and Conor 
O’Mahony have criticized the Court’s reliance on an “international trend” that 
extends beyond the Contracting States, from the platform of the common 
values of the States that share the same legal instrument (Dzehtsiarou, 
O’Mahony 2013, 351–352).

4.2. Branching of the Case Law

Shevchuk observed that similarity between the cases is required for the 
European Court of Human Rights to follow its previous precedents and that 
the Court uses the distinguishing technique to assess similarity (Shevchuk 
2011, 157). He explained that the Court derived the distinguishing 
technique from the methodology of Anglo-Saxon case law and that the 

13 Rees v. The United Kingdom (App. No. 9532/81), Judgment of 17 October 1986. 
14 Sheffield and Horsham v. The United Kingdom (App. Nos. 22985/93 and 
23390/94), Judgment of 30 July 1998.
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Court uses it “when life conditions and social changes have an impact on 
the need to deviate from existing precedents, however without overruling 
such precedents” (Shevchuk 2011, 157). Having not been overruled, the 
precedent continues its life, but new line of divergent cases emerges. Indeed, 
sometimes a new factual framework, rather than social changes, requires 
divergence from existing precedents without overruling them.

The ECtHR considered the matter in the Magyar Helsinki Bizottság case 
in 2016.15 The issue before the Court was whether the right to freedom 
of expression, as formulated in Article 10 of the Convention, includes the 
right of access to information held by a State. In the 1987 Leander case16 the 
Court gave a negative answer, which was subsequently upheld in a series 
of later cases and thus became settled case law. The negative answer was 
given, however, in the context of the private interest of the applicants. The 
applicants sought information, held by State authorities, which was related to 
their private interest. In a new context, specifically the context of journalism 
and discussion on matters of public interest, the Court has started to depart 
from the settled case law. In this new context, the Court found that the right 
to freedom of expression includes the right of journalists, NGOs, bloggers, 
and other advocates of public interest to access to information of public 
interest held by a State. The Court did not characterize the modification of 
case law as the overruling of Leander, but rather as “a clarification of the 
Leander principles”.17 The Leander principle remains valid beyond the field 
of information of public interest, sought by advocates of public interest for 
public purposes. Thus, a new factual framework may lead to divergence 
from precedent without overruling it (for more see Etinski 2022, 18–19).

The issue of comparability of facts sometimes arises in this mode of 
development of case law, presenting a challenge for judges. This situation 
occurred, for example, in the Savickis case in 2022.18 In this case, the Court 
altered its interpretation previously given in the Andrejeva case in 2009.19 
The central issue before the Court in both cases was whether Latvia’s 
differential treatment of citizens and “permanently resident non-citizens”, 
regarding the calculation of employment periods accrued outside Latvia 
during the time of the USSR for retirement pensions, complied with Article 
14 of the Convention in connection with Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. Latvia 

15 Magyar Helsinki Bizottság v. Hungary (App. No. 18030/11), Judgment of 8 
November 2016. 
16 Leander v. Sweden (App. No. 9248/81), Judgment of 26 March 1987. 
17 Magyar Helsinki Bizottság v. Hungary, op.cit., para. 154. 
18 Savickis and Others v. Latvia (App. No. 49270/11), Judgment of 9 June 2022.
19 Andrejeva v. Latvia (App. No. 55707/00), Judgment of 18 February 2009.
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included these work periods in the calculation of pensions of its citizens, but 
did not do so for “permanently resident non-citizens”. In Andrejeva, the Grand 
Chamber decided, by a majority of 16:1, that this constitutes discrimination. 
In Savickis, the Grand Chamber arrived at a contrary conclusion, with 
a majority of 10:7. Natālija Andrejeva was employed in a State Federal 
company, but she worked in a regional department of the company, located 
in Latvia. On the other hand, Jurijs Savickis and the other applicants in the 
latter case were employed in companies in other Soviet Republics, working 
outside of Latvia, and concluded their employment there before settling in 
Latvia. This difference pertained to factual circumstances. Another difference 
was not factual, but related to a new legal view of the Constitutional Court 
of Latvia. In Andrejeva, Latvia justified the different treatment of citizens 
and “permanently resident non-citizens” by lack of economic resources. 
Subsequently, the Constitutional Court introduced a new justification – 
“constitutional identity”. In the context of the case, “constitutional identity” 
implied a certain correction of historical injustice. The Baltic States had been 
occupied and annexed by the USSR and subjected to the Sovietization and 
Russification policies. In this context, Latvia argued that the applicants had 
the opportunity to obtain Latvian citizenship, but chose not to do so. Seven 
judges dissented, believing there was no good reason for departing from 
Andrejeva, as they considered the facts in the two cases essentially the same.

4.3. Fragmentation of the Case Law

“Fragmentation of the case law” refers to the evasive form of development 
of case law, which encompasses the branching of the case law and alteration 
of the precedential principle on a case-by-case basis. This most problematic 
mode of case law development can be exemplified by certain cases 
concerning the interpretation of Article 1 of the Convention. The core issue 
revolves around whether individuals who are the victims of violations of the 
Convention by a Contracting State, but are located outside of its territory, fall 
under the jurisdiction of the Contracting State. In other words, it questions 
whether the Court has jurisdiction ratione personae to consider applications 
from these individuals.

Referring to previous decisions of the European Commission of Human 
Rights, in the Drozd and Janousek case20 in 1992, the Court stated that the 
term “jurisdiction” was not limited to the national territory of the Contracting 

20 Drozd and Janousek v. France and Spain (App. No. 12747/87), Judgment of 26 
June 1992, para. 91. 
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States. It noted that the Contracting States might be responsible for acts of 
their authorities that produce effects outside their own territories. In the 
Loizidou case of 1995, the Court found that Türkiye had jurisdiction over the 
actions of its soldiers in the occupied region of Northern Cyprus, thereby 
establishing that a person on that territory was under the jurisdiction 
of Türkiye. Consequently, the Court ruled that it had jurisdiction ratione 
personae and declared the application admissible.21 However, in the 
Banković case of 2001, the Court reached a different conclusion. It held that 
the respondent States did not have jurisdiction over their air strikes on a TV 
station in Belgrade, and the victims were not under the jurisdiction of these 
States. As a result, the Court found it had no jurisdiction and declared the 
application inadmissible.22 The Court noted that as a multilateral treaty, the 
Convention was applicable in a regional context, specifically within the legal 
space of the Contracting States and that the FR of Yugoslavia was outside of 
this legal space.23

In might seem that Banković overruled Drozd and Janousek, however, this 
was not the case. In the Öcalan case of 2005, the Court determined that 
Türkiye had established its jurisdiction over Abdullah Öcalan when he was 
handed over by the Kenyan officials to Turkish officials on the territory of 
Kenya. The Öcalan case set a precedent that was followed by subsequent 
cases. In the Al-Saadoon and Mufdhi case in 2009, the Court found that the 
United Kingdom had jurisdiction over two Iraqi nationals detained in British-
controlled military prisons in Iraq.24 This holding was reiterated in the 
Hassan case25 and the Jaloud case26 under similar circumstances. A new line 
of cases was thus created, where the exercise of physical power and control 
by an organ of a Contracting State over a person beyond the territory of the 
Contracting State brings the person under the jurisdiction of the Contracting 
State. This raises the question how much the fact of exercise physical power 
and control distinguishes these cases from the exercise of physical power 

21 Loizidou v. Turkey (App. No. 15318/89), Decision of 23 March 1995. 
22 Bankovic and Others v. Belgium and Others (App. No. 52207/99), Decision of 21 
December 2001. 
23 Ibid., para. 80.
24 Al-Saadoon and Mufdhi v. the United Kingdom, (App. No. 61498/08), Decision of 
30 June 2009, paras. 86–89.
25 Hassan v. the United Kingdom (App. No. 29750/09), Judgment of 16 September 
2014. 
26 Jaloud v. the Netherland (App. No. 47708/08), Judgment of 20 November 2014. 
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and control by the air force in Banković. In any case, the application of the 
Convention has extended beyond the regional circle of the territories of the 
Contracting States, as determined in Banković.

The next significant modification occurred in the Hanan case of 2021.27 
This expanded the jurisdiction of a Contracting State to include military 
pilots responsible for civilian deaths from airstrikes outside the territory of 
the Contracting State. The new ratio decidendi was that only the court of the 
Contracting State was competent to prosecute the pilots. This fact was absent 
in Banković. In Banković, the International Criminal Tribunal for the former 
Yugoslavia also had jurisdiction over pilots who took part in the bombing. In 
the Ben Al Mahi case of 2006, the Court held that Mohammed Ben El Mahi, a 
Moroccan national residing in Morocco, who felt injured by caricatures of the 
Prophet Muhammad, published in Denmark, was not under the jurisdiction 
of Denmark and rejected his application as inadmissible.28 In the Wieder and 
Guarnieri case in 2023, the Court rule that Joshua Wieder, a USA citizen living 
in Florida, and Claudio Guarnieri, an Italian citizen residing in Berlin, fell 
under the jurisdiction of the United Kingdom regarding the interception of 
their Internet communication by the United Kingdom intelligence agencies 
on the territory of the United Kingdom.29 The basis for the decision was that 
the interference with the applicants’ rights occurred within the territory of 
the United Kingdom and therefore fell within its jurisdiction. The Ben Al Mahi 
case was not referenced in this decision. The interference in Ben Al Mahi 
also occurred on the territory of the Contracting State. Such development 
of case law concerning interpretation of Article 1 leaves an impression of 
fragmentation.

4.4. Overlapping and Complexity of the Modes of Development of 
Case Law

There are developments of case law that exhibit characteristics of various 
modes. The case law concerning the liability of individuals or entities 
responsible for media content in cases of unlawful speech by third parties, 
transmitted through the media, can be categorized into two chains of cases. 

27 Hanan v. Germany (App. No. 4871/16), Judgment of 16 February 2021. 
28 Ben Al Mahi and Others v. Denmark (App. No. 5853/06), Decision of 11 December 
2006. 
29 Wieder and Guarnieri. the United Kingdom (App. Nos. 64371/16 and 64407/16), 
Judgment of 12 September 2023. 
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The first chain begins by the Jersild case30 and continued through Thoma31, 
Verlagsgruppe News32 and Print Zeitungsverlag33. The second chain starts 
with Delfi34 and proceeds through Magyar Tartalomszolgáltatók Egyesülete 
and Index.hu Zrt35, Pihl36 and Sanchez.37 There are factual and legal difference 
between these two chains. The first chain pertains to all forms of media, 
other than the Internet. In these cases, the Court assessed the liability of 
persons responsible for media content for unlawful speech of a third party 
in light of the right to freedom of expression, as guaranteed by Article 10. 
The second chain is specific to Internet media, and the ECtHR examined the 
issue in light of Article 10, informed by international documents addressing 
hate speech on the Internet.

The precedential principle, as formulated in Jersild, asserts that criminal 
punishment of a journalist for televising the racist speech of a third party is 
not compatible with Article 10, as it hinders the press’s ability to contribute 
to discussions of matters of public interests. In Thoma the Court ruled that 
imposing civil liability on a journalist working for a national radio station 
for quoting an article critical of individuals responsible for reforestation in 
Luxembourg, as published in a newspaper, was in violation of Article 10. 
There are factual and legal distinctions between Jersild and Thoma. The first 
case dealt with criminal liability and an unlimited number of members of 
racial and ethnic groups who were affected by racial speech. The second case 
pertained to civil liability and a limited number of identifiable individuals 
who were injured by the journalist’s critique. The circumstances of the 
second case potentially triggered the right to protection of private life and 
required striking a fair balance between the right to freedom of expression 
and the right to the protection of private life. The judgment in Thoma implies 
that the Court considered the facts not sufficiently different to warrant 
departing from Jersild.

30 Jersild v. Denmark (App. No. 15890/89), Judgment 23 September 1994. 
31 Thoma v. Luxembourg, (App. No. 38432/97), Judgment of 14 December 2006.
32 Verlagsgruppe News GmbH v. Austria, (App. No. 76918/01), Judgment of 14 
December 2006.
33 Print Zeitungsverlag GmbH v. Austria, (App. No. 26547/07), Judgment of 10 
October 2013.
34 Delfi AS v. Estonia (App. No. 64569/09), Judgment of 16 June 2015. 
35 Magyar Tartalomszolgáltatók Egyesülete and Index.hu Zrt v. Hungary, (App. No. 
22947/13), Judgment of 2 February 2016.
36 Pihl v. Sweden (App. No. 74742/14), Decision of 7 February 2017. 
37 Sanchez v. France (App. No. 45581/15), Judgment of 15 May 2023.
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The Print Zeitungsverlag ruling established the civil liability of the 
publisher for transmitting the content of an anonymous letter that targeted 
two persons, and the relationship between Article 10 and Article 8 became 
a central issue. The Court decided that establishing civil liability for the 
publisher did not contravene Article 10. It invoked the Jersild principle and 
indicated that the judgment did not depart from it. The key legal issue in 
Print Zeitungsverlag revolved around the relationship between Article 10 
and Article 8. While the Court did not explicitly state this, it is likely that the 
Court saw the facts in Print Zeitungsverlag as sufficiently different from those 
in Jersild to justify departing from it and providing a new legal response to 
the issue of liability for unlawful speech by a third party. In Jersild, the racial 
statements offended an unknown number of unidentified members of a 
racial group, leading to the State authorities pursuing criminal prosecution. 
In contrast, the anonymous letter, the content of which was transmitted by 
Print Zeitungsverlag, harmed two identifiable individuals. These individuals 
sought and received a remedy for the violation of their privacy through civil 
proceedings. The facts raised the issue of balancing the right to freedom of 
expression and the right to protection of private life. The Court consulted its 
case law on establishing a fair balance between the interest of free discussion 
of matters of public interest and individual’s interest in enjoying privacy. A 
decisive factor was that the Court found that the information disseminated 
by the anonymous letter was not based on factual circumstances. This fact 
may distinguish Print Zeitungsverlag from Thoma, which is comparable in 
other respects.

A new line of cases addressing the same legal issue – liability of an 
intermediary for transmission of unlawful speech by a third party, in the new 
factual circumstances of the Internet – was initiated by Delfi. In this case, the 
Court found that the establishment of civil liability for a news company in 
the case of unlawful speech posted by visitors on company’s the web portal, 
which endangered an individual’s life, was compatible with Article 10. The 
Court went on to establish criteria for determining whether the imposition 
of civil liability on an Internet intermediary for unlawful speech posted by 
visitors on the page was consistent with Article 10. These criteria have been 
applied in subsequent cases and extended to criminal liability, as seen in 
Sanchez. The factual circumstances of Internet communication are distinct 
from those of communication through radio, television or print media, 
giving rise to different legal questions. Transmission of unlawful speech by 
a journalist or publisher is typically an intentional act. The crucial question 
here is what was the purpose of the transmission. Transmission of unlawful 
speech via a web page is not an intentional act of the owner of the website. 
The central question here is what measure the website owner can take to 
prevent or remove such content. In addition to these factual difference, 
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Article 10 has been informed by international legal development concerning 
hate speech on the Internet. As a result, these factual and legal distinctions 
have guided the development of case law regarding the liability of 
intermediaries for transmitting unlawful speech by third parties along three 
branches. The two primary branches are differentiated by the distinction 
between non-Internet media and Internet media. The branch addressing 
non-Internet media further splits into two sub-branches, depending on 
whether the unlawful speech impacts the public interest, as in Jersild, or the 
private individual interest, as in Print Zeitungsverlag.

4.5. Orderly Development of Case Law

The concept of orderly development of case law might include some 
guidelines. The first guideline could involve the requirement of foreseeability, 
which the ECtHR has itself established. Looking at the means regularly 
employed by the Court for interpreting the Convention, relevant case law, 
and trends of its development, the judges should consider whether the 
decision could have been anticipated. The second guideline could entail the 
Court considering the future when formulating its precedential judgment – 
it should be looking at the future. It would assess how its legal findings in 
the judgment might be applied in future cases and take into account how 
its presentation of the facts might influence the use of the precedent. As the 
precedent appears in the practice of the Court in the form of lex scripta, the 
textual formulation of legal findings is important. It seems that there is a 
growing trend in the volume of judgments. It is a great question how healthy 
this is for case law. Too many facts presented as relevant in the precedential 
judgment may create problems regarding comparability and diminish the 
abstractness and generality of the precedential principle. The third guideline 
might suggest that the Court could adopt a more flexible approach to the 
precedent, focusing more on the ratio decidendi of the precedent than on its 
textual formulation. The fourth guideline could involve cases where doubts 
arise about the maturity of the condition for a change in interpretation or 
the comparability of facts. In such situations, judges should be guided by a 
broader framework composed of the values underlying the Convention and 
fundamental human rights doctrines. Despite the Court’s reluctance to openly 
acknowledge departure from precedent, the fifth guideline could encourage 
the Court to show more willingness to overrule a problematic precedent 
in due time. The Court’s case law is not a chaotic mass of judgments and 
decisions that judges randomly choose from to fit their preferences when 
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resolving cases. The above analysis shows that certain regularities governing 
the dynamic of case law may be discerned. These guidelines could, however, 
hopefully contribute to the better functioning of the case law.

The “orderly development of case law” concept, as outlined here, may also 
be helpful in situations of doubts, such as whether a European consensus 
has developed enough to inform precisely the Convention on a specific issue 
or whether the facts of two cases are sufficiently comparable. Christine 
Goodwin is an example of such development of case law. The Grand Chamber 
did not find that the European consensus had reached a sufficient level of 
coherency to answer precisely to all aspects of the disputed issue, but the 
Court had noted in a previous judgment the process of building European 
consensus, signaling thus that a change of the precedential legal finding 
was possible. Furthermore, the Court was motivated to change the previous 
interpretation by observing the growing significance of human dignity in 
its case law. This was quite in accordance with the fundamental values and 
human rights doctrines. Similarly, Magyar Helsinki Bizottság is an example 
of healthy development of case law. The change began in previous cases and 
was consolidated in this case. Unquestionably, the change was in keeping 
with the basic values underlying the Convention. In contrast to these cases, 
the Savickis case is problematic. The Court gave a great concession to the 
doctrine of constitutional identity, used by the Constitutional Court of Latvia 
to justify different treatment of citizens and permanent residents regarding 
the calculation of employment periods for pension accrued outside Latvia 
during the USSR period. It is not easy to see how the redress of the historical 
injustice of the occupation and annexation of Latvia by the USSR, by 
differentiating the accounting for the pensions of citizens and non-citizens, 
is compatible with building an inclusive and stabile society. Furthermore, 
the impact that the justification of different treatment of citizens and non-
citizens, based on the “constitutional identity”, may have on the practices of 
national authorities and the further development of case law is problematic. 
Banković also does not fit the standards of orderly development of case law. 
The judgment was criticized as incompatible with the basic idea of human 
rights (Roxstrom, Gibney, Einarsen 2005, 62) and the object and purpose of 
the Convention (Orakhelashvili 2003, 547; Altiparmak 2004, 226; Happold 
2003, 88). The Banković principle was modified several times in later cases, 
thus diminishing its precedential value. In Thoma the Court approached the 
Jersild principle not as lex scripta, but as a general rule that leaves space for 
certain factual differences.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The European Court of Human Rights places great importance on the 
stability and foreseeability of its case law. The Court has reiterated on 
numerous occasions that it will not depart from a precedent without good 
reason. Unlike common law legal systems, the Court’s precedent is a written 
text, lex scripta. The precedential principle is a sentence or a sequence of the 
text of the precedential judgment that the chambers and the Great Chamber 
cite in later cases. Given that the Court is not a lawmaking court, in substance 
these precedents are essential interpretations of the Convention by the 
Court. Despite their written form, the Court commonly designated them 
as “principles”. In some instances, these precedential principles address 
specific legal issues, which, together with other legal matters, constitute 
the legal content of a case. Typically, such precedential principles are not 
closely connected to the facts of the case. When the same specific legal issue 
arises in a later case under significantly different factual circumstances, the 
Court employs the precedential principle to build a legal explanation of the 
latter case. In other situations, the precedential principle is intimately tied 
to the facts of the precedent case; it does not merely serve as one part of the 
mosaic of judicial reasoning but constitutes the legal holding that ultimately 
dictates the outcome of the case. In order for the precedent to be applied as 
a decisive factor in a later case, it is essential that the facts of the two cases 
are sufficiently comparable. The Court invokes an evolutive interpretation of 
the Convention as a good reason for departing from the precedent. In cases 
where the precedential principle is closely linked to the facts, the Court also 
departs from the precedent when the facts of later case are not sufficiently 
comparable with those of the precedent. These two forms of departure have 
distinct consequences. When the Court departs due to a new interpretation 
of the Convention, the precedential judgment is overruled, rendering the 
precedent obsolete. The overruling judgment becomes a new precedent, 
setting the legal holding for all subsequent cases. Conversely, when a 
departure occurs due to a lack of factual comparability, a new precedent is 
established in a different factual context, while the old precedent remains 
applicable to its original set of facts. This results in the emergence of both 
an old line of cases governed by the old precedent and a new line of cases 
guided by the new precedent, essentially creating a branching effect in the 
case law. As in common law legal systems, not all precedents within the 
Court’s practice are of the same caliber. Some of them originated in the early 
years and remain in effect today. New factual circumstances bestowed to 
some of them “younger brothers”, causing branching in the case law. Others 
have been overruled due to a new interpretation of the Convention or other 
reasons. While certain precedents may not be of the highest quality, the 
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Court refrains from overruling them for various reasons and instead utilizes 
specific distinctions in the facts, which results in fragmentation in the case 
law.

The Court’s case law is not a chaotic mass of judgments and decisions 
from which judges pick interpretations arbitrarily to resolve cases. There 
are regularities within the case law that guide its dynamic and utilization. 
Nevertheless, the phrase “orderly development of the Convention case-
law”, used by the Court in the Cossey judgment of 1990, calls for further 
examination. Regarding the general doctrine on precedent and the Court’s 
case law, this article proposes several guidelines. The first guideline is 
articulated by the Court itself, focusing on the requirement of foreseeability. 
In line with the means regularly employed by the Court for interpreting 
the Convention, the relevant case law and the trends in its development, 
the judges should assess whether the decision could have been reasonably 
anticipated. When shaping precedential judgments, the Court should look 
to the future, considering how its legal findings might be applied in future 
cases. Moreover, the Court should be mindful of how its presentation of 
facts might affect the use of the precedent. There appears to be a trend in 
the Court’s practice where the volume of judgments is increasing. It may be 
a matter of debate how this affects the health of the case law. Excessively 
detailed facts presented in the precedential judgment can create problems 
related to comparability and may diminish the abstractness and generality 
of the precedential principle. The third guideline suggests that the Court 
could adopt a more flexible approach to the precedent, moving away from 
the concept of lex scripta and, instead, considering the ratio decidendi of the 
precedent or seeking its spirit. The fourth guideline proposes that in cases 
where doubts arise regarding the maturity of the condition for a change of 
interpretation or the comparability of the facts, judges should be guided by 
a broader framework based on values underpinning the Convention and the 
fundamental principles on human rights.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Succession to the estate of a deceased person is often seen primarily as 
an economic advantage and even as an undeserved windfall. Inheritance is 
one of the most significant methods of acquiring property and it enables 
accumulation of great private wealth. But it is often overlooked, or at least 
relegated to the background, that succession also relates to debts of the 
estate. Succession law is very closely related to bankruptcy and liquidation 
law because the main issue at stake is the same: one legal subject has ceased 
to exist and the law must decide on the fate of its rights and obligations. 
However, unlike a company faced with bankruptcy, an individual may die 
regardless of his wealth and success. It is to be expected that most people 
leave this world with a positive balance, yet it also often happens (maybe 
ever more often) that a man leaves behind an indebted estate. Settlement of 
estate debts (debts of the decedent and debts arising in connection with his 
death) is therefore equally important as the just distribution of remaining 
property.

Providing adequate rules for settlement of estate debts is no easy task. 
It is an issue involving many conflicting interests. The law has to take into 
account the interests of estate creditors, heirs and their personal creditors. 
In principle, no one should be put into a worse position by the death of the 
decedent, but if the debts of the estate cannot be met out of its assets, or if 
the personal debts of the heir cannot be met out of his personal property, the 
law must make sure that the economic loss is justly distributed. Creditors 
of the estate should not suffer loss due to personal debts of the heir and 
the heir should not suffer loss due to debts incurred by the decedent. 
Just distribution of liability is also important from an ex ante perspective 
because the fate of a man’s successors will usually influence the decisions 
he makes in his lifetime. It should be presumed that reasonable men want to 
avoid the situation in which their debts overly burden their heirs. Therefore, 
an inadequate system of liability for estate debts, which does not provide 
sufficient protection to heirs, will discourage people from taking on debt, 
even if it would be a prudent decision for business or personal finances 
(Đurđević 2015, 145–146).

The issue of liability for estate debts is inseparably linked to the way in 
which heirs succeed to the position of the decedent, i.e. to rules on devolution 
of the estate (the method of transferring the rights and obligations of the 
decedent to his heirs). National legal rules on acquisition of inheritance can 
be divided into two or three groups according to whether the acquisition is 
direct or through an intermediary and whether it is immediate upon death 
or delayed until acceptance or an official act which transfers the estate to 
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the heirs (Kroppenburg 2012). The biggest difference is apparent between 
civil law and common law legal systems because of different conception 
of the basic idea of devolution (transfer of the estate from decedent to his 
heirs). In common law systems the estate of the decedent is not transferred 
directly to his heirs, but first to a personal representative – a person who 
is charged with settlement of the estate (Sawyer, Spero 2015, 223 ff.). The 
representative must administer the estate: pay all the debts of the estate 
and then distribute the remaining property among the heirs (Sawyer, 
Spero 2015, 256 ff.). The heirs acquire their inheritance only through the 
representative and on the basis of inter vivos transactions with him. The 
personal representative acquires the estate, but only as a trustee of the heirs 
and his liability for estate debts is limited to assets belonging to the estate 
(Sawyer, Spero 2015, 258). The heirs are fully protected from the negative 
side of succession – they cannot be made liable for decedent’s debts. This 
approach also has the important advantage of avoiding the complexities 
which arise in case of direct devolution to multiple persons (which gives rise 
to the complex relationship of co-heirship). Civil law systems, on the other 
hand, start from the principle of direct devolution. Rights and obligations of 
the decedent are transferred directly to his heirs, be it at the moment of death 
(immediately) or after acceptance of the inheritance. Systems which subject 
devolution to acceptance by the heir create a period of uncertainty in which 
the estate belongs to no-one (hereditas iacens), but it is usually placed under 
court or private guardianship (Kroppenburg 2012). It must be stressed, 
however, that direct devolution does not mean that the estate cannot be 
separated from the property of the heir and placed under guardianship in 
difficult situations, especially when the assets of the estate are insufficient 
to meet its obligations. Civil law systems start from direct devolution and 
give all power over the estate to the heirs, but they also, usually, leave the 
possibility of separatio bonorum and official guardianship over the estate.

Each regime of succession has its advantages and disadvantages with 
regard to settlement of estate debts and none of them is completely adequate 
for all individual cases of succession. When the estate is not insolvent and 
if heirs behave responsibly, direct devolution and immediate entitlement of 
heirs is the best solution because it is simple, it avoids any legal vacuum 
in ownership of the estate and it avoids the trouble and costs of separate 
administration of the estate. This is the reason why the drafters of the German 
Civil Code opted for unlimited liability of heirs (who acquire the estate ipso 
iure at the moment of death), but provided for ways of limiting liability 
through official administration, insolvency administration, convocation of 
creditors and also by providing a time limit after which creditors cannot 
enforce claims against the heirs. The regime of German law is certainly quite 
complex, but it aims to provide flexible solutions which can be adapted to the 
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circumstances of the particular case. Many continental legal systems opt for 
unlimited liability of heirs with the possibility of accepting the inheritance 
subject to inventory (beneficium inventarii) whereby liability is limited to the 
value of assets listed in the inventory (liability pro viribus hereditatis). This 
solution is similar to the German regime, but slightly simpler and less flexible. 
Leaving the settlement of the estate to the heirs themselves is usually the 
most sensible solution, however, if complications arise, all interested parties 
should have the right to request a special administration of the estate. If it 
is unclear whether the assets of the estate will be insufficient to meet the 
debts, or if ascertainment of debts is difficult for other reasons, the heir 
should be able to request separatio bonorum and special administration of 
the estate, provided, of course, that the estate is valuable enough to cover 
the costs of such administration. Creditors of the estate should also have this 
right if the heir is insolvent and his personal creditors strive to satisfy their 
claims out of the inheritance. Finally, if the estate is insolvent, the rights of 
estate creditors should be protected in a special insolvency proceedings. Put 
simply, the settlement of the estate should depend on the circumstances 
of the case. If no problems arise, settlement should be left to the heirs. If 
problems arise, depending on the type of problem, parties whose rights 
are endangered should be able to request an inventory, a convocation of 
creditors or even separate administration of the estate. The only problem 
with such flexible regime is that it is very complex and requires detailed 
and well aligned rules for all contingencies that might arise. In light of this, 
it might be said that the common law approach offers maximal clarity and 
certainty. Its only major drawbacks are complexity and cost. But these pains 
of estate settlement are sometimes inevitable and no regime of devolution, 
administration and liability is capable of avoiding the pains of settling large, 
complex and indebted estates. The main characteristic of the common 
law approach is mandatory administration of the estate by a personal 
representative of the deceased and distribution of estate property to the 
heirs only after all issues have been resolved. This is generally the most 
secure way of estate settlement, but it can be inadequate for unchallenging 
cases. On the basis of this general overview several tools for ascertaining and 
limiting the liability of heirs can be singled out as very important: inventory 
of the estate, convocation of creditors, separate administration of the estate 
(separatio bonorum), and insolvency proceedings over the estate. The heirs 
could also be protected by special time bars, independently of the rules on 
prescription. It should also be mentioned that all legal systems allow an heir 
to renounce his position and thereby exclude his liability, but this does not 
solve the question of liability in general because orderly settlement of an 
estate requires that someone should take up administration of the estate be 
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it only in favour of settling its debts. This position is usually reserved for the 
state and subject to special rules on liability which offer a counterbalance 
for the fact that the state cannot refuse the inheritance.

It is very interesting that some legal systems attempt to make a shortcut 
to limited liability of the heirs by providing that liability should be limited ex 
lege. Serbian law offers one such example, the other being Portuguese law. 
It seems that this solution rests on a paternalistic approach to succession 
– heirs are protected as a matter of principle, they do not have to earn 
the limitation of liability by making or requesting an inventory or special 
administration of the estate. Such general limitation of liability seems to 
offer full protection from economic loss that might be caused by accepting 
an indebted inheritance, but in reality the protection is much less certain 
than it seems at first glance. Limitation of liability depends on the value 
of the estate at a certain point in time (Serbian law opts for the moment 
of devolution), which might be difficult to ascertain or subject to change, 
therefore leading to financial loss for the heirs or insufficient protection for 
the creditors of the estate. Most importantly, however, such a rule cannot 
protect the interests of estate creditors when the heir is insolvent. Separatio 
bonorum remains the only adequate solution for such cases. It is also the 
only solution for insolvent estates because general rules on liability of heirs 
offer no guarantees that insufficient assets of the estate will be justly and 
proportionately divided among the estate creditors. Legal systems that 
provide no rules on insolvency proceedings for insolvent estates rudely 
infringe upon creditors’ rights by leaving them to race for enforcement in 
line with the principle of prior tempore potior iure.

A comparative analysis of rules relating to heirs’ liability is not only 
an interesting academic exercise, but a step towards harmonization of 
succession law in line with most practical solutions. It is very often stated 
that succession law, together with family law, derives its shape from cultural 
norms of a certain society and that harmonization of succession laws 
between different national states would be misguided and difficult. This 
is very far from the truth. The influence of social, cultural and economic 
circumstances on the law of succession cannot be denied, but this influence 
is not strictly national or parochial – it usually reflects much wider historical 
developments, such as emancipation of women, equality of extra-marital and 
adopted children and acceptance of same-sex relationships. Same tendencies 
of development can be observed in all Western legal systems (Zimmermann 
2018, 11–15; Verbeke, Leleu 2011, 465–468), which means that cultural 
influence operates above national borders and provides no barrier to change 
and harmonization of succession laws. Therefore, the significant cultural 
influence on succession law should be regarded as nothing other but the 
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influence of a common European legal tradition, which not only allows, but 
also requires a critical re-evaluation of national rules and reform of rules 
which have proven less than satisfactory (Zimmermann 2018, 25–26). If 
comparative analysis, reception and harmonization represent viable paths to 
reform of basic rules of succession, such as intestate rules of succession, they 
are even more so in relation to more technical rules, such as the question 
of liability of the heirs. That heirs should be liable for decedent’s debts is 
generally acknowledged in the European legal tradition, but there is much 
disparity in the details. National succession laws limit the liability of heirs in 
different ways and under different procedures, which makes it possible and 
necessary to analyse these different approaches in order to determine their 
strengths and weaknesses and come up with a restatement of best solutions 
for specific situations.

It is also important to note that the development of the common European 
or Western culture primarily influences material rules of succession, such as 
the question of the position of the surviving spouse or the equal treatment 
of children born outside marriage, while more technical rules remain within 
the confines of their national legal tradition (Verbeke, Leleu 2011, 475). 
Spontaneous or organic development of the rules of succession in certain 
areas should be complemented by a deliberate and well-argued reform 
of technical rules. This approach has already been applied in the domain 
of testamentary formalities in the Washington convention of 1973 which 
provided uniform rules on testamentary form (international will).1 The 
limited impact of this convention (national testamentary forms remain 
the most popular) should not be taken as a sign that harmonization of 
succession law is impossible or disadvantageous, but rather a symptom of 
the inadequacies of the rules provided in the convention (they represent an 
overly complex compromise between different testamentary traditions).

2. HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION

Direct succession to the estate of the deceased in civil law legal systems 
stems from the rules of Roman law, which provided direct and immediate 
succession to closest members of the decedent’s family (sui heredes) 
and direct succession after acceptance for persons who were considered 
more distant members of the family (extranei heredes) – one of these 
regimes remains at the heart of succession law in most European states 

1 Convention providing a Uniform Law on the Form of an International Will 
(Washington D.C, 1973).
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(Kroppenberg 2012). Persons who were in power of the deceased at the 
time of death acquired the inheritance directly, immediately and without 
the possibility to refuse it – they were sui heredes, “their own heirs”; other 
entitled persons received the inheritance directly, but not immediately, they 
had the right to refuse the inheritance and until they decided on whether 
to accept it the inheritance belonged to no one (hereditas iacens) (Buckland 
1968, 305–306). Since it is unjust to force someone to become an heir (this 
was not even possible in classical Roman law due to praetor’s intervention 
in granting ius abstinendi), contemporary continental legal systems provide 
for immediate succession with right of refusal, or delayed succession, which 
leaves a period of uncertainty during which the estate belongs to no one.

Liability of heirs for decedent’s debts is deeply rooted in legal history. In 
classical Roman law, heirs were liable for contractual debts of the defunctus, 
but not for his private delicts. Claims based in delict were pursued by way 
of actiones poenales, which primarily served to effect vengeance against the 
wrongdoer, and were, therefore, tied to the person of the wrongdoer – they 
were passively intransmissible (Zimmermann 1996, 914–916).2 Roman law 
never made a clear distinction between punishment and compensation in 
the context of delictual liability: even if amounts claimed were calculated 
on the basis of pecuniary loss, as in the case of actio legis Aquiliae, the claim 
remained penal and primarily meant to exact revenge (Milošević 2014, 394–
396). Liability for wrongful acts of the deceased was limited to the amount 
by which the heir has been enriched by such acts,3 unless the deceased died 
after litis contestatio, in which case the heir was liable for the full amount of 
the delictual claim (Dondorp 2018, 81–82).

In classical Roman law, the liability of the heir for decedent’s debts was 
unlimited and this difficult position was later improved by Justinian who 
provided for the beneficium inventarii: if the heir made an inventory of the 
estate within a certain period, his liability was limited to the assets of the 
estate and creditors who claimed first could secure an advantage over those 
who came later (Buckland 1968, 316–317). Roman law did not privilege 
creditors with solidary liability of heirs: if there was more than one heir, 
each was liable only in proportion to his share of the estate (Buckland 
1968, 317). Creditors could, however, request separatio bonorum from the 
praetor if their interests were endangered by insolvency of the heir, but it 
was disputed whether separatio bonorum limits liability (so that creditors 
may satisfy their claims only out of assets belonging to the inheritance) 

2 Inst. 4. 12. 1.
3 D. 50. 17. 38.
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or whether liability of the heir remains unlimited (so that creditors may 
satisfy their claims out of personal property of the heir if the assets of the 
inheritance are insufficient) (Buckland 1968, 317–318).

Mediaeval jurists considered heirs liable in all contractual claims, but 
delictual claims could only be brought against them for the amount of their 
enrichment. Such restrictive approach could not be justified with regard 
to claims relating to compensation for loss. A decisive change came about 
through the work of canonists, who considered it a question of Christian 
moral duty of the heirs to make amends for sins committed by the deceased. 
They explained passive transmissibility of delictual claims by converting 
them into contractual claims – the promise of the wrongdoer that he will 
atone for his sins, made to his confessor on his deathbed, was construed 
as a contract in favour of third parties i.e. the victims of the wrongdoing 
(Dondorp 2018, 94–102; Zimmermann 1996, 1020–1021). Canonists thus 
made the first important step towards unlimited passive transmissibility of 
delictual claims aimed at compensation for loss.

In contemporary legal systems it goes without saying that heirs are liable 
for all private law obligations of the deceased, including those arising out 
of wrongdoing. Heirs are protected only against penal sanctions imposed 
against the deceased under public law as they aim at personal retribution 
against the wrongdoer. Private law obligations may also be bound to the 
person of the debtor, by their personal nature or agreement of the parties 
who created the obligations, but for the vast majority of debts this is not the 
case. It is generally presumed that claims and debts arising under the law of 
obligations are transferrable upon death.

3. BENEFICIUM INVENTARII

In most European legal systems the main tool for limiting the liability 
of heirs is a conditional acceptance of the inheritance – acceptance subject 
to inventory, which either limits liability to assets belonging to the estate 
(liability cum viribus hereditatis)4 or limits liability to the value of the 
assets beloning to the estate, but the heir remains liable with his personal 
property up to the value of the inheritance (liability pro viribus hereditatis)5 
(Kroppenburg 2012). Taking inventory of the estate plays two important 

4 This is the case, inter alia, in Italy (Art. 490 Codice civile), Spain (Art. 1023 
Código Civil) and Portugal (Art. 2071 (1) Código civil português).
5 This is the case, inter alia, in France (Art. 791 (3) Code civil).
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roles: it enables an overview of assets belonging to the estate (with their 
estimated value), which makes it easier to distinguish them from assets 
belonging to the heir’s personal property; it also has the legal consequence, 
if all rules relating to taking of inventory have been respected, of limiting 
the liability of the heir (by value or by assets). In German law, however, 
the primary role of the inventory is to provide clarity with regard to the 
composition of the estate, because it does not lead to any limitation of the 
liability of the heir. Taking of inventory can only have negative consequences 
for the position of the heir if he failed to prepare the inventory in time6 or 
knowingly provided false information7 – he then loses the right to limit his 
liability by requesting special administration of the estate. Under Austrian 
law, liability of an heir depends on whether he accepted the inheritance 
unconditionally, which leads to his unrestricted personal liability, or subject 
to inventory, in which case his liability is limited to the value of the estate 
at the time when the court order transferring the estate was made (Welser 
2019, 232). In Spain, an heir may accept the inheritance cum beneficio 
inventarii (this is possible even within a short time after simple acceptance) 
which leads to liability which is limited to assets of the estate and entails 
administration of the estate as a separate entity, but administration may be 
left in the hands of the heir (Cantero et al. 2012, 292–294).

Serbian law belongs to a small group of legal systems which have opted 
for automatic, ex lege, limitation of liability for estate debts. This regime was 
first introduced in 1955 after significant social, political and legal changes. 
The system of private law which existed before the Second World War was 
completely abolished in order to be replaced by new socialist legislation. The 
shift towards automatically limited liability should surely be seen as a reflection 
of a generally more paternalistic approach to civil law under socialism. The 
intention was to simplify succession by limiting liability of heirs even if they 
took no steps to determine the indebtedness of the estate. This new regime 
replaced rules which corresponded with the dominant approach in European 
law – limitation of heir’s liability by an acceptance subject to inventory. 
Civil law in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia was highly fragmented, but the most 
important legal sources were the Austrian Civil Code and the Serbian Civil 
Code of 18448 and their solutions were generally aligned – which is no wonder 
since the Serbian Code was drafted on the basis of the Austrian Code. This legal 
tradition should play a part when time comes for a reform of the current rules 
of Serbian succession law. One of its biggest failures is the fact that heirs are left 

6 § 1994 (1) BGB.
7 § 2005 (1) BGB.
8 Beneficium inventarii is provided in §§ 485 and 488 of the Serbian Civil Code.
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with no possibility of restricting their liability to the assets of the estate, which 
is the only solution when limitation by value leads to uncertainties. Having 
in mind that a system like the one in German law would probably seem too 
complex for Serbian legislation and judicial practice, it seems appropriate to 
suggest a new rule according to which the taking of inventory of the estate 
would lead to liability being restricted to the assets of the estate (cum viribus 
hereditatis). Such a rule would fully protect the interests of the heirs as well as 
the interests of the creditors (they would not be in a worse position compared 
with the situation that would have obtained if their debtor had not died). It 
would also be appropriate to assign more significant legal consequences to the 
inventory because its drawing up is placed in the hands of highly trained legal 
professionals with public authority – public notaries.9 De lege lata, taking of 
inventory, even if it is placed in the hands of public authorities and regulated 
with fairly detailed rules, produces no immediate legal effects for the liability of 
heirs. The main purpose of the inventory is to provide clarity as to which assets 
belong to the estate, which is indispensable in case of separatio bonorum, but 
also extremely useful for determining the scope of heir’s liability. Serbian law 
does not make the limitation of liability to the value of the estate conditional 
on the inventory, which means that the value of the estate can be determined 
on the basis of other evidence, but taking of official inventory is certainly the 
most reliable way. It should be mentioned that Serbian law requires debts of 
the decedent to be “noted” in the inventory.10 The scope of this provision is not 
entirely clear. It seems that the public notary has to take into account decedent’s 
debts on the basis of information he acquires in the process of taking inventory 
of the assets. No special procedure for convocation of decedent’s creditors is 
provided for, which means that an inventory could easily be incomplete with 
regard to decedent’s debts and there are no rules on registration of claims 
which would limit liability towards creditors who fail to register their debts in 
good time.

4. CONVOCATION OF CREDITORS

According to the dominant solution in European legal systems, a procedure 
for convocation of creditors is provided in which each creditor of the decedent 
has to register his claim under pain of losing it or being disadvantaged 

9 Art. 96 of the Law on Non-contentious Proceedings (Zakon o vanparničnom 
postupku).
10 Art. 97 (2) of the Law on Non-contentious Proceedings (Zakon o vanparničnom 
postupku).
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in relation to creditors who duly registered their claims. Procedure for 
convocation of creditors is an important tool for ascertaining the value 
of the estate and deciding on appropriate steps for its settlement. It is a 
counterbalance to the duty of heirs to take inventory. Just like the heirs (with 
the help of authorities) have to provide an account of assets belonging to the 
inheritance, so too must the creditors of the decedent make an application 
to inform the heirs of their claims. The need for a convocation of creditors 
naturally stems from the fact that heirs are not required to know of all the 
legal relationships of the decedent and they have an interest in quick and 
reliable clarification of debts in order to decide on whether they will accept 
the inheritance and how they will proceed to distribute it. It should also be 
kept in mind that convocation also serves the needs of estate creditors who 
may be unaware of the succession. It also gives them a guarantee that their 
claims will not be disregarded during settlement of the estate.

Protection which convocation gives to creditors is a natural counterbalance 
of the restricted liability of heirs. It is in this light that Austrian legal theory 
underlines that conditional acceptance of inheritance (subject to inventory) 
provides full protection to heirs only in connection with a convocation of 
creditors (Welser 2019, 233). This is so important that the Austrian Law 
on Non-contentious Proceedings provided that a convocation should be 
ordered ex officio in cases of conditional acceptance of inheritance,11 even 
if the Austrian Civil Code provided for convocation only upon request of 
the heirs. Convocation consists in the publication of an official notice by 
the probate court addressed to any and all creditors (Edikt), calling them to 
register their claims within a stated deadline.12 It must include a warning 
that creditors who fail to register their claims will be satisfied only after all 
registered claims have been met. If the estate is insolvent, failure to convoke 
creditors or preferential treatment of certain creditors to the detriment 
of others may lead to unrestricted personal liability of heirs towards 
disadvantaged creditors for the amount they would have received had the 
estate been properly settled.13 Without convocation, an heir will escape 
unrestricted personal liability only if he manages to distribute assets of the 
estate in line with rules on estate insolvency proceedings (Sauper 2013, 
87–88). Convocation is, therefore, a procedure which safeguards both the 
interests of the heirs as well as the interests of the creditors. It provides 
a basis for a just distribution of estate assets. This is a very important 
point to keep in mind when discussing rules of Serbian law. We have seen 

11 § 165 Abs. 2 AußStrG.
12 § 813 ABGB. 
13 § 815 ABGB.
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that liability of heirs is automatically limited to the value of the estate, 
but there are no special provisions which protect estate creditors against 
unconscionable behaviour of the heirs. Preferential treatment of one creditor 
may lead to his liability towards disadvantaged creditors on the basis of 
general rules of actio Pauliana14 or on the basis of general rules of liability 
in tort,15 provided, of course, that he acted unconscionably. Unconscionable 
heirs would likewise be liable in tort and their liability would be personal 
and unrestricted since the claims of disadvantaged creditors arose on the 
basis of the activity of the heir – they are not claims against the estate, but 
against the heir personally. However, even if the law provides general rules 
as a safety net for wronged creditors, it would be advantageous to provide 
a special procedure for registering estate debts because such a procedure 
would provide transparency and discourage heirs from acting irresponsibly 
towards estate creditors.

The importance of convocation is even greater under German law since 
it does not provide for limited liability of heirs in normal circumstances. 
Liability is limited to the assets of the estate only if the estate is subjected 
to special guardianship or if insolvency proceedings are opened. In order 
to decide on whether to request guardianship or insolvency, the heir may 
request a convocation of creditors (Aufgebotsverfahren).16 Apart from 
providing information on the indebtedness of the estate, convocation limits 
the liability of heirs to assets belonging to the estate with regard to creditors 
who have failed to register their claims (Joachim 2018, 215–216).17 The 
procedure is similar to the one in Austrian law: the convocation is made by 
the probate court, it contains a warning of consequences for creditors who 
fail to register their claims, but unlike Austrian law, it cannot be ordered ex 
officio, but only upon request of an heir or guardian of the estate (Joachim 
2018, 216–223).

In both Austria and Germany a convocation of creditors has no direct 
effect on the existence of claims. If assets belonging to the estate appear, 
which were unknown at the time of convocation, creditors will be able to 
satisfy their claims out of these assets even if they omitted registration 
(Welser 2019, 234; Joachim 2018, 224).

14 Art. 280 sqq. Law on Obligations (Zakon o obligacionim odnosima).
15 Art. 154 sqq. Law on Obligations (Zakon o obligacionim odnosima).
16 § 1970 BGB.
17 § 1973 BGB.
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Common law systems also provide protection against debts which were 
unknown to the personal representative during his administration. He is 
required to make an advertisement to creditors to come forward with their 
claims and if they fail to do so within a specified period, they are barred 
from enforcing their claims and the distributions made by the personal 
representative remain undisturbed (Sawyer, Spero 2015, 258–259).18 This 
may apply

5. SEPARATIO BONORUM

Ideally, creditors of the deceased should suffer no loss nor gain as a result 
of the death of their debtor. Their claims should primarily be focused on the 
estate of the deceased and not on the property of his heirs. The fact that 
many legal systems provide for personal liability of heirs stems from the 
principle of direct devolution of the estate – the heir acquires the inheritance 
directly, without intermediaries, which leads to merger of the inheritance 
with the heir’s personal property (confusio bonorum). Personal liability 
of the heirs provides a balance in favour of decedent’s creditors because 
confusio bonorum makes it impossible to distinguish between personal and 
inherited assets and to determine the ultimate fate of the inheritance. When 
the estate dissolves into the property of the successor, the liability of the heir 
can only be limited in value, but it cannot be limited to assets of the estate, 
since the estate no longer exists independently of the heir’s property.

Personal liability of an heir may prove to be insufficient protection for 
creditors in cases when they cannot rely on the heir’s business proficiency 
or on his solvency (Đurđević 2015, 146–147). If the heir is incapable of 
administering the estate with the same success as the deceased, or if the 
heir’s personal creditors seek to satisfy their claims out of inherited property, 
the creditors of the deceased have an interest to request separation of the 
estate from heir’s personal estate and its special administration by a court 
appointed guardian – separatio bonorum. This possibility is especially 
important when difficulties arise either because of complicated legal 
relationships, indebtedness of the heir or insolvency of the estate. Separatio 
bonorum should not be seen as a rule which is exclusively aimed at protection 
of estate creditors: it also protects the interest of the heir to fully limit his 
liability for estate debts to assets belonging to the estate. Heirs should be 
able to request separatio bonorum if they feel unprepared or incapable of 

18 S. 27 Trustee Act 1925.
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settling the estate and do not wish to risk being personally liable for estate 
debts. Insolvency of the estate should not be the only reason for heirs to 
request separatio bonorum, but if the estate is insolvent a special insolvency 
proceedings should be available and it should be mandatory. Creditors 
of an insolvent estate should not have to race each other for individual 
enforcement of their claims – their claims should be satisfied proportionally, 
in line with the insolvency principle of par condicio creditorum.

It should be noted that separatio bonorum cannot protect estate creditors 
against dishonesty of the heirs. Đurđević mentions that a dishonest heir may 
easily make misrepresentations with regard to estate assets and thereby 
damage the interests of estate creditors (Đurđević 2015, 146–147). Such 
behaviour certainly gives rise to heir’s liability in delict, but separation of 
estate and its placement under special administration provides no additional 
direct protection against unconscionable dispositions or misrepresentations 
with regard to estate property. If an heir is determined to defraud estate 
creditors he may attempt to do this regardless of separatio bonorum, which 
provides protection only after assets have been determined as belonging to 
the estate of the deceased.

Separatio bonorum entails administration of the estate by a specially 
appointed guardian. It is his role (his private duty) to settle the estate: to 
ascertain the composition and value of the estate, to ascertain the debts of 
the estate, to settle the debts of the estate and pay out legacies and then, 
finally, to distribute the remaining assets among the heirs. The guardian of 
the estate is entitled to remuneration and compensation for expenses, which 
is the main drawback of all estate settlement regimes which involve special 
administration. Because of these administrative costs, separatio bonorum is 
not recommended when it is not overly difficult to settle the estate and it is 
not possible when the estate is of such small value that it would not cover 
even these costs of administration.

German law offers an interesting example among continental legal 
systems because it uses separatio bonorum not only in favour of concerned 
creditors, but also as the main tool for limiting liability of the heirs. German 
succession law provides a very detailed and highly complex set of rules 
on the liability of heirs: in principle, liability is personal and unlimited, 
but there are various methods for limiting liability, either provisionally or 
finally, towards all or towards certain creditors of the estate; furthermore, 
special rules are provided for liability of co-heirs (Schlüter, Röthel 2015, 
260 ff. and 339 ff). There are two main methods of conclusively limiting 
liability towards all creditors: separate administration of the estate in order 
to settle the debts (Nachlassverwaltung) and estate insolvency proceedings 
(Nachlassinsolvenzverfahren). Both of these procedures involve special 
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administration of the estate and its separation from the personal property 
of the heir. As a result, the heir must give up his right to administer the 
estate and satisfy himself with any property that remains after all debts of 
the estate have been settled. Administration of the estate is transferred to 
a special guardian or insolvency trustee by court order and this person has 
a private duty to take care of the estate, primarily in the interest of estate 
creditors. Since it is generally not possible for heirs to limit their liability 
while remaining in control of the estate, it is said that German law shows a 
high degree of suspicion towards heirs and that it is not very far from the 
conception prevailing in common law legal systems (Schlüter, Röthel 2015, 
296). Furthermore, German law does not allow for private administration 
of the estate or private taking of inventory, but provides for mandatory 
participation of probate court or other public officials (Schlüter, Röthel 2015, 
296). The only case in which an heir may finally limit his liability towards all 
creditors without special administration of the estate under German law is 
the case of an estate of meagre value. If the value of the estate is insufficient 
to cover the costs of special estate administration or insolvency proceedings, 
the heir can raise an objection which limits his liability to the assets of the 
estate. However, this should not even be possible without separatio bonorum. 
How can liability be limited to an estate which no longer exists, which has 
dissolved itself into the personal property of the heir? German law provides 
the answer in the form of a fictitious separatio bonorum: the heir is deemed 
to be in the position of trustee of the estate creditors, he is liable to them 
to administer the assets which belonged to the estate (before it merged 
with his property) in their favour and to distribute these assets in line with 
statutory priority rules (Schlüter, Röthel 2015, 291–293).19 The objection of 
meagre value also leads to revival of claims which have been extinguished 
through succession, but only for the purposes of the relationship between 
the heir and estate creditors.20

Separatio bonorum is unthinkable under the common law conception of 
succession through a personal representative of the deceased. The estate 
remains a separate entity until it is finally settled and heirs receive only the 
assets which remain after all debts have been paid. If the estate is insolvent, 
a special insolvency proceedings may be initiated and the estate placed 
under administration of an insolvency trustee (Sawyer, Spero, 261–262). 
Insolvency proceedings entail settlement of debts according to the statutory 
order which cannot be varied by the deceased’s will.

19 § 1991 BGB.
20 § 1991 Abs. 2 BGB.
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6. LIABILITY OF CO-HEIRS

Direct devolution also means that several persons may succeed the 
deceased, which significantly complicates all aspects of succession, including 
the question of liability. In order to protect the creditors of the deceased 
and of the estate, some legal systems provide for solidary liability of the 
heirs. However, many systems uphold, at least formally, the Roman law 
solution of divided liability. It is important to note, however, that in those 
systems, the creditors have a right to influence the distribution of the estate 
(Helms 2012). Division of liability between the heirs puts creditors at a 
disadvantage and gives them an incentive to obtain satisfaction before the 
estate is divided. This may be taken as another example of how debts stand 
in the way of direct devolution and limit the rights of heirs to dispose of 
inherited property. It shows that a practical approach to succession requires 
settlement of estate debts prior to distribution of the estate among heirs. 
Thus, under Spanish law, if an estate is distributed before all debts have 
been paid, assets need to be reserved for his purpose (Cantero et al. 2012, 
298). Furthermore, even in legal systems which provide for solidary liability 
of heirs, the creditors of the estate have an incentive to prevent or reverse 
confusio bonorum when personal liability of the heirs offers little confidence 
that debts will be fully satisfied.

In addition to the question of the scope of liability (whether liability of 
co-heirs is solidary or divided), the question of the object of liability must 
also be answered: are co-heirs liable with their personal property (including 
their share of the estate) or only with assets belonging to the estate? This 
question arises because the existence of multiple heirs prevents immediate 
merger of the estate with the personal property of the heirs. Legal systems 
which recognize direct devolution have to distinguish between two very 
different legal situations. One regime exists from the moment of devolution 
until distribution of the estate and during this time the estate belongs to 
all co-heirs as their common property, which means that it remains distinct 
from their personal property (as in the case of separatio bonorum). After 
distribution of the estate, the estate no longer exists and whatever each heir 
received from the inheritance becomes part of his personal property and, 
thus, the legal situation becomes much simpler.

Under German law, co-heirs are solidary debtors,21 which means that 
an estate creditor can sue any co-heir for the full amount of his claim. 
However, German law grants co-heirs the possibility to limit their liability 

21 § 2058 BGB.
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to their share in the estate so long as the estate remains undivided.22 The 
explanation of this privilege lies in the fact that an undivided estate is subject 
to common administration of all co-heirs and is thus separated from their 
personal estates (Schlüter, Röthel 2015, 342). This means that a creditor 
who obtains judgement against one co-heir will only be able to enforce it 
through attachment of his share in the inheritance (if objection of undivided 
estate is raised, Teilungseinrede). A creditor who wishes to enforce his claim 
in the assets of the estate has to sue all co-heirs jointly and obtain judgment 
against all of them (Gesamthandsklage) (Schlüter, Röthel 2015, 340–341). Co-
heirs are also privileged by divided liability (in proportion of their shares in 
the estate) in case they did all in their power to determine and settle estate 
debts prior to distribution of estate assets between them: if they requested 
convocation of creditors prior to distribution and if creditors failed to 
register their claims they will only be able to rely on divided liability of heirs 
and the same applies to claims raised five years after devolution and claims 
made after insolvency proceedings have been closed (Schlüter, Röthel 2015, 
344–345).23 These rules clearly show that in case of co-heirs settlement of 
estate debts prior to distribution of the estate is the preferable solution. It 
is also in line with the general idea that the estate is the primary object of 
liability for estate creditors as long as it is separated from the estate of the 
heirs.

Solidary liability of heirs is a privilege for estate creditors and a protection 
against the unfavourable situation they would find themselves in if they had to 
claim against each heir individually for his share of liability. Estate creditors, 
in general, deserve such protection since they are not expected to keep track 
of their debtor’s possible heirs and they should not be disadvantaged by the 
fact that many persons inherited their debtor. However, this protection is 
justifiable only to a certain extent and to a certain point in time. If creditors 
seek to enforce their claims after a long time has passed since devolution 
of the estate, their claims should be directed against the heirs individually 
and only for the amount corresponding to their part in the liability. Time 
limitation of the solidary liability of heirs is accepted in German law, as 
we have seen, and also in Swiss law. Under Swiss law, solidary liability of 
heirs exists for five years after distribution of the estate or five years after 
an obligation becomes payable, if this occurs after the distribution (Sandoz 
2006, 212).

22 § 2059 BGB.
23 § 2060 BGB.
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Serbian law provides for solidary liability of co-heirs, but this liability is 
automatically (ex lege) limited by the value of each co-heir’s share in the 
estate. This does not mean that the liability of co-heirs is divided: a creditor 
may claim and enforce his claim in full against one co-heir as long as the value 
of that claim is less than the value of the co-heir’s share in the estate and 
then the co-heir will be entitled to regress from other co-heirs in proportion 
to their shares in the estate. Even before distribution of the inheritance, the 
liability of co-heirs is not limited to their share in the estate, but also extends 
to their personal property.24 As in the case of sole heir, the Serbian legislator 
deems the ex lege limitation of liability by value to be adequate protection 
for the interests of co-heirs.

However, decisions against one co-heir may only be enforced against his 
personal property or his share in the estate. If a creditor wishes satisfy his 
claim out of the assets of the estate, he will have to sue all co-heirs together 
and obtain judgment against them all. This stems from the fact that assets of 
the estate do not belong to any of the co-heirs individually, but they belong 
to all co-heirs jointly, as their undivided common property, which means 
that every co-heir is directly entitled only to his share in the estate, but 
not to particular assets of the estate. If judgment is obtained against one 
co-heir only, other co-heirs can object to enforcement in estate assets. This 
is regulated by rules of objections of third parties to enforcement (Jakšić 
2021, 945–947). However, creditors of the estate are not precluded from 
suing each co-heir independently of the others if they intend to rely only 
on enforcement against their personal property. It is interesting to note that 
Serbian law prevents co-heirs from transferring their shares in the estate 
to persons who are not their co-heirs.25 The aim of this rule is to motivate 
co-heirs to divide the estate and to prevent an expansion of the community 
of co-heirs which might make the relationship between them more 
complex. Serbian law tolerates co-heirship which results from the rules 
on direct devolution of the estate, but prevents co-heirs from complicating 
the relationship any further – they are incentivized to divide the estate in 
order to be free to dispose of inherited assets. In light of this rules it may 
be questionable whether creditors of the estate may request enforcement 
against a share in the undivided estate. This should not present a problem as 
long as enforcement against the share in the estate is effectuated by transfer 
of the share to one of the co-heirs, or through division of the estate.

24 Art. 224 Serbian Law on Succession.
25 Art. 231 (1) Serbian Law on Succession.
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The common law approach to succession through a personal 
representative has a manifest advantage in situations with more than one 
heir. Since the estate passes first to the personal representative, who is 
charged with settlement of estate debts, the question of solidary or divided 
liability of the heirs cannot arise at all. Succession in common law systems 
never leads to personal liability of heirs and the relationship of co-heirship 
cannot arise. The system is simple in that one person (the deceased) is 
replaced by just one person (the representative) and succession remains 
undivided. The same idea exists in continental legal systems that provide for 
direct devolution, but in order to preserve singularity of succession, multiple 
heirs are considered as if they were just one person, which then leads to 
further questions.

7. TIME LIMITS ON CLAIMS AGAINST HEIRS

Unlike rights in immovable property, rights to demand performance of 
obligations are usually not made public in any way. It is therefore impossible 
to determine the exact scope and value of estate debts with certainty. Claims 
which were unknown at the time of settlement of the estate may be brought 
against heirs at a later date and put them under unforeseen financial 
pressure. This is especially problematic if heirs are protected only by a 
limitation in value, since they may dispose of inherited assets believing that 
all debts have been paid only to find out that this is not the case and that 
they are still liable. This risk can be mitigated, as we have seen, by a special 
procedure for convocation of creditors, but also by simple time limits after 
which estate creditors are precluded from demanding payment from heirs, 
or limited to assets of the estate.

Under German law, creditors who raise their claims more than five years 
after the moment of death are faced with an objection of “keeping silent” 
(Verschweigungseinrede): the heir can refuse to satisfy their claims if the 
assets of the estate have been exhausted in order to pay other estate debts.26 
The objection is, of course, not available if heirs were aware of the claim or 
if the claim was duly registered in the convocation procedure. This kind of 
protection is useful because it offers an important degree of legal certainty 
in cases in which heirs have no reason to request convocation of creditors 
or separate administration of the estate because they are completely 
unaware of certain debts. It would be manifestly unfair to hold heirs liable 

26 § 1974 BGB.
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for claims which are raised after a long time has passed from the moment of 
succession. General rules on prescription provide limited protection in this 
context because periods of prescription are very long in some cases.27

It is interesting that the Serbian legislator, or Yugoslav legislator, to be 
more precise, decided not to include time bars on claims of estate creditors, 
even though legal theory supported such a solution. In his Theses for a 
Draft of the Law on Succession, Mihailo Konstantinović, one of the most 
influential jurists of the day, proposed that claims of estate creditors against 
heir should be time-barred after three years have passed from the death of 
the deceased (Konstantinović 1947, 332). Such a rule would greatly increase 
legal certainty and predictability for heirs and it should be considered de 
lege ferenda as a valuable addition to the general rules on liability for estate 
debts.

8. SHORTCOMINGS OF SERBIAN LAW

Liability of heirs is limited under Serbian law to the value of the inheritance 
(the value of the assets belonging to the estate of the deceased). The 
limitation of liability takes effect ipso iure and immediately upon succession. 
It may seem that this rule offers more than adequate protection to the heirs, 
but this is not the case. The problem lies primarily in the valuation of the 
estate, which is bound to the moment of devolution (moment of decedent’s 
death), and in the fact that heirs have no means to further limit their liability 
to inherited property (Đurđević 2015, 148–149). Separatio bonorum may be 
requested only by creditors of the estate and not by the heirs themselves. 
Changes in the value of the estate after devolution may unjustly prejudice 
the interests of the heirs (if the value of the estate becomes significantly 
lower) or the interests of the creditors (if the value of the estate becomes 
significantly higher). Apart from this inflexible method of valuation, the 
heirs run the risk of not being able to prove the value of the estate and thus 
to limit their liability. One of the main shortcomings of the Serbian solution 
is the fact that liability is limited even if no valuation of the estate and of 
the debts has been carried out. It stands to reason that heirs must prove the 
value of the estate and the value of debts that they have satisfied in order to 
limit any further liability. Portuguese law offers a similar solution (limitation 

27 For instance, under Serbian law the general period of prescription is 10 years 
(Art. 371 Law on Obligations). In Austrian law it is 30 years (§ 1479 ABGB). Under 
German law the period of prescription for some claims is also 30 years (§ 197 BGB).
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of liability ex lege) but it explicitly lays the burden of proof on the heirs.28 
Unlike Serbian law, Portuguese law retains the possibility of accepting an 
inheritance cum beneficio inventarii, which limits liability to property listed 
in the inventory.29 Such a rule should be accepted in Serbian law as well in 
order to give heirs a stronger, i.e. more clearly defined, protection against 
estate debts.

Inadequate protection against liability for estate’s debts influences not 
only the position of heirs, but also the decisions which the deceased made 
in his lifetime. Since death is certain, reasonable men, especially when they 
reach old age, start planning for their succession and reflecting on the 
position that their heirs will find themselves in. If a man knows that his 
heirs will have a hard time limiting their personal liability for estate debts, 
he will be inclined to settle all his debts before death and discouraged from 
taking on liabilities, even if it would have been a prudent decision. Đurđević 
gives an example of a 60 years old entrepreneur who decides not to take 
a loan which would enable him to develop his business in fear of his heirs 
becoming personally liable for it (Đurđević 2015, 145–146). This problem 
should be considered outside business context as well: a man who knows 
that his heirs will be fully protected against his debts only if they refuse 
the inheritance will be inclined to limit his debts and restrict his activity in 
order to spare his heirs from complication in estate settlement.

Heirs, of course, have the right to renounce their inheritance, which 
completely excludes their liability for deceased’s debts, but this is a crude 
method of protection because it may lead to heirs giving up their position 
at first sign of trouble since it is impossible to determine with certainty 
whether an estate is over-indebted (Đurđević 2016, 174). It must also be 
kept in mind that the state as the final and mandatory heir cannot refuse 
the inheritance, which means that its liability must be adequately limited 
in order to protect public finances (Đurđević 2016, 174–175). Limitation 
of liability through inventory procedure or special administration of the 
estate is the only way of solving these problems. Heirs should be given the 
possibility to accept their inheritance conditionally, subject to limitation of 
their liability for estate debts.

Serbian law does not recognize individual insolvency and it does not 
provide for special insolvency proceedings for indebted estates – insolvency 
rules are strictly reserved for companies and creditors of individuals are 
referred to general enforcement proceedings. Priority of creditors depends 

28 Art. 2071 (2) Código civil português.
29 Art. 2071 (1) Código civil português.
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on the time when they acquired an enforceable title against the debtor (prior 
tempore, potior iure). This means that the position of creditors will largely 
depend on chance, rather than on a just and proportional distribution 
of available assets. Lack of individual insolvency proceedings and estate 
insolvency proceedings have long been criticized as a serious flaw in the 
Serbian legal system. There are no justifiable reasons for the omission of 
these procedures. Introduction of insolvency proceedings for indebted 
estates would allow equal treatment of estate creditors, better (more 
flexible) rules on sale of estate assets and full protection of heirs against 
personal liability (Đurđević 2012, 33–36).

9. CONCLUSION

The question of heirs’ liability for debts of the deceased is one of the 
central and most difficult questions of the law of succession. It is an area of 
law which shows a convergence in general principles (transfer of liability 
to heirs, subject to limitations) and divergence in details which regulated 
the exact scope of heirs’ liability in the individual case. A visible rift exists 
between common law and civil law approach to liability, which stems from 
different methods of estate devolution, with the common law approach 
providing more clarity and certainty, albeit at the price of increased costs and 
complex estate settlement. Civil law approach offers more flexibility, but also 
creates less legal certainty. Direct devolution of estate and personal liability 
of heirs must be counterbalanced by detailed and flexible rules which allow 
for modification of liability, primarily in order to safeguard the interests of 
the creditors and to protect heirs against economic loss due to indebtedness 
of the estate. Administration of these rules may be quite burdensome for 
probate courts and other officials involved with settlement of the estate 
(public notaries), but there is no other way to achieve a just distribution of 
estate assets. Legal systems which attempted to create a simple limitation 
to heirs’ liability – like Serbian law – fail to provide adequate protection 
because the simple approach to heirs’ liability lacks flexibility and cannot be 
adapted to different situations that heirs might find themselves in.

In order to achieve a just system of liability for estate debts, a legal 
system must provide protection to heirs against over-indebted estates and 
protection to estate creditors against over-indebted or less than competent 
heirs. In the interest of transparency, a special procedure for registering 
estate assets and estate debts should be provided, with significant legal 
consequences for parties who fail to take part in these proceedings. Special 
time bars should be enacted in order to protect heirs against claims which 
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are raised with undue delays and, most importantly, individual insolvency 
proceedings should be provided for insolvent estates in order to allow just 
distribution of assets among estate creditors and spare them the trouble and 
injustice of having to race each other to satisfy their claims in individual 
enforcement proceedings.

A balance between simplicity for easy cases and flexibility for difficult 
cases should lie at the heart of rules on heirs’ liability for deceased’s debts. 
Heirs should be able to take charge of inherited assets and they should be 
personally liable to estate creditors when there are no signs of difficulties 
on the horizon – when there are no insolvency issues. On the other hand, 
detailed rules should be provided for various complex situations that may 
arise, like insolvency of the estate or insolvency of the heirs. In any event, 
both sides (the heirs and the estate creditors) should have legal means at 
their disposal to request preventive protection through special proceedings 
for ascertainment of the composition and value of the estate. Since the 
administrative cost of such preventive measures is usually much lower than 
the cost of special administration over the estate, availability of preventive 
measures should not be subject to strict conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The subject of this paper is realism as an approach within political 
theory, or more precisely, the common methodological elements of one type 
of contemporary political realism, along with the analysis of two classical 
authors who seem to have elements of “a realistic worldview”. Although the 
term political realism in fact refers to a theory of politics that arose in the 20th 
century, it is nevertheless not rare to consider certain classical and modern 
thinkers as political realists – given the similarities in the understanding of 
man and politics. Beginning with Thucydides, through Niccolò Machiavelli 
and Thomas Hobbes, realism was founded as a pessimistic theory of politics, 
in which only selfish human interest rules. History and experience tell us that 
politics is a way of ruling and maintaining power relations, which are most 
often understood as a mere reflection of basic and natural human drives. 
Namely, in the substantive sense – politics is about power and conflict, while 
from the methodological perspective, real experience should be the source 
of knowledge.

It should be strongly emphasised in the beginning that it is difficult to 
pinpoint an explicit “realist methodology”, since there are various forms of it 
– mostly reducible to two main currents within political theory: structuralism 
and historicism (Walker 1987, 66). The former accepts certain atemporal and 
universal claims, while the latter is based on the premise of constant change 
through time. In this paper, an attempt will be made to draw assumptions 
that could be a connection between realists that lean toward historicism, 
which will be (for the purposes of this paper) called a “contextualist” model, 
mostly relying on the work of Bernard Williams and Raymond Geuss, as two 
of the most prominent proponents (Philp 2012, 630; Rossi 2010, 504). Even 
in the case of substantive claims, it is difficult to say whether realism is a 
coherent line of thought in politics. Therefore, the paper will proceed with 
caution, both regarding the interpretation of contemporary political realism, 
as well as a retrospective reading of classical authors through contemporary 
lenses. Nevertheless, these restrictions do not seem to render such an 
endeavor meaningless.

Even though political realism can encompass a multitude of diverse 
views of the world and politics, the hypothesis of this paper is that we can 
find methodological roots of contextualist political realism in the works 
of Aristotle and Machiavelli, who both attempted to get closer to reality 
than other political philosophers of their time (and later). This statement 
should not be confused with the claim that the two of them are full-fledged 
realists in the contemporary sense, nor would it be fair to conclude that 
they are predecessors only if they fulfill the necessary criteria to the highest 
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extent. Also, this does not imply that they are the only ones who deserve 
to be assessed as possible candidates. The objective of the research is to 
gain a better understanding of possible methodological approaches of 
contemporary political realism, through a historical analysis of its roots, 
and of Aristotle’s and Machiavelli’s theories from a somewhat neglected 
perspective. It will be assessed whether these classical authors could be 
perceived as methodological forerunners, with the stated mitigations. 
Although we associate “Machiavellianism” with an ethical worldview almost 
opposite to that of the Greeks, the paper will try to show that, despite 
substantive differences, Machiavelli follows Aristotle’s methodological 
assumptions. Precisely because of this connection, as well as because 
Machiavelli is usually perceived as the most prominent forerunner of 
political realism – these two philosophers have been chosen. It should also 
be noted that in this paper we are not going to delve into the question of 
whether Aristotle’s and Machiavelli’s views, or the views of contemporary 
realists are justified and how valuable their theories are in general.

The work consists of three parts. The first part will try to underline the 
main methodological assumptions within contextualist political realism. The 
second part of the paper will deal with Aristotle’s theory, while the last will 
deal with Machiavelli’s theory – from the perspective of those assumptions.

2. CONTEXTUALIST POLITICAL REALISM

With the preceding remarks in mind, we can move on to explore what it 
means to be a contemporary political realist. Even though the methodological 
framework is what we are concerned with, firstly a few words will be said 
about the substantive aspects of political realism, since those two aspects 
cannot be separated too sharply. Also, as was noted, the focus will be on a 
contextualist form of realism that relies on the insights of Bernard Williams 
and Raymond Geuss, who are considered to be some of the most influential 
authors in this field (Sleat 2010; Rossi 2010).

As is well known, political realists generally1 start from the claim that 
the basis of all international relations is the struggle between nations that 
want to optimise their power, i.e., that concern for power optimization is a 
necessary and sufficient element of every policy (Fozouni 1995, 480). Every 
country has a natural geopolitical sphere of influence, which determines 

1 With regard to substantive claims of political realism – there is a stronger 
consensus among its proponents.
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its foreign policy. If that influence is insufficient, then it will tend toward 
imperialism; if it is satisfactory, then it will strive to maintain it. Also, ideology 
is only an instrument of power – it is never an end in itself (Morgenthau 
1948, 13). Therefore, it rejects both models of political moralism: both the 
enactment model, which emphasises politics as an instrument of morality, 
and the structural model, which considers that morality limits (creates a 
framework for) politics (Williams 2005, 2, 8, 77). In other words, being a 
realist traditionally means expelling morality from political relations. When 
talking about politics as “applied ethics”, it can at best mean that, through 
contact with reality, people try to find forms of action that suit them better 
and evaluate what is more or less good (Geuss 2008, 6). Therefore, political 
moralism is opposed to political realism, since the latter does not place 
morality prior to politics, while the former does (Galston 2010, 387).

Political philosophy is hence distinctive from other branches of philosophy 
(legal and moral) and uses specific concepts, such as power and legitimacy 
(Williams 2005, 3). Since morality is not prior to politics, the question of 
legitimacy cannot be answered in general, but comes from the practice of 
politics itself (Sleat 2010, 487). This is an important methodological point as 
well. Legitimacy as a category remains relevant, even in our understanding 
and interpretation of the past, but always in a given context (Williams 2005, 
69). So, for Williams, the question of justification is not completely pushed 
out of the realm of politics. A government is legitimate and authoritative 
if it can be justified according to the dominant societal beliefs in a given 
period. This criterion is not the same as the claim that legitimacy depends 
on the effective support or acceptance of the government by the governed, 
although it usually overlaps (Sleat 2014, 327). This allows for the flexibility 
of realism and correspondence to the nuances of reality. The belief that our 
political decisions are a reflection of simple morality is illusory – everything 
is a consequence of a multitude of factors, which is dependent on the context 
(Philp 2012, 636; Rossi 2010, 509). When someone is in the minority (in a 
democratic order), e.g., when the opposing political position prevails, it does 
not mean that the other side is morally wrong – it just means that one side 
has lost (Williams 2005, 13).

When it comes to methodology, in the case of ancient thinkers, political 
realism is primarily reflected in the historical method of research, which is 
characteristic of authors such as Thucydides and Polybius. The functioning 
of states is understood through the real circumstances in which they are 
situated and developed, and theoretical claims about politics arise from 
historical examples (Polybius 2002). This is especially important when 
assessing Aristotle and Machiavelli.
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Montesquieu tries to do a similar thing when writing about the relativity 
of the spirit of laws. For example: in cold climates, people are stronger and 
braver because of the cold air that tightens and shortens the fibers of the 
body and directs the blood to the heart, which further affects warfare, as well 
as the sluggishness of southern peoples who rarely and hardly change their 
customs, laws and traditions (Montesquieu 2011, 232). Or: “Many things 
govern men: climate, religion, laws, the maxims of the government, examples 
of past things, mores, and manners [...] Nature and climate almost alone 
dominate savages; manners govern the Chinese; laws tyrannize Japan [...] in 
Rome it was set by the maxims of government and the ancient mores,” while 
when he investigates the sources of slave ownership law, he explicitly says 
“the true origin [...] should be founded on the nature of things” (Montesquieu 
2011, 310, 251). All of this points to experience as a source of knowledge 
of the causes of a social (even political) reality. David Hume moves in the 
same direction when he criticises reason as an uncertain guide and refers to 
practice and experience for solving social and moral problems (Hume 1994, 
78–92, 208). He points out that the more repetitions and examples there are 
in experience, the more likely it is that they can be explained scientifically. 
He also offers a framework formula for the scientific study of the causality of 
social events. “What depends upon a few persons is, to a great measure, be 
ascribed to chance, or secret and unknown causes: What arises from a great 
number, may often be accounted for by determinate and known causes” 
(Hume 1994, 58). In other words, individuals can be influenced by many, 
often contradictory factors, while mass movements are easier to follow.

As one possible consequence, experience from practice becomes a 
methodological basis that tends to avoid firm universal arguments. Geuss 
tries to underline this as a genuine “realist approach” to political philosophy:

First, political philosophy must be realist. That means, roughly 
speaking, that it must start from and be concerned in the 
first instance not with how people ought ideally (or ought 
“rationally”) to act, what they ought to desire, or value, the kind 
of people they ought to be, etc., but, rather, with the way the 
social, economic, political, etc., institutions actually operate in 
some society at some given time, and what really does move 
human beings to act in given circumstances. [...] Second and 
following on from this, political philosophy must recognise that 
politics is in the first instance about action and the contexts 
of action, not about mere beliefs or propositions. (Geuss 2008, 
9–11)
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This much is probably in line with any intuition about political realism 
in general.2 On the other hand, Geuss adds a third thesis as an important 
insight into his understanding of political realism, which is crucial for the 
variant of realism that is offered in this paper. Namely:

The third thesis I want to defend is that politics is historically 
located: it has to do with humans interacting in institutional 
contexts that change over time, and the study of politics must 
reflect this fact. This is not an objection to generalising; we don’t 
even know what it would be like to think without generalising. 
Nevertheless, it simply turns out as a matter of fact that 
excessive generalising ends up not being informative. There 
are no interesting “eternal questions” of political philosophy. 
It is perfectly true that if one wishes, one can construct some 
universal empirical truths about human beings and the societies 
they form, e.g., it is correct that people in general try to keep 
themselves alive and that all humans have had to eat to survive, 
and that this has imposed various constraints on the kind of 
human societies that have been possible, but such statements, 
taken on their own, are not interestingly informative for the 
purposes of politics. [...] Such statements have clear meaning at 
all only relative to their specific context (Geuss 2008, 13–14).

For a realist, these statements imply the importance of avoiding universal 
claims that tend to be presented as applicable to any context, especially if 
they are devoid of empirical insights. In this sense, realism acknowledges 
a fragmented world in a constant flux of change, as opposed to idealism, 
which relies on universalities (Walker 1987, 79; Rossi 2010, 505). On the 
other hand, as Geuss states, such a methodology does not exclude general 
assessments (because that is most likely impossible), but tries to keep 
them to a minimum – only as a framework for the input of the facts and 
particular circumstances. It is compatible with Ludwig Wittgenstein’s view 
of the world, which implies that we cannot judge and justify practices, but 
simply be in them; everything is a matter of practical action, and there is 
nothing abstract. One example of a “non-realistic approach” that ignores 
particularities and history is the discourse of human rights (Geuss 2008, 
59). It is not a good starting position to assert that all humans evidently 
have rights, but rather one should ask, e.g., whether it is possible to organise 
a society based on universal rights, what are the benefits of it, or why do we 

2 Meaning: independently from different types of realism.
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find human rights appealing (Geuss 2008, 68).3 Different cultures obviously 
accept different rights as valid. Politics is about making decisions within a 
set of contingent and non-ideal circumstances that limit one’s choice (Philp 
2010, 468).

Nevertheless, it should be noted that such an approach does not exclude 
the epistemological possibility of truth,4 but only requires particularization. 
Interestingly, Hans Morgenthau, as a proponent of a different kind of 
political realism, emphasises that political science should isolate truth from 
experience, giving it meaning (Molloy 2006, 80). Although he is aware of 
the complexity of such a task, he nevertheless did not give it up and held 
power to be the truth of politics (Morgenthau 1948, 13). A critical remark 
is evident:

If truth is socially conditioned by the perspective of the theorist, 
then surely the same applies to Morgenthau’s version of the 
truth? Morgenthau, however, states that his truth is universal 
and valid for all times and circumstances (Molloy 2006, 81).

Morgenthau claims that realism lies somewhere between the fact that 
human experience and historical occurrences are always unique and the fact 
that there are similarities between them – caused by human nature which 
drives social forces (Morgenthau 1948, 4). In this sense realism seems to be 
torn between potentially opposing inclinations (Walker 1987, 79), neither of 
which excludes Aristotle and Machiavelli. On the other hand,

a weakness of approaches to politics through “intuitions” is 
that such intuitions present themselves at any given time as if 
they were firmly fixed, deeply rooted in the bedrock of human 
nature, and utterly unchanging, although even a minimal 
amount of historical (or ethnological) research reveals that 
many of the most politically significant of these intuitions are 
in fact highly variable and change in ways that seem to some 
extent to reflect other social changes (Geuss 2008, 91).

Having that in mind, the suggestion is to solve this problem in the following 
way: universal claims should be avoided as much as possible, and when they 
are necessary (as a framework for the input of context) – they should rely on 

3 It would be interesting to compare this form of realism with pragmatism, 
however that is beyond the scope of this paper.
4 For more on the problematisation of the concept of truth in realism, see Molloy 
2006.
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experience (be “realistic”). Even if we do not want to give up the usual aims 
of theory, or science in general – to predict future events based on previous 
ones – contextualist political realism still adds caution to it, because context 
can always affect and disappoint our predictions. Hence, Horton (2010, 
438) asserts that the general features of contemporary political realism 
are: anti-utopianism (negation of constant progressiveness and rejection of 
principles that are inapplicable in the world as it is), anti-universalism (even 
when there are valid general principles, they must be determined within 
a context), and the necessity of conflict (therefore the goals of politics are 
stability and order). Criticism of rational consensus could also be added to 
the list (Galston 2010, 394–400).

Now it is possible to move on to the analysis of the working hypothesis. The 
following methodological criteria of the contextualist model of contemporary 
political realism will be taken into account through the analysis of Aristotle’s 
and Machiavelli’s theories: 1) the experiential basis – the analysis of politics 
through reliance on experience from political practice, as well as in the 
case of classical philosophers, a comparative study of states in history; 
2) contextualism – avoiding universal claims (allegedly applicable to any 
context) as much as possible, i.e., making claims about politics always within 
a socio-historical context. It is obvious how interconnected these elements 
are.

Of course, there are some other potential methodological candidates that 
could be taken into account as relevant criteria. One of them is descriptiveness, 
i.e., the ability to describe things as they are, with restrained use of normative 
claims (“what ought to be”). A problem encountered with such a criterion 
is the complication of the existence of different types of normative claims, 
such as instrumental (as is mostly the case with Machiavelli) and ethical 
(Aristotle) normativity. Another reason for avoiding this element is that 
most realists are aware of the strong connection between politics and action, 
which leads them to frequently use normative claims. Hence, the only thing 
they insist on is the aforementioned contextualisation, which encompasses 
the need for experience. Geuss tells us something in a similar manner:

The attentive reader will notice that I use the terms “political 
theory” and “political philosophy” [...] almost interchangeably, 
and that I do not distinguish sharply between a descriptive 
theory and a “pure normative theory” [...]. This is fully 
intentional, and indeed part of the point I am trying to make. 
I want precisely to try to cast as much doubt as I can on the 
universal usefulness of making these distinctions. Kantians, of 
course, will think I have lost the plot from the start; and that 
only confusion can result from failure to make these essential, 
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utterly fundamental divisions between Is and Ought, Fact and 
Value, or the Descriptive and the Normative in as rigorous 
and systematic a way as possible, just as I think they have 
fallen prey to a kind of fetishism, attributing to a set of human 
conceptual inventions a significance that they do not have. By 
doing this, in my view, they condemn themselves to certain 
forms of ignorance and illusion [...]. Politics allows itself to be 
cut up for study in any one of a number of different ways, and 
which cuts will be most illuminating will depend very much 
on the context, on what one is interested in finding out. There 
is no single canonical style of theorising about politics. (Geuss 
2008, 16–17)

He then goes on to analyse the possible roles of political philosophy, by 
firstly pointing out the human need to understand how “the organised forms 
of acting together in a given society actually work, and to explain why certain 
decisions are taken, why certain projects fail and others succeed, or why 
social and political action exhibits the patterns it does”, as well as to evaluate 
things the world around us (Geuss 2008, 37–38). Besides understanding and 
evaluating, “it is often claimed that humans’ need for general orientation in 
action is at least as important” (Geuss 2008, 40). Meaningfulness leads to 
action and interaction, rather than theorising. And last, but not least, political 
philosophy might make a constructive contribution to politics by conceptual 
invention – combining normative, descriptive and analytical methodologies. 
Each step helps, because “people [...] can be at a loss what to do or fail to 
know what they want because they are confused about what is wrong or 
what the problem precisely is” (Geuss 2008, 43).

Therefore, in a society, understanding, evaluating and orientating are all 
wanted and needed human activities. They sometimes imply a descriptive 
approach, but other times – a normative one. In other words, different 
methods may be appropriate for different kinds of questions (Williams 2005, 
155). However, Williams notes that some remarks are nevertheless generally 
important, such as the danger of “wishful thinking” and, Geuss would add, 
the danger of generalising. This is why these two points seem to be the only 
plausible common methodological denominator for this model of realism 
– which will be used in the following chapters as lenses for examining 
philosophers who might be seen as their forerunners.
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3. ARISTOTLE

As stated in the introduction of the paper, Aristotle was chosen because 
Machiavelli appears to show similarities to Aristotle’s historicist method 
of studying politics, despite the fact that their substantive claims differ. 
Aristotle is one of the paradigmatic examples of an author who built their 
theory (explicitly) through the critique of the idealism that immediately 
preceded it as the dominant discourse – Plato’s in this case.5 Given that the 
work focuses on the issue of realism in political philosophy, there is no space 
for a detailed consideration of realism in other areas of philosophy, within 
which Aristotle has much to say. Accordingly, here it is only necessary to 
recall that Aristotle’s ontology denies the transcendental world of ideas, 
returning Plato to the framework of the sensory experience. However, as a 
creator of logic and practical reasoning, he also relies heavily on the power 
of the human mind (which is usually the main characteristic of idealism), but 
takes a more moderate view of the world than his predecessor.6 Aristotle’s 
worldview is very layered and it is not easy to see it through the lenses of 
contemporary political realism, although the paper will try to argue that 
his political methodology indeed shows a realist tendency. In that sense, 
Aristotle’s ethics are usually seen as idealistic, especially when compared 
to Machiavelli’s instrumentalism and pragmatism, while there are many 
possible ways to interpret his theory as a whole.

Before going into the analysis of politics, it is important to briefly 
highlight some important points of Aristotle’s general methodology and his 
schematization of knowledge. First of all, Aristotle is generally convinced 
that the facts about the world determine the truth of statements (Irwin 
1988, 5). Secondly, truth is arrived at in several ways: through scientific 
knowledge, intellect, practical wisdom, and wisdom (Aristotle 2000, 
1139b). All knowledge is based on the so-called primary/first principles, 
which represent universalities that are not based on anything other than 
themselves (Aristotle 1997, 100a–100b). They should not be questioned as 
to why they are what they are, but it is enough to determine them (Aristotle 
1997, 100b) inductively or deductively, using intellect (Aristotle 2000, 1139b, 
1141a). For example, the first principle of free action is man as a being, and 
the first principle of ethics is happiness (Aristotle 2000, 1102a, 1139b). 
Scientific knowledge refers only to claims that cannot be different, i.e., to the 

5 Although there are indications that the methodology used by Plato in the 
Phaedrus is not alien to Aristotle, especially with regard to the concept of techne 
(Schütrumpf 1989, 209–218).
6 More about that: Tweedale 1988, 501–526. 
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eternal and unchanging that cannot be discussed (episteme, Aristotle 2000, 
1139b), as is knowledge about the cosmos, god, and mathematics. It implies 
a true understanding of first principles, i.e., the state of demonstration – 
when conclusions are drawn by logical deduction starting from necessary 
true premises (first principles). Therefore, reasoning based on debatable 
first principles (as is the case of practical wisdom) cannot be scientific 
knowledge, although this does not mean that it is completely devoid of any 
truth (Aristotle 2000, 1140b).

Consequently, there is also a special type of deduction: dialectical deduction, 
which searches for conclusions starting from positions that are considered 
acceptable (endoxa – founded beliefs) – either to everyone, to the majority, 
or to the wise – without being paradoxical at the same time (Aristotle 1997, 
100a–100b, 104a). If even just one wise person (philosopher, authority) 
disagrees with a claim, then it is not an unproblematic one. It is important 
to emphasise that both types of starting premises (those that are true in 
themselves and those that are conventionally accepted) are universal, and 
that dialectics for Aristotle is a logical method based on probable premises. 
A dialectical problem is a speculation aimed at a decision or knowledge 
about which people have no opinion or the majority think differently than 
the wise, where the dialectical process itself (examination of the opinions 
of both sides) helps to arrive at the truth and purify the endoxa (Aristotle 
1997, 104b). In other words, in such a process, one can come to the rejection 
of one of the accepted opinions that seemed true at the beginning, which is 
why Aristotle most often starts from the positions that his predecessors had 
on a certain issue, as well as often taking a position between two opposing 
sides. It can be particularly useful when assessing certain first principles, 
by questioning the endoxa about them (Aristotle 1997, 101b). Empirical 
inquiry (historia) begins with the appearances (which include the endoxa), 
while experience should be a criterion for the appearances that are “proper” 
(oikeia) (Irwin 1988, 31–32). Thus, the true “puzzles” about our knowledge 
of things are discoverable through experience.

Practical wisdom, on the other hand, implies the concept of good and 
concerns human relations (ethics, politics, economics) and useful actions. 
Every action is directed toward a certain goal or good (Aristotle 2000, 
1094a). Since every goal relies on some other goal (value), the infinite 
regress stops at the greatest good, and the point is to make some kind of 
voluntary decision. The path to first principles within practical wisdom is 
inductive, i.e., it goes in the opposite direction of science: from particularities 
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(factual human relations) to universals7 (Aristotle 2000, 1143b). Therefore, 
it is aimes at action and cannot be scientific knowledge, because it implies 
deliberation (dialectical process). It starts from particularities (experience), 
and regards what could have been different (Aristotle 2000, 1140a). Since 
it deals with action, its focus is on the last point of the cognitive process, 
which is something that Geuss also points out. Practical wisdom is strongly 
interwoven with political “science”, although they are different beings. 
Political science is part of practical wisdom that deals with particularities 
and concerns the community (Aristotle 2000, 1142a). This is the crux of 
the argument in favor of realism – inferences concerning politics are not 
universally binding, i.e., they have to start off from real cases that differ 
between themselves. On the other hand, people who know how to consider 
and discuss what is good and useful for life as such are practically wise 
(Aristotle 2000, 1140a). Therefore, a practically wise person discusses first 
and foremost the universal and only afterward the particular (such as what 
would be beneficial for health). Besides practical wisdom, there are skills 
(medicine, shipbuilding, agriculture, arts, etc.) and theoretical sciences (first 
philosophy, mathematics, and natural sciences, such as astronomy).

The key difference between theoretical and practical disciplines is that 
the former deal exclusively with universal things and scientific knowledge 
(that which is immutable), and the latter with practical and mostly particular 
(Aristotle 2000, 1095a), which makes politics dialectical and difficult to fit 
into formulas. Judgment about particularities depends on perception, and 
not everyone’s perception is the same, in addition to there being an infinite 
number of individual cases. Thus, politics is directly aimed at experience 
and therefore has first principles that could be different.8 Accordingly, the 
subject of Aristotle’s political research is political practice, with the goal 
being to analyse the stability of a political order, which is a methodological 
approach uncommon for the (in the rough sense) idealistic tradition.9 The 
entire Politics is imbued with the issue of the stability of different political 
orders, while the fifth book (Aristotle 1998, 1301a–1317a) is fully and 
directly dedicated to this: “for a legislator, however, or for those seeking to 

7 Which should not be confused with scientific statements that are unchangeable. 
Universals are just general claims.
8 On the other hand, he often refers to human nature when reasoning about 
politics, while in doing so resting on a mixture of empirical and ethical claims 
(Irwin 1988, 358).
9 Here we mean the usual normativist and universalistic perspectives of politics 
assumed by authors such as Plato, Cicero, Thomas Aquinas, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 
Hegel, Kant, etc. This could also encompass Hobbes’ theory of social contract and 
state, although he shows strong substantive elements of realism.
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establish a constitution of this kind, setting it up is not the most important 
task nor indeed the only one, but rather ensuring its preservation” (Aristotle 
1998, 1319b).

As an example of Aristotle’s integration of experience into the analysis 
of political stability, we can first point out that he begins the second book 
of Politics by rejecting the idealistic possibility of unity in Plato’s state. 
The pursuit of complete unity must lead to the disintegration of the state, 
since by the nature of things it implies some kind of pluralism (Aristotle 
1998, 1261a–1261b). It is not only about the pluralism of people, but also 
their characteristics, i.e., types of persons. Further, building on the Platonist 
thesis about the necessity of common property of all members of a state10 
(including the sharing of wives and children), as conditions for factual 
equality – Aristotle responds in a similar manner. He refers to practical 
circumstances that would undermine the possibility of establishing such 
an idealistic society, arguing, for example, that there must be a problem of 
unequal income according to merit. He asks – what if someone works less 
and gets disproportionately more? (Aristotle 1998, 1263a) Selfishness is 
in human nature, so the absence of private property could hardly be truly 
accepted. It is illusory to consider private property as the cause of private 
disputes, since we can see in practice that disputes arise primarily among 
the poor classes, and not according to the form of property (Aristotle 1998, 
1263b). The layering and compromise of his worldview are also shown to 
be a reflection of realistic moderation that rejects black-and-white divisions. 
Jumping a bit forward: we will see that even when searching for an ideal 
constitution, Aristotle tries to find how each type of political system should 
be organised to reach its best condition11 (Irwin 1988, 355).

Aristotle also relies on the comparative method in studying the 
constitutions of his time (such as Sparta, Athens, Crete, etc.) and all possible 
forms of states, which he analyses according to the circumstances that are 
necessary for each of them to survive individually.

Since, then, our predecessors have left the question of 
legislation unexamined, it is presumably better that we study 
it and the question of political systems in general, so that our 
philosophy of humanity might be as complete as possible. First, 
then, if any part of what has been said by those before us is 
plausible, let us try to go through it. Then, in the light of the 

10 Which, coincidentally, is a misquote of Plato, bearing in mind that the absence 
of private property only concerned the governing and guardian class.
11 More on this in the following chapter.
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political systems we have collected, let us try to consider what 
sorts of things preserve and destroy cities and each type of 
political system, and what causes some cities to be well run, and 
others badly run. For when these issues have been considered, 
we shall perhaps be more likely to see which political system 
is best, how each must be arranged, and what laws and habits 
it should employ. Let us, then, discuss these matters from the 
beginning (Aristotle 2000, 1181b).

The general rule for Aristotle is that one must take into account the 
characteristics of people (according to virtue and wealth), i.e., the structure 
of society, leading us toward contextual claims of political realism.

For what is by nature both just and beneficial is one thing in 
the case of rule by a master, another in the case of kingship, 
and another in the case of rule by a statesman (Aristotle 1998, 
1287b).

It is not good to establish a kingship where there is factual equality and 
similarity between people, but rather where one family spontaneously 
stands out by its virtue (Aristotle 1998, 1288a). Also, the aristocracy is 
subject to the people who, by the nature of things, can bear the power 
“worthy of free men”, while militant peoples are suitable for the politeia.12 In 
other words, the quality of a political order depends on the actual context, 
i.e., constitutions must be adapted to different types of people and cultures. 
Similarly, the realism and nuance of his approach are expressed when he 
talks about the differences in the natural qualities of descendants belonging 
to different natural classes (free people, slaves, and foreigners), because he 
reminds us that there are always exceptions (Aristotle 1998, 1254b–1255b, 
1283a).

Also, for Aristotle the conflicts between the rich and the poor are the 
most important basis for understanding politics, since different interests 
are formed according to social status – which can be confirmed throughout 
history. Interestingly, Polybius, Machiavelli, and Hume also believed that 
conflicts in general, and especially between plebeians and patricians, were 
inevitable in any society, with the addition that they were even sometimes 
desirable (Whelan 2004, 63). Each pull to his side, Aristotle continues: some 
emphasise equality in numbers, others equality in merit or value as relevant, 

12 Politeia, in this context, is a form of government that represents a combination 
of oligarchy and democracy, although Aristotle uses the term both for proper 
democracy and legal order.
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according to what suits them. The pursuit of happiness shows itself as the 
cause of conflict. However, “it is a bad thing for a constitution to be organised 
unqualifiedly and entirely in accord with either sort of equality” (Aristotle 
1998, 1302a). So, practice is again referred to as a crucial factor of evidence, 
along with moderate normative judgments that rely on historical research.

Another interesting insight regarding his methodology could be given 
by the fact that he gives an equal place (importance) to the analysis of 
bad orders, and even to ways of preserving them. This seems like a clear 
indication of his effort to view politics in its reality and in a non-idealised 
way. He says that tyranny is a perverted form of monarchy, because the rule 
of one man that is not in the general interest, but rather exclusively in the 
interest of that individual (Aristotle 1998, 1279b). It is absolute despotism 
that is not based on law, but only on the will of the tyrant (Aristotle 1998, 
1295a), and despite this – he pays attention to the issue of its preservation. 
One of the rules for the survival of tyranny is to remove prominent people 
and people of strong character, to prohibit association and schooling, more 
precisely everything that could somehow bring people together (Aristotle 
1998, 1313b). Furthermore, it is necessary to constantly keep an eye on 
the citizens, give them as little independence and privacy as possible, sow 
discord, slander, impoverish, and do everything else that a realistic attitude 
toward politics can dictate. Power is the foundation of tyranny, and to 
provoke rebellions as little as possible, the tyrant must take care of how he 
presents himself to the people and convince them that his rule is beneficial 
for everyone (Aristotle 1998, 1314b). So, although it is clear that this way 
of ruling is wrong and that politics, according to Aristotle, must not be seen 
as an instrument of personal interest or a mere power relationship – he still 
goes into describing the practical prerequisites for preserving such power.

On the other hand, it is a well-known fact that Aristotle’s ethics correspond 
to a large extent to the view of the world that is characteristic of the time 
in which he lived. He uses full-fledged normative claims that often have a 
universalistic connotation to them, which undoubtedly points toward his 
“non-realist” side. The brief analysis of the substantive notions in Aristotle 
will only be conducted in regard to the main subject of the paper, i.e., his 
methodology. Nevertheless, the paper will attempt to show that even such 
statements do not undermine his methodological realism when approaching 
politics.13

13 The metaethical questions of the origins and nature of moral claims are not of 
great importance for this topic, since realists do not delve around such quandaries. 
Whether or not there are objective moral values does not affect the approach a 
realist takes.
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Aristotle says that an individual should have civic virtue, which can only 
be realized through participation in political life and concern for the common 
good (Held 1987, 17). The state represents an entity that exists by the nature 
of things, as the end product of man as a community being, i.e., a political 
animal. When asked why the state is formed, he answers that the ultimate 
goal is a happy and noble life (eudaimonia, Aristotle 1998, 1278b, 1281a), 
and that the good is an ultimate goal of all practical “sciences” (Aristotle 
1998, 1282b). As noted at the beginning of this chapter, in Aristotle, ethics 
and politics are directly linked through practical wisdom, so one cannot be 
achieved without the other. Happiness is an activity by virtue, while intellect 
is the most divine human asset (Aristotle 2000, 1177a). Aristotle asks 
himself what the best choice of life for each person and states is, so that the 
conclusions for individuals can also be transferred to states (Aristotle 1998, 
1323a). The virtues of the soul are incomparably more valuable than the 
possession of material things, and happiness depends on virtue, practical 
wisdom, and action.14 States are good to the extent that their citizens are 
happy, and in order to arrive at the best constitution, statesmen must 
understand what happiness is (Aristotle 1998, 1323a–1324a). Consequently, 
states must be brave, just, and wise, and a good economic condition, as well 
as good state regulation, is a prerequisite for that.

Aristotle believes that there are right and wrong answers to the question 
of what is good, whereby those who achieve practical wisdom will be able to 
reach the right answer (McDowell 1995, 202; Williams 1995, 16). Although 
he does not ignore the context (not even when analysing ethics), it can still 
be said that for him there are virtues that should be cultivated independently 
of our habits, nature, or feelings – just as moderation is shown to be always 
good (Aristotle 2000, 1109a). For example:

Actions done in accordance with virtue are noble [...] So the 
generous person will give for the sake of what is noble and in 
a correct way – to the right people, in the right amounts, at the 
right time [...] And this he will do with pleasure (Aristotle 2000, 
1120a).

At the same time, Aristotle holds that moral concepts cannot be 
comprehended without external experience, or more precisely without 
the exposition to a range of different situations and actions (Everson 
1995, 197). In that sense, there is a good to be known, but the process is 

14 He finds confirmation of this in a god as a perfect being who derives his 
satisfaction from himself.
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not transcendent (Aristotle 2000, 1095a). So, when he claims that a good 
person is the measure of what is good, it is generally accepted that he does 
so differently than Plato or Protagoras (Charles 1995, 136).

The nature of Aristotelian ethics itself shows why more detailed 
empirical study is needed. Ethical argument should rest on 
facts about human nature; when it is extended into political 
theory it should rest on further facts about human nature, and 
about human beings in relation to each other and to external 
circumstances. Appreciation of these circumstances shows us 
why a community with specific institutions is needed to realize 
the human good (Irwin 1988, 355).

On top of that, despite distinguishing between natural and legal justice (the 
former has the same force everywhere, the latter does not), he nevertheless 
claims – once again in a complicated way – that in the human world, even 
natural things can be changeable15 (Aristotle 2000, 1134b). As he says, “[f]
or we each have different natural tendencies and we can find out what they 
are by the pain and pleasure that occur in us” (Aristotle 2000, 1109b), as 
well as that things just by nature are the constant in the highest number 
of cases (Fassò 2007, 62). Human experience, therefore, can influence 
the nature of things in the domain of politics and ethics, where justice is 
a political issue, i.e., it concerns the organization of the state community 
(Aristotle 1998, 1252a). In this regard, when discussing the preservation 
and decay of the political order, Aristotle reminds us of the relativity of 
justice and the causes of political change. Everyone has their interpretation 
of who is considered equal and who is unequal, with factions arising when 
one group feels that it is not getting what it (according to its assumptions) 
is justly due (Aristotle 1998, 1280a, 1301a–1301b). It is interesting to point 
out that such an interpretation of justice in a certain way reflects the place 
of practical sciences in the system of knowledge. Namely, just as one can 
arrive at a universal formula for justice, but never separate it from the real 
circumstances against which it is interpreted – in the same way, political 
science can rely on the universal claims of ethics, but never free itself from 
particularity.

In that sense, Aristotle gives us a practical illustration of his methodology 
with regard to the question of the best constitution:

15 As the nature of things is that one hand is dominant, yet a person can become 
ambidextrous.
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What the best constitution is, that is to say, what it must 
be like if it is to be most ideal, and if there were no external 
obstacles. Also which constitution is appropriate for which 
city-states [?] For achieving the best constitution is perhaps 
impossible for many; and so neither the unqualifiedly best 
constitution nor the one that is best in the circumstances should 
be neglected by the good legislator and true statesman. Further, 
which constitution is best given certain assumptions [?] For a 
statesman must be able to study how any given constitution 
might initially come into existence, and how, once in existence, 
it might be preserved for the longest time. [...] Besides all these 
things, a statesman should know which constitution is most 
appropriate for all city-states. Consequently, those who have 
expressed views about constitutions, even if what they say is 
good in other respects, certainly fail when it comes to what is 
useful. For one should not study only what is best, but also what 
is possible, and similarly what is easier and more attainable by 
all (Aristotle 1998, 1288b).

Then he continues by saying that the best constitution, from the general 
perspective, is the one governed by people distinguished by wealth and 
virtue, i.e., where the citizens are also good people (Aristotle 1998, 1288a, 
1293b).16 It is evident why such a general claim does not fit into realism. 
However, Aristotle does not allow himself to drift into unattainable ideals 
and soon warns that such an order is rare, because education requires a 
natural gift and fortunate circumstances, meaning that virtue eludes ordinary 
people (Aristotle 1998, 1295a). This is why he further asks what kind of 

16 Aristotle distinguishes between virtue in people, citizens, and rulers. Namely, 
citizens have the task of taking care of the community in which they live, and the 
community is reflected by the state system, so their virtue must correspond to 
the system itself (Aristotle 1998, 1276b). Since there are many different political 
arrangements, then there must be as many different virtues of citizens (political 
wisdom), while a good man (non-citizen) possesses a complete (one) virtue. 
Therefore, a person can be a good citizen (politically wise) and at the same time 
a bad person. Likewise, the virtues of citizens in a community can differ according 
to the differences that exist between them (according to the social status and role 
they have) – just as bravery is evaluated differently according to sex, for example. 
However, it is the ruler who must be both a good man and a good citizen, while 
citizens do not have to fulfill the first condition, but should know how to obey and 
rule (Aristotle 1998, 1277a). Of course, the best option is for a good citizen to be a 
good person at the same time, and for the virtues to complement each other. This is 
required in the best constitutional order (Aristotle 1998, 1277b, 1288a), whereby 
this description gives reason to nearly equate civic virtue with skill (Mulieri 2021, 
505).
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arrangement can be accepted by the majority of states in real circumstances, 
in which the majority of people can take part. He then adds that states must 
rest on a strong and broad middle class,17 because then there is the least 
envy and conflict, as well as because the division of strata into the rich, poor, 
and middle class is common to all contexts (Aristotle 1998, 1295b). This is 
where his reliance on experience is explicitly shown, given that the rich/
poor dichotomy plays a large role in his reasoning – which is experientially 
based. A country with great differences in wealth is a state of economic-slave 
relations, which entails contempt, not friendship and freedom. Therefore, the 
best order is one in which both the rich and the poor are satisfied, so that 
everybody rules, but the most competent actually make decisions (Aristotle 
1998, 1309a).

This paradox is resolved, in his opinion, by the fact that the rich (who 
are often the most competent, because they are more educated) would have 
the actual decision-making power, but would have to be accountable to 
the people for their actions, while the people would make judgments and 
sometimes choose officials (Aristotle 1998, 1318b). The best citizens (he 
actually refers to the poor) are those who are engaged in animal husbandry 
and farming, and live far from the city, which enables them to have very 
little involvement in politics. They are satisfied with their work and the 
opportunity to supervise the work of the government, while at the same 
time having no incentive to be in the government – since public service 
should not be paid. A practical way to achieve the aforementioned balance 
between the classes is for the rich and the poor to decide together, but for 
the rich to have a plural vote, so that the votes of the few rich have the same 
value as the votes of the many poor. If they vote differently, the will of the 
group that has more property in total should prevail (Aristotle 1998, 1318a). 
The groups would be made up of part rich and part poor, depending on the 
results of the vote. Of course, with such a solution, Aristotle made equality 
only apparent because the majority of citizens were, due to living conditions 
and lack of interest, detached from the assembly. Consequently, the lack of 
their presence in voting leads to the predominance of the rich.

Although the main argument in favor of such a suggestion lies in his 
struggle to find a solution for a virtuous polity in general, it still retains 
realist elements. Virtuous political communities have shown themselves 
to be more stable throughout history, which makes them better. In order 
to achieve a virtuous polity, quality people are needed, and reality shows 
us that having a good education and enough free time amounts to having 

17 We should add to this the necessity to respect quality laws, as well as invest in 
moral education, since virtue is acquired throughout life, not by birth.
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better odds. Therefore, the rich, i.e., those who fulfill such conditions, are 
more likely to be virtuous and should have more power. In other words, 
on the one hand – Aristotle is searching for generally applicable solutions 
(contrary to our understanding of contextualist political realism), but on the 
other – he is trying to do so within realistic circumstances, i.e., within the 
most common context of human societies. As we have seen, different types 
of peoples are suited for different types of political arrangements, so the 
universal in Aristotle is only universal in the sense of what is most common.

What can be concluded from this? The layeredness of Aristotle’s 
worldview cannot be neglected, although he shows strong realist efforts in 
the methodological sense. First, in his system of sciences, experience plays an 
important role, although the knowledge of the first principles of science can 
also take place beyond it. Regardless, politics is a part of practical wisdom, 
and it does not concern scientific knowledge. The goal of politics is action 
and deals with particularities, which directly refers to the experience from 
practice (the comparative-historical method). Considerations of the best 
polity take into account power relations in a society, as well as the natural 
aspirations of different classes and cultures, while no theoretical solution 
for the generally best order is ever fully achievable for every context. This 
enables a nuanced understanding of social reality. Nevertheless, Aristotle 
often expresses universalistic claims – especially since he does not view 
politics as a sphere independent of ethics, within which there are answers 
to what is right in general. On the contrary, for him, these two elements are 
inevitably united, since a quality state organization is directly dependent on 
the virtue of the people. Despite that, his

[e]mpirical analysis seeks to understand the varieties and 
structures of cities and their constitutions, and the sources of 
change and stability; and, in Aristotle’s view, we understand 
these things best from the correct conception of happiness 
and justice. Different cities pursue happiness and justice in 
different ways; and they are stable or unstable partly because 
of their degrees of success and failure in achieving justice and 
happiness. A correct ethical theory, as Aristotle understands 
it, will describe the psychological and social effects of the 
different virtues and vices and in doing so will allow us to form 
new causal hypotheses that we can test against the empirical 
evidence (Irwin 1988, 355).

From all of these insights, we can draw the conclusion that the most 
plausible way to interpret potentially conflicting elements is the following: 
some general arguments regarding the best polity could be drawn from 
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the common denominators of every society (happiness, virtues, and the 
relationship between different social-economic classes and the goal of 
stability), which can be complementary with and should take into account 
all other contingent facts that concern cultural, moral, historical and 
geographical determinants. It could be said that certain truths can be arrived 
at, but that they do not apply in the same way to every context. Do Aristotle’s 
ethics and general suggestions within politics alienate him to some degree 
from our methodological assumptions? Of course they do. Do they do it to 
a high degree and prevent us from calling him a predecessor? This paper 
tries to argue otherwise – he is aware that general claims, neither in the 
domain of ethics nor of politics, cannot fully suffice for our need to orientate 
in action (as Geuss would state it). Hence, even though we can safely say that 
Aristotle does not keep universal claims to a minimum – which would mean 
something that could be referred to as a strong notion of contextualism – his 
methodology still seems to qualify him to some extent as the predecessor of 
contextualist political realism.

4. MACHIAVELLI

Now we can turn to Niccolò Machiavelli and look at his resemblance 
from a methodological perspective. It is a well-known fact that Machiavelli, 
the sixteenth-century Florentine writer, became famous precisely for his 
steadfast pragmatism and realism, which he first exhibited in The Prince, 
therefore radically breaking the thread of the previous political philosophy 
and paving the way for modern thought. On the other hand, in his work 
Discourses on Livy, his strong and enthusiastic republican spirit comes to the 
fore, providing a basis for the layered understanding of his theory, although 
this paper argues that it does not make it incoherent.18

For Machiavelli, as was also the case for Aristotle in most respects, politics 
is a practical discipline where experience and context determine outcomes, 
or rather where there are no a priori rules. “[...] it is very difficult to generalise 
[...] since men and circumstances vary” (Machiavelli 2019, 72), and our best 
predictions can only rely on historical experience as a guiding thread, which 
can be indirectly and directly acquired. It is acquired indirectly by studying 
the past, and directly by engaging in politics, while Machiavelli experienced 
both types (Simendić 2022, 14). He speaks primarily to people of action, 
but also to others who are trying to understand how the world functions. 

18 This is especially the case bearing in mind that both works were written 
approximately at the same time, although both were published after his death.
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Therefore, his teaching combines both practice and general knowledge, but 
also takes particularities (experience) as the starting point, which should 
provide the necessary nuance in understanding general things (Strauss 
1958, 233). It closely resembles Aristotle’s method of study in the domain of 
practical wisdom. For Machiavelli, conclusions about politics must contain 
something normative, that is, they must be of practical use. He does not 
contrast the descriptive with the normative, but the wrong normative with 
the right (achievable, experiential, “realistic”) one (Strauss 1958, 234). In 
other words, The Prince is imbued with just such practical instructions for 
ruling based on experience, not abstracted solely by the principles of the 
mind. For example, when discussing the building of fortresses, Machiavelli 
says:

Rulers have been accustomed to build fortresses to strengthen 
their power. These serve as a bit and bridle for those who might 
plot against them [...]. I praise this practice, because it has 
been used since ancient times. Nevertheless, in our own times, 
Niccolò Vitelli destroyed two fortresses in Città di Castello, 
so that he could maintain his rule over it. [...] Fortresses are 
sometimes useful, then, and sometimes not; it depends on the 
circumstances. Moreover, if they help you in some respects, 
they will be harmful in others (Machiavelli 2019, 73).

Likewise, in the chapter on the praises and commands of the ruler, he 
explicitly states his view on politics:

But having the intention to write something useful to anyone 
who understands, it seems to me better to concentrate on 
what really happens rather than on theories or speculations. 
For many have imagined republics and principalities that have 
never been seen or known to exist. Because there is such a 
great distance between how we live and how we ought to live, 
anyone who sets aside what is done for what ought to be done 
learns more quickly what will ruin him rather than preserve 
him, since a man who wishes to make a profession of doing 
good in all things will come to ruin among many who are not 
good (Machiavelli 2019, 53).

All relevant epistemological assumptions can be observed in the given 
passage. First, the emphasis on reality, i.e., the state of things as they are 
(“what really happens”, not “theories and speculations”) – through the study 
of past and present experiences. This leads to a nuanced understanding 
of the world, which has the effect of viewing morality instrumentally and 
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pragmatically (“a man who wishes to make a profession of doing good in all 
things will come to ruin”), as well as avoiding universal claims. According 
to Machiavelli, any faith in practical rationality leads to illusions and bad 
government.19 The part on the perishing of those who live driven by an 
ought that has seceded from reality is exactly the aforementioned wrong 
normative approach. Being loyal to reality seems to present itself as a core 
value, along with the general idea of success (in this case – of the ruler), 
which leads him to establish a fundamental relation between the two.

As was pointed out in the beginning, one of the frequent substantive 
claims of realism that is grafted onto such methodological assumptions is 
anthropological pessimism, as a response to the actual state of affairs. In 
that sense, it is worth briefly mentioning Machiavelli’s take on that:

For this may be said of men generally: they are ungrateful, 
fickle, feigners and dissemblers, avoiders of danger, eager 
for gain. While you benefit them they are all devoted to you 
(Machiavelli 2019, 57).

People see only the short term and do not deal with political issues, 
because they are superficial and evil beings who will betray you as soon as 
they get the chance – “men never work any good unless through necessity” 
(Machiavelli 1996, 15). It is obvious that Machiavelli is more insistent, 
blunt and “realistic” compared to Aristotle when it comes to human nature, 
although both share the opinion that good laws and religion are needed to 
restrain men and teach them good behavior. In other words, the experientially 
determined evil human nature, which comes to the fore again and again 
throughout history, is additional support for all his normative views. 
Pragmatism and adaptation, therefore, are the only options. Although these 
claims about human nature are universalistic in essence and Machiavelli 
shows us that he is not immune to the trap of neglecting that everything can 
change and changes (Walker 1987, 79), they are nevertheless experiential 
and treated as a framework for particularities. Unlike, for example, Hobbes, 
who builds his political philosophy on universal claims about human nature, 
which serves as a first deductive point, from which he concludes almost 
everything about the duties and rights of the sovereign and the people.

On the other hand, Machiavelli’s anti-idealism and cruelty do not mean 
that one should always be evil, selfish, or corrupt in politics. On the contrary, 
political circumstances are so complex and unpredictable that behavior 
according to predetermined patterns is never desirable:

19 The goals of governance will be discussed shortly.
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A ruler, then, need not actually possess all the above-mentioned 
qualities, but he must certainly seem to. Indeed, I shall be 
so bold as to say that having and always cultivating them is 
harmful whereas seeming to have them is useful; for instance, 
to seem merciful, trustworthy, humane, upright, and devout, 
and also to be so. But if it becomes necessary to refrain, you 
must be prepared to act in the opposite way, and be capable of 
doing it (Machiavelli 2019, 60–61).

It is best, in fact, for the ruler to be feared and loved at the same time.

In the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, there were popular writings 
that belonged to the genre of “mirrors for princes” and aimed to show 
and describe how a good ruler should appear and behave (Simendić 2022, 
16). Drawing on the Christian tradition and the Roman moralists, these 
writings recommended piety and four essential virtues to rulers: prudence, 
justice, courage, and moderation. A virtuous ruler was supposed to be a 
role model for others and show them the way to Christian salvation. In this 
sense, The Prince remains within the framework of the given genre only 
insofar as it describes the desirable qualities of a ruler that lead to a good 
outcome – as a response to the challenges of fate (i.e., changing political 
circumstances). Neither desirable traits, fate, nor a good outcome have 
their usual meaning in Machiavelli – The Prince is “the science of adapting 
character to circumstances” (Simendić 2022, 16, translated by author). In 
that context, Machiavelli criticises the widespread opinion at his time, and 
even beforehand, that everything is in God’s hands and depends on fate – 
which a person cannot change. He believes that there is free will, although 
he does not reject that fate plays a role, but only a partial one (Machiavelli 
2019, 82). Fate exerts great power where it meets no resistance, and it can 
also randomly reward people. Although moderately, Machiavelli shows a 
certain degree of faith in fate and astrology, which represents a departure 
from the experiential method characteristic of realism (Whelan 2004, 55). 
He also believed that human character strongly limits free will, as well as 
social position (Vujadinović 2014, 51).

The virtues he is alluding to are often qualities that were usually considered 
unworthy of a man, and the desired outcome of ruling is to remain in power 
as long as possible and achieve fame. Both substantive claims derive from 
his epistemological tendencies to see the world as it is.

If a ruler, then, contrives to conquer, and to preserve the 
state, the means will always be judged to be honorable and be 
praised by everyone. For the common people are impressed by 
appearances and results (Machiavelli 2019, 61).
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A good ruler is one who adapts to time and circumstances and manages 
to find a balance between peacefulness and ferocity, in order to please both 
the people and the army – he “must know well how to imitate beasts as well 
as employing properly human means” (Machiavelli 2019, 60). The virtue of 
a ruler is that he knows how to be both a fox and a lion at the same time, 
in order to recognise traps and scare wolves. As we have seen, he even says 
that it is dangerous if the ruler is truly endowed with classical virtues, but 
also useful if he knows how to pretend to possess them (Machiavelli 2019, 
60). The ruler must be careful that what he says conveys the impression 
of “pure” gentleness, trustworthiness, and piety. Therefore, the context 
determines how he should behave, although experience shows that there are 
common incentives for ruling. As noted previously, normative claims are not 
necessarily “non-realist” – it is only important to make them as empirical 
and non-universal as possible. Machiavelli’s advice for rulers, which implies 
contextual adaptation, shows how he sees such a connection between reality 
and normative claims.

On the other hand, like Aristotle, he does not shy away from using concepts 
like “good deeds” or “good behavior”, meaning moral concepts in general. 
Their use implies knowing what is the concept of good, although it could 
rather be said that for Machiavelli this concept is closest to the idea of utility 
(instrumental normativity). For him, morality certainly has no metaphysical 
basis, but stems from the need for survival (Mulieri 2021, 502). Therefore, it 
could be said that he uses moral concepts that are socially accepted, without 
deeper philosophical refinement. Be that as it may, it is interesting to point 
out Machiavelli’s simultaneous criticism of the criminal way of coming to 
power (using the example of the tyrant Agathocles):

Yet it cannot be called virtue to kill one’s fellow-citizens, 
to betray one’s friends, to be treacherous, merciless and 
irreligious; power may be gained by acting in such ways, 
but not glory. If one bears in mind the ability displayed by 
Agathocles in confronting and surviving dangers, and his 
indomitable spirit in enduring and overcoming adversity, there 
is no reason for judging him inferior to even the ablest general. 
Nevertheless, his appallingly cruel and inhumane conduct, and 
countless wicked deeds, preclude his being numbered among 
the finest men. (Machiavelli 2019, 30).

We can see a similar type of condemnation in Discourses on Livy, where 
Machiavelli’s humanism comes to the fore when he states that those who 
destroy order, religion, art, or anything that serves humanity are worthy 
of contempt (Machiavelli 1996, 31). His republican spirit is strong, i.e., the 
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elevation of freedom as a value, which does not diminish his analytical and 
historical approach in his works (Machiavelli 1996, 16). As pointed out, the 
fact that the concepts of humanism or the common good are mentioned 
should not mislead us into thinking that this is an idealistic excursus, at least 
not from the perspective of the ruler. The goals of governing are clear, and 
the moral qualities of the ruler, which are necessary for a high-quality order, 
act primarily instrumentally. The desired outcome for every political actor 
is not Christian salvation, but the attainment of human glory – and no such 
thing can be achieved without maintaining the state, order, and personal 
political success, which directly depends on the satisfaction of those who 
are ruled. In other words, the personal (well-recognised) interests of the 
ruler and the common interest are not in conflict. But again, our concern 
for ethics is only relevant to the extent of its connection and influence on 
methodology. The point here is that Machiavelli also does not seem to keep 
general conclusions about politics to a minimum, although his approach still 
offers substantially more contextualisation compared to other philosophers.

Based on previous points, it seems clear why a republic based on good 
laws is a meaningful choice for rulers in general: it allows for stability and 
less conflict, and therefore longer-term rule (Whelan 2004, 41). Similarly:

if a ruler is more afraid of his own subjects than of foreigners, 
he should build fortresses; but a ruler who is more afraid of 
foreigners than of his own subjects should not build them. 
Hence, the best fortress a ruler can have is not to be hated by 
the people: for if you possess fortresses and the people hate 
you, having fortresses will not save you (Machiavelli 2019, 73).

Thus, the favor of the people is a means to an end. For the prince, 
everlasting glory is more important than his current reputation, and 
whoever collapses the state with his incompetence should be ashamed of 
it. In line with this is the definition of a republic, in the broadest sense of 
the word, as a positive order aimed at protecting the common good, and in 
a narrower, formal sense – as a mixed order, which Machiavelli considers to 
be the best since there is a balance between the three forms of government 
(Machiavelli 1996, 13; Simendić 2022, 21). The ruler should also ensure 
freedom and privacy (primarily private property) to the people, as well as 
protection from enemies.

On the other hand, as has been emphasised, none of these general 
conclusions and suggestions by Machiavelli have their full weight without 
a context in which they are set. Just as Aristotle offers a general solution 
for a good constitution, but then moves on to what is applicable to most 
circumstances – as a consequence of studying many contexts and experiences 
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– so too does Machiavelli handle universalistic claims. He proceeds with 
caution, uses them as a framework, and reminds the reader of the complexity 
of human affairs, even sometimes seeing conflicts as a condition for the 
realization of civil/state greatness (Vujadinović 2014, 54). A wise ruler 
must not keep his word if it does not benefit him or if the circumstances 
in which he made the promise have changed, i.e., he should be duplicitous 
because people “turn as the wind blows”. Unlike Hobbes, who strives to 
abandon change, Machiavelli endorses it – he does not try to solve “eternal 
questions of political philosophy” (Walker 1987, 74). He rather provides a 
thorough overview of historical examples regarding questions that concern 
him and those to whom he is writing. Cunningness is a necessary trait of a 
ruler, because history shows that great things were accomplished by those 
who did not pay attention to their promises and who knew how to skillfully 
deceive people (Machiavelli 2019, 59). So, his line of thought seems to be 
analytical enough: practice shows that the ruling position is seized with the 
aim of conquering and gaining power, and there is no such thing without 
the maintenance of the state – which further depends on the satisfaction of 
those who are ruled. Thus, observed human nature and history teach us how 
politics unfold, which in the end brings us to some sort of framework about 
what should be done, but only after an assessment of concrete circumstances. 
This truly resembles Aristotle to a degree.

In the introduction, it was stated that Machiavelli’s methodology 
harmoniously builds on Aristotle’s, which is why they are discussed together. 
In this respect, it would be good to also emphasise their substantive links and 
compare them a bit more. Firstly, Machiavelli accepts the shifting of political 
orders from Polybius, as well as the six forms of government from Aristotle 
(Machiavelli 1996, 10). As noted, Machiavelli also accepts the position that 
conflicts between the rich and the poor are inevitable, and it is precisely 
the mixed rule that should resolve the conflicting interests. The position 
and strength of social groups are shown to be one of the main elements 
of his analysis, as well as the stability of government, which is a legacy of 
Aristotle’s political philosophy. Although Machiavelli does not identify the 
personal and the general in the way the Greeks did, but rather, in the search 
for compromises, he somewhat separates the perspective of the people from 
the perspective of the ruler. It seems that with him those two points of view 
(the personal and the common) overlap in the abovementioned magnificence 
of the state. Machiavelli took pragmatism to a higher level, with a more 
pronounced pessimism about human nature, turning tyrannical cunningness 
into general advice for governing.20 In this regard, he does not see moral 

20 With all of the given mitigations and nuances.
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virtue as the ultimate goal of political life – he completely denies Aristotelian 
teleology by emphasizing that people join together for the sake of survival 
and that this happens for practical reasons. All values arise as a response 
to the challenges of survival (Mulieri 2021, 502). This takes him quite far 
from Aristotle’s good and practically wise ruler. Nevertheless, although 
they adopt quite different ethical standpoints, Machiavelli follows Aristotle 
in his striving for experience-based inferences, which imply a combination 
of contextualist, comparative-historical and order stability analyses. Such 
a methodological approach is not common for other philosophers of the 
time, such as Plato, Cicero, Augustine, Thomas Aquinas, Marsilius of Padova, 
etc., nor was it prevalent after the Middle Ages (apart from the mentioned 
exceptions, such as Montesquieu and Hume) when universalistic and non-
experiential claims were dominant.

From all that has been said, Machiavelli appears to possess both 
methodological elements of contextualist political realism to some degree. 
He starts from experience in reasoning, creating a nuanced and contextual 
picture of politics, which does not allow too many generalisations and 
fantasies, while at the same time seeing normative statements as a necessary 
reflection of the practical nature of politics. With the exception of the values 
of freedom and the magnificence of the state, morality is mostly instrumental 
for Machiavelli. Context forces people to adapt and practice shows that the 
ruling position is seized with the aim of conquering and gaining power, 
which for him implies that almost everything is permitted for the sake of 
preserving that same position. In order to do so, one must take into account 
all relevant obstacles and potential threats to the stability of the state in 
the given circumstances. There are no a priori solutions – politics rests 
on attempts to level the potential conflicts of different interests, although 
conflicts are at the same time not always bad. In a similar way to Aristotle, 
he deviates from strong contextualism because experience teaches us that 
history repeats itself, thereby expressing something universal within human 
affairs. Nevertheless, Machiavelli seems to express a higher awareness with 
regard to contextualisation than Aristotle.

5. CONCLUSION

What is to be asserted from this complex input? It appears that we can 
safely conclude the following: both philosophers fulfill the experiential 
condition of a realist methodology, but both have divergences from 
contextualism, since they often reach general conclusions about the best 
ways to do things in politics, although bearing in mind that those claims are 
not fully fruitful without the context.
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On the other hand, as was noted in the introduction – it also seems 
reasonable to state that being characterised as a forerunner of a line of 
thought within political theory calls for somewhat mitigated criteria of 
identification. Perhaps such criteria could be expressed within Aristotle’s 
and Machiavelli’s theories through contextualism in a weaker sense: there 
are general advice, requirements, and principles regarding politics but their 
proper application requires sensitivity to the context and particularities 
of the situation. This still distinguishes them from most of the political 
philosophers of their time, as well as subsequent ones.

On top of that, it is reasonable to say that Machiavelli expresses a 
deeper realist tendency than Aristotle, especially in the substantive aspect. 
Nevertheless, this does not imply that Aristotle should be left out of the 
picture, nor that the importance of his methodology should be neglected. 
Lastly, it is up to the reader to decide to what degree the approaches of these 
two classical thinkers overlap with each other and fit the assumptions, as 
well as what is the extent required for the title of predecessor.
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1. UVOD

Srbija je, po slovu Ustava od 2006. godine, država koja ima polupredsednički 
sistem organizacije vlasti. To ustrojstvo je preuzeto od prethodnog ustava, 
donetog početkom devedesetih godina prošlog veka, i nije se pokazalo ni 
korisnim ni funkcionalnim. Naprotiv, izazvalo je mnogobrojne teškoće, pa se 
zato opravdano može postaviti pitanje da li takvo uređenje treba zadržati.

Polupredsednički sistem organizacije vlasti predstavlja obrazac u kojem 
birači neposrednim glasanjem biraju šefa države, dok je vlada odgovorna 
predstavničkome telu, proisteklom iz opštih izbora (više o tome Popović 
2019, 195). Ovakva konstrukcija političkih ustanova počiva na tome da i šef 
države i predstavničko telo svoju legitimnost izvode neposredno od naroda, 
što ta dva organa dovodi u istu ravan. Funkcionalan model polupredsedničkog 
sistema razvio se u Francuskoj pod Ustavom od 1958. godine. Tokom 
vremena se raširio po mnogim zemljama koje su ga prihvatile, naročito u 
Evropi i Africi. Iako se može reći da u zemlji porekla uspešno funkcioniše 
više od pola veka, taj sistem organizacije vlasti sadrži u sebi nedostatke. Ovi 
su se u većoj meri ispoljili u zemljama recepcije nego na izvoru, u državi u 
kojoj je pomenuti sistem nastao.

2. SLABOSTI POLUPREDSEDNIČKOG SISTEMA

Osnovna slabost polupredsedničkog sistema sastoji se u tome što taj 
sklop organizacije vlasti može proizvesti napetost između šefa države i vlade 
odgovorne predstavničkome telu. Napetost potiče upravo od neposrednog 
izbora šefa države. Državni poglavar ima, već po samoj zamisli o konstrukciji 
političkih ustanova, istaknutu ulogu koja na svoj način konkuriše narodnom 
predstavništvu. To se lepo vidi u zemlji rodonačelnici sistema – Francuskoj. 
Predsednik Republike se po Ustavu od 1958. godine pojavljuje u trostrukoj 
ulozi. On je čuvar Ustava, arbitar među političkim strankama i garant najviših 
nacionalnih interesa (vid. Popović 2019, 170 i tamo navedenu književnost). 
Takva slika položaja predsednika republike, izabranog neposrednim 
glasanjem, pruža dovoljno osnova za uvid u komplikovano funkcionisanje 
političkih ustanova koje može prouzrokovati polupredsednički sistem 
organizacije vlasti. Predsednik republike i vlada odgovorna pred narodnim 
predstavništvom su dva ustavna organa koji jedan drugom konkurišu u 
polju izvršne vlasti. Zbog toga se ponekad kaže da ovakvo uređenje poznaje 
dvoglavu ili bicefalnu egzekutivu.
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Polupredsednički obrazac organizacije vlasti ne funkcioniše, međutim, 
uvek na isti način. Od napetosti između dva ustavna organa još je gora 
situacija u kojoj šef države postane nadmoćan nad predstavničkim telom. 
Naime, kad se pri narodnom glasanju poklope dve većine, ona koja je izabrala 
predsednika i ona koja je izabrala parlamentarnu većinu, sistem praktično 
posmatrano funkcioniše na isti način kao predsednički. Tako je, recimo, bilo 
u Francuskoj pod vladom generala De Gola, na početku primene ustava koji 
i danas važi. Nasuprot ovome, ako se predsednička i parlamentarna većina 
raziđu, nastupa situacija u kojoj predsednik jednog političkog uverenja 
obavlja svoju funkciju u prisustvu vlade čiji je politički pravac različit od 
predsedničkog. Francuski političari su, suočeni s takvim prilikama, pribegli 
obrascu ponašanja koji je nazvan kohabitacijom. U stvari, moglo bi se reći 
da je upravo kohabitacija tipičan i usavršen oblik funkcionisanja ustanova, 
kakav je karakterističan za polupredsednički sistem organizacije vlasti. Taj 
oblik se od predsedničkog razlikuje jedino onda kad postoji kohabitacija. 
Funkcionisanje sistema u takvim uslovima zahteva od nosilaca različitih, čak 
suprotstavljenih, političkih opcija visok stepen tolerancije i njihovo dosledno 
pridržavanje ovlašćenja u ustavnim okvirima.

Primena polupredsedničkog sistema organizacije vlasti u Srbiji pokazala 
je slabosti koje se javljaju i u drugim zemljama, što potvrđuje nedostatke 
same teorijske konstrukcije tog obrasca. Dve slabosti su se kod nas ispoljile 
u najvećoj meri. To su skoro potpun izostanak kohabitacije i, što je još gore, 
hipertrofija predsedničke funkcije.

Kohabitacija je u pravom smislu reči u Srbiji postojala samo za 
vreme mandata predsednika Milutinovića, kad je, posle obaranja s vlasti 
Slobodana Miloševića, režim bio promenjen. Postojanje koalicionih vlada 
u toku mandata predsednika Tadića, Nikolića i Vučića ne može se smatrati 
kohabitacijom. U vladi je tad uvek učestvovala i u stvari činila njenu okosnicu 
upravo predsednička stranka. Najpre je to bila Demokratska, a docnije 
Srpska napredna stranka. Nepostojanje kohabitacije već je samo po sebi 
problematično, a uticaj te činjenice na političke ustanove kod nas mnogo je 
veći nego što bi se na prvi pogled moglo zaključiti.

Nepostojanje onakvog rasporeda političkih snaga kakav izaziva ko-
habitaciju slabi parlamentarnu komponentu polupredsedničkog sistema. 
Parlamentarna većina gubi značaj ako nema sopstveni stav, različit od 
predsednikovog. Umesto da se sprovodi program onih stranaka koje u 
predstavničkom telu sastavljaju vladajući blok, vlada se povodi za politikom 
kakvu vodi šef države. U Francuskoj je svojevremeno predsednik Sarkozi 
takvu situaciju jezgrovito opi sao rečima da je vlada u stvari dužna da 
sprovodi predsednikov politički program (Gicquel, Gicquel 2015, 575–576). 
Srpski primer potvrđuje ispravnost Sarkozijeve opaske. Već po toj osobini se 
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razgovetno vidi da polupredsednički sistem u Srbiji suštinski fukcioniše kao 
jedna vrsta predsedničkog. Takav zaključak se pojačava kad se ima u vidu 
druga već pomenuta slabost.

Druga slaba tačka primene polupredsedničkog sistema organizacije 
vlasti u Srbiji jeste hipertrofija predsedničke funkcije. Pišući o ovlašćenjima 
predsednika Republike po Ustavu od 2006. godine, profesor Ratko Marković 
je ta ovlašćenja razvrstao u tri kruga. To su bili (a) predstavljanje Republike 
Srbije, (b) poslovi tzv. neoperativne egzekutive i (v) ovlašćenja u vanrednom i 
ratnom stanju (Marković 2020, 328–329).1 U poslove nazvane neoperativnom 
egzekutivom Marković je ubrojao proglašenje zakona, predlaganje ličnosti 
za predsednika Vlade, ali i komandovanje Vojskom Srbije, uz postavljanje i 
unapređivanje oficira.

Ako se ostavi po strani raspravi podložno shvatanje da je komando-
vanje oružanim snagama neoperativna delatnost, mora se ipak reći kako su 
političari koji su vršili dužnost predsednika Republike u Srbiji svi do jednog 
iskoračili iz polja neoperativne egzekutive. Oni su se otvoreno upustili u 
utvrđivanje i vođenje politike, što je po slovu odredbe člana 123 Ustava od 
2006. godine povereno Vladi. Takvo ponašanje je postalo toliko uobičajeno 
da javnost i politički činioci srpsku vladu sve više posmatraju kao jedan 
organ koji je na neki način pridodat šefu države. To se dešava zato što vlada 
nema sopstveni politički pravac, koji bi se razlikovao od predsedničkog. Kao 
ilustracija za ono što je upravo rečeno vrlo dobro mogu poslužiti pregovori 
Srbije s međunarodnom zajednicom radi rešenja kosovskog problema. 
Pregovore odavno vodi sadašnji predsednik Republike i strani činioci se 
jedino njemu obraćaju u vezi s pitanjima koja se tim povodom javljaju.

Jasno je da se predsednička ustavna ovlašćenja prevazilaze usled toga što 
postoji poklapanje dveju većina – one koja je izabrala predsednika s onom 
koja je izabrala Narodnu skupštinu. Predsednik se u svom delovanju oseća 
slobodnim zato što zna da iza njega stoji parlamentarna većina, koja će, bude 
li potrebno, sopstvenim pečatom overiti odluku kakvu je on sâm doneo. 
Suštinski prauzrok povećanja predsedničkih nadležnosti leži, međutim, 
u činjenici da šefa države neposredno biraju građani. Posredi je greška u 
samome sistemu, koju je veoma teško, a u našim uslovima u Srbiji, upravo 
nemoguće ispraviti. Zbog toga je neophodno promeniti sistem organizacije 
vlasti. Legitimnost predsednika Republike nalazi se, prema odredbama 
Ustava od 2006. godine, u istoj ravni s Narodnom skupštinom, tako da vlada, 
koja nosi parlamentarnu odgovornost, teško može konkurisati šefu države.

1 Marković je imao u vidu članove 111‒113 i 200‒201 Ustava od 2006. godine.
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Vlada proističe iz predstavničkog tela, dok je državni poglavar, usled načina 
na koji je izabran, u neposrednom dodiru s narodom. To mu u svakidašnjem 
postupanju, ali i u svesti običnog građanina, donosi prednost nad vladom, 
dok istovremeno umanjuje značaj predstavničkoga tela. Umesto da stane uz 
vladu koju je izabrala, ako treba i nasuprot šefu države, Narodna skupština u 
Srbiji se redovno saglašava s predsednikom Republike. Time ugled narodnog 
predstavni štva biva u velikoj meri uništen, a vlada se svodi na jednu vrstu 
predsedničkog servisa. Takav sklop odnosa jasno pokazuje nedavna izjava 
aktuelnog predsednika Republike da on lično neće dopustiti smenu jednog 
ministra, od koga je javnost zahtevala da odstupi. Ministra u funkciji faktički 
drži šef države, a ne Narodna skupština. Umesto da odgovaraju pred 
parlamentom, ministri u Srbiji polažu račun predsedniku Republike.

Pošto se slabosti polupredsedničkog sistema kod nas ne mogu ispra viti u 
okviru samoga pomenutog obrasca organizacije vlasti, nameće se zaključak 
da taj sistem treba zameniti drugim, koji bi bolje fukcionisao u skladu s 
demokratskim načelima. Predsednički sistem ne bi u tu svrhu došao u obzir, 
zbog onog što je već rečeno. Uočene slabosti polupredsedničkog sistema 
pojavljuju se upravo zato što se postojeći ustavni mehanizam primenjuje 
kao da je sistem organizacije vlasti predsednički. Osim toga, Srbija je 
evropska država, a na našem kontinentu predsednički sistem gotovo nigde 
nije prihvaćen. Izuzetak u tom pogledu postoji odnedavno. To je Turska, gde 
je pomenuti obra zac organizacije vlasti uveden pod vladom autoritarnog 
predsednika Erdogana.

Parlamentarni sistem je jedino prihvatljivo rešenje za srpsko ustavno 
ustrojstvo. Preostala dva oblika organizacije vlasti koja danas postoje – 
konsocijativni i skupštinski – ne dolaze u obzir svaki iz svojih razloga. Srbija 
nije podeljeno ili pluralno društvo da bi usvojila onaj prvi, dok s drugim ima 
loša iskustva iz komunističkog razdoblja svoje ustavne povesti. Osim toga, 
skupštinski ili, kako se još zove, direktorijalni sistem organizacije vlasti 
primenjuje se samo u jednoj zemlji, Švajcarskoj, koja je po mnogo čemu 
osoben slučaj.2

Parlamentarni sistem organizacije vlasti, zahvaljujući svojoj konstrukciji, 
ne podleže slabostima polupredsedničkog sistema čije smo postojanje utvrdili 
u Srbiji. Ako se poslužimo jednim od inače mnogobrojnih određenja pojma 
parlamentarizma, doći ćemo do zaključka da postoje tri karakteristike toga 
državnog oblika. U parlamentarnom sistemu (a) narod ne bira neposredno 

2 O osnovnim oblicima organizacije vlasti videti Popović 2023, 49–50; 
o funkcionisanju skupštinskog sistema pod komunističkim režimom u Srbiji videti 
Marinković 2019, 65–69.
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šefa države, (b) šef države je lišen efektivnih ovlašćenja, dok je (v) istinski 
nosilac takvih ovlašćenja vlada, odgovorna parlamentu (Popović 2019, 129). 
Iz ovoga se lako može zaključiti kako se pod parlamentarnom vladom ne 
može dogoditi hipertrofija predsedničke funkcije niti funkcionisanje ustavnog 
sistema kao predsedničkog. Za Srbiju bi to bilo korisno zato što bi se načelno 
izbeglo postojanje efektivne dvoglave egzekutive, što se pokazalo neuputnim, 
nekorisnim i podložnim deformaciji. Zemljom bi upravljala vlada proistekla 
iz parlamentarne većine, odgovorna pred narodnim predstavništvom. 
Najzad, mada nikako na poslednjem mestu, u parlamentarnoj republici ne bi 
bila moguća koncentracija vlasti u jednoj ličnosti.

3. DVA PITANЈA POVODOM PRELASKA NA PARLAMENTARIZAM

Parlamentarna republika bi se u Srbiji mogla uspostaviti putem parcijalne 
ili totalne ustavne revizije. Pitanje o pravnom putu ustanovljavanja drukčijeg 
oblika organizacije vlasti od sadašnjeg veoma je značajno, pa mu treba 
posvetiti posebnu pažnju i podrobno ga razmotriti. Namera pisca ovog 
teksta, međutim, ne ide tako daleko.

Ovde će u opštim crtama biti načelno raspravljena samo dva problema 
koja se, kad se razmišlja o uvođenju parlamentarnog sistema u Srbiji, 
ističu u prvi red. Najpre, to je pitanje izbora šefa države. Sadašnji postupak 
neposrednog izbora predsednika Republike trebalo bi ukinuti i zameniti ga 
onim koji je primeren parlamentarnoj republici. Osim toga, treba se posvetiti 
problemu odnosa parlamenta i vlade jer taj odnos predstavlja ključno pitanje 
parlamentarnog uređenja. Parlamentarna vlada ne može biti podređena 
predsedniku Republike niti će se nosilac te funkcije mešati u vladin rad i 
donošenje odluka. Zato je neophodno razmotriti način na koji treba urediti 
odnos izvršne vlasti i predstavničkog tela.

Na svako od ta dva pitanja moguće je dati različite odgovore u okvi ru 
parlamentarnog uređenja vlasti. Zbog toga ih treba prethodno ra spraviti bez 
namere da se daju konačni sudovi o tome koji bi mehanizam bio najprikladniji 
za Srbiju. Predlozi koji će ovde biti učinjeni podložni su daljoj raspravi i u 
konačnom ishodu, izboru samih građanki i građana Srbije. Svrha je ovoga 
napisa da se pruže razjašnjenja odnosa među pojedinim ustanovama, kako 
bi se time pomoglo pri donošenju odluke koja će doista biti najkorisnija za 
našu zemlju.
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4. IZBOR PREDSEDNIKA REPUBLIKE

Obično se kaže da se u parlamentarnoj republici šef države bira u 
predstavničkom telu. Taj iskaz je u osnovi tačan, ali zahteva objašnjenje u 
pojedinostima. Postoje, naime, dva načina izbora šefa države u parlamentu. 
Po jednom, parlament u redovnom sastavu bira predsednika republike. Po 
drugom sistemu, međutim, parlament ne bira šefa države u svom redovnom 
nego u proširenom sastavu.

Razmotrimo najpre obrazac prema kojem predsednika republike bira 
redovni sastav parlamenta. Primer takvog izbora nam pruža grčki ustav, 
u čijem je članu 30(2) propisano da se predsednik Grčke Republike bira u 
tamošnjem jednodomnom parlamentu. Načelno se, po članu 32(3) Ustava, 
zahteva kvalifikovana većina za izbor šefa države i to dvotrećinska u prvom 
i drugom, a tropetinska u trećem glasanju. Ako se nijedna od kvalifikovanih 
većina ne može postići, u četvrtom krugu glasanja ne zahteva se kvalifikovana, 
nego apsolutna većina. Najzad, ako se ni apsolutna većina ne može postići 
Ustavom je predviđeno da će u petom glasanju za predsednika republike 
biti izabran kandidat koji dobije najviše glasova. Vredno je napomene da 
se svako naredno glasanje obavlja pet dana posle prethodnog. Ako u petom 
glasanju dva kandidata imaju jednak broj glasova, izabran će biti onaj koji je 
u prvom krugu imao veću podršku.3

Kao što se vidi, zamisao tvoraca grčkog ustava sastoji se u tome da šef države 
bude ličnost od širokog poverenja, a ne eksponent trenutne parlamentarne 
većine. Zbog toga se za izbor u prva tri glasanja zahteva kvalifikovana, a tek u 
četvrtom je dovoljna apsolutna većina. Ako se ni takva ne može postići, onda 
će u poslednjem, petom glasanju relativna većina biti dovoljna. Kako između 
glasanja za izbor šefa države u parlamentu mora proteći pet dana, to znači 
da će se posao izbora obaviti u srazmerno kratkom roku. Izbor relativnom 
većinom, do kojeg dolazi u petom glasanju, predstavlja jednu praktičnu 
normu, koja se ukazuje kao ultima ratio u situaciji kad u parlamentu postoji 
mozaik političkih stranaka, koje među sobom ne mogu postići dogovor 
o ličnosti jednog kandidata. Prema podacima koji se nalaze na internetu, 
od osam do sad izabranih predsednika Grčke Republike pet je izabrano u 
prvom glasanju u parlamentu. Takav je slučaj i sadašnje predsednice g-đe 
Sakelaropulu. Tri puta je izbor obavljen u trećem glasanju.

3 O izboru predsednika republike vid. Spyropoulos, Fortsakis 2017, 76–77. Knjiga 
je objavljena pre najnovije revizije grčkog ustava od 2019. godine. U ovom članku je 
uzet u obzir tekst čl. 32 Ustava koji danas važi.
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Drugi način izbora šefa države u parlamentarnoj republici jeste onaj pri 
kojem predsednika republike bira parlament, naročito proširen za tu priliku. 
Takav sistem se javlja u regionalizovanim državama i u federacijama. Primere 
za to pružaju nam Italija i Ne mačka.

Italija je regionalizovana država, čija je teritorija sastavljena od dvadesetak 
regiona, od kojih pet imaju poseban status. Italijanski parlament je dvodoman 
i sastoji se od Poslaničkog doma i Senata. Po članu 83(1) italijanskog Ustava 
predsednik Republike se bira na zajedničkoj sednici parlamentarnih domova. 
Članom 83(2) Ustava predviđeno je da će prilikom izbora šefa države 
parlament biti proširen delegatima koje izaberu regionalni saveti. Svaki 
region šalje po tri delegata i među njima mora biti zastupljena manjina na 
regionalnom nivou.4 Kao i u Grčkoj, za izbor predsednika Republike se u 
Italiji zahteva kvalifikovana većina u prvom i drugom glasanju proširenog 
parlamenta.

Za razliku od grčkog, italijanski ustav ne ograničava broj glasanja, ali za 
izbor šefa države obavezno zahteva apsolutnu većinu u izbornom telu. Na 
ovome mestu treba ukazati na igru brojeva. Itali janski parlament ima 600 
narodnih predstavnika u oba doma.5 Re gionalni delegati ne čine više od 10% 
toga broja, što im ne pruža priliku da presudno utiču na izbor predsednika 
Republike.

Italijanski sistem izbora šefa države pati od mogućeg velikog broja 
glasanja u proširenom parlamentu, dok se između glasanja vode pregovori 
političkih stranaka, kako bi se postigla većina. Unapred se ne može znati 
koliko će trajati izbor šefa države i koliko puta će se glasati. Predsednik 
Saragat je 1964. godine bio izabran u dvadeset prvom krugu glasanja, a 
predsednik Leone 1971. godine u dvadeset trećem (Popović 2019, 61). 
Jasno je da su, iz razumljivih razloga, tvorci italijanskog ustava želeli da 
šef države u proširenom parlamentu svakako bude izabran kvalifikovanom 
većinom. Apso lutna većina u izbornom telu, koja je za izbor dovoljna počev 
od trećeg glasanja, predstavlja najmanju prihvatljivu meru za visoku funkciju 
predsednika republike. Taj standard, uz izbor predsednika u proširenom 
parlamentu, ponekad dovodi do teškoća pri izboru.

4 Videti Pasquino 2016, 121–122 (o izboru predsednika Republike), 132–136 (o 
regionalnom uređenju). Izuzetno, najmanji region Vale d’Aosta šalje samo jednog 
delegata za izbor predsednika Republike.
5 Italijanski izborni sistem je upoznao česte promene u poslednje vreme; ovome 
treba dodati i izmene Ustava. Vid. Pouzadoux, 2022.
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Nemačka je federativno uređena država, čiji se predsednik ta kođe bira u 
jednoj vrsti proširenog parlamenta. Nemačka Savezna skupština, za koju se 
i kod nas odomaćio izraz Bundestag (Bundestag), bira se na neposrednim 
izborima po mešovitom izbornom sistemu, kako je predviđeno članom 
38 nemačkog ustava. Nemački savezni predsednik bira se, međutim, u 
posebnom telu, koje se u tom ustavu naziva Save znim saborom (Bundes-
versammlung). To je predviđeno članom 54 Ustava, koji u trećem stavu 
određuje sastav pomenutog tela. Savezni sabor se sastoji od svih poslanika 
Bundestaga i jednakog broja članova izabranih po proporcionalnom sistemu 
u parlamentima sa veznih pokrajina.

Po članu 54(6) Ustava, u prva dva kruga glasanja za izbor saveznog 
predsednika zahteva se apsolutna većina u Saveznom saboru. Ako nijedan 
kandidat ne postigne takvu većinu, u trećem glasanju biće izabran onaj 
ko osvoji najveći broj glasova. Nemački sistem izbora šefa države je vrlo 
praktičan zato što dopušta samo tri glasanja. Istovremeno je manje nego grčki 
i italijanski naklonjen ideji o sprečavanju uticaja trenutne parlamentarne 
većine na izbor šefa države. Takav uticaj je donekle sputan načinom izbora 
Saveznog sabora, u kojem parlamentarci čine samo jednu polovinu sastava. 
Ustav zbog toga pri trećem glasanju dopušta izbor predsednika republike 
uz podršku relativne većine u izbornom telu. Dodajmo uz ovo da nemački 
ustav izrekom zabranjuje raspravu pre glasanja u Saveznom saboru, koji 
opet predstavlja telo bez ikakve druge nadležnosti osim izbora šefa države 
(Popović 2019, 73).

Nije nimalo jednostavno odgovoriti na pitanje koji bi od pome nutih 
načina izbora predsednika parlamentarne republike bio preporučljiv za 
Srbiju. Pošto nije regionalizovana država, ni federacija, Srbiji bi, po svoj 
prilici, više pristajalo da se pred sednik republike bira u redovnom sastavu 
parlamenta, a ne u proširenom. Teško bi, međutim, bilo prihvatiti zamisao 
da se šef države u bilo kojoj situaciji može u Narodnoj skupštini izabrati 
relativnom većinom. Videli smo da se to može dogoditi u grčkom sistemu 
izbora predsednika Republike, premda se to do sad nije desilo. Izbor šefa 
države relativnom većinom u Nemačkoj izaziva manje prigovora zbog 
posebnog sastava izbornog tela, odnosno izbora predsednika u proširenom 
parlamentu.

Ako bi se u Srbiji, kao u Italiji, nastojalo na apsolutnoj većini za izbor 
predsednika Republike u Narodnoj skupštini, glavna primedba takvom 
sistemu bi bila sasvim jednostavna – šefa države bi izabrala trenutna 
parlamentarna većina. To je upravo ono što svakako treba izbeći, zbog 
značaja i ugleda predsedničke funkcije.
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O izboru šefa države kvalifikovanom većinom u Narodnoj skup štini, 
pri političkim prilikama kakve vladaju u Srbiji teško je uopšte razmišljati. 
Raskorak među političarima suprotstavljenih pravaca je toliki da je 
praktično nezamisliva njihova saglasnost o bilo kojoj ličnosti. Izuzetak bi se 
mogao javiti kad jedna stranka ili koalicija u Narodnoj skupštini raspolaže 
kvalifikovanom većinom. Tad, međutim, zahtev za kvalifikovanom većinom 
ne bi značio ništa jer bi se ishod opet sveo na to da trenutna parlamentarna 
većina izabere šefa države. Drugim rečima, trenutna kvalifikovana većina bi 
funkcionisala isto kao što to čini apsolutna.

Ideja o kvalifikovanoj većini prilikom izbora šefa države javlja se zato da bi 
se stranke privolele izboru ličnosti koja uživa visok stepen poverenja javnosti. 
Takav sistem izbora ima svoje naličje u činjenici da zahtev za kvalifikovanom 
većinom pruža manjini mogućnost veta. Zbog toga se u ustavima više država 
pribegava rezervnim klauzulama, kako bi se izbegla mogućnost da manjina 
izvrši opstrukciju, odnosno zapreči izbor šefa države.

Možda bi se, imajući u vidu ono što je upravo rečeno, u Srbiji moglo 
razmišljati i o izboru predsednika Republike u proširenom parlamentu. Pri 
takvom razmatranju nailazimo na prepreku koja se sastoji u pitanju: kako 
proširiti Narodnu skupštinu kad pristupa izboru predsednika republike? 
Srbija nije ni federacija ni regio nalizovana država, te bi kao jedina mogućnost 
preostala ideja da predstavnici lokalnih samouprava zasedaju zajedno s 
narodnim posla nicima kad se bira predsednik Republike. To bi recimo, mogli 
biti predsednici opština. U Srbiji, izvan teritorije Kosova i Metohije, ima oko 
170 opština, računajući i gradske. Narodna skupština ima 250 poslanika, ali 
bi taj broj, dogode li se ustavne promene, svakako trebalo smanjiti. Može 
se, recimo, zamisliti da Narodna skupština ima u parlamentarnoj republici 
150 narodnih poslanika, kojima bi se, kad biraju predsednika Republike, 
pridodalo 50 predsednika opština koje ovi izaberu među sobom. U takvom 
telu bi se onda, prema grčkom modelu, mogla zahtevati kvalifikovana većina 
za izbor predsednika Republike u prvom i drugom krugu glasanja, apsolutna 
u trećem i konačno relativna u četvrtom. Na taj način bi se u razumnoj meri 
smanjila mogućnost da trenutna parlamentarna većina izabere šefa države.

O svemu ovome treba dobro razmisliti. Načinom izbora koji je ovde 
predložen omogućilo bi se postizanje šireg konsensusa za izbor šefa države, 
čime bi se izbegla u grubom obliku nadmoćnost trenutne parlamentarne 
većine. Istovremeno, izbor se ne bi odugovlačio u nedogled.
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5. ODNOS PARLAMENTA I VLADE

Drugo pitanje od velikog značaja za parlamentarnu republiku tiče se 
odnosa parlamenta i vlade. I to pitanje zahteva podrobno razmatranje i 
pažljivo raščlanjavanje s pogledom na uporedno pravo. Problem odnosa 
vlade i parlamenta može se razlučiti u dve odvojene teme, od kojih je jedna 
obrazovanje vlade, a druga vladina odgovornost pred parlamentom. Te dve 
teme su povezane, ali se iz razloga preglednosti izlaganja mogu razdvojiti, 
kako bismo ih zasebno posmatrali.

Na ovome mestu su neophodne dve prethodne napomene. Prvo, kad se 
razmatra odnos parlamenta i vlade u parlamentarnom poretku, u obzir se 
mogu uzeti i parlamentarne monarhije. U pogledu uticaja šefa države na 
političke odluke nema suštinskih razlika između parlamentarne republike 
i parlamentarne monarhije. Ni u jednom ni u drugom obliku vladavine 
ne dolazi do intervencije šefa države u procesu donošenja odluka. Druga 
napomena se odnosi na razlikovanje jednodomnog od dvodomnog sistema 
u parlamentarno uređenim državama. Ovde ćemo pre svega imati u vidu 
jednodomni sistem, kakav postoji u Srbiji. U dvodomnom sistemu vladi je, 
zavisno od države, za obrazovanje i opstanak potrebna ili saglasnost samo 
jednog ili, nešto ređe, oba parlamentarna doma. Dvodomni sistem će, 
međutim, ostati izvan našeg vidokruga, zato što za uspostavljanje takvog 
sistema u Srbiji nema realnih izgleda.

6. OBRAZOVANЈE VLADE

Kad je reč o obrazovanju vlade, prvo pitanje koje treba postaviti jeste 
da li ustav jedne države u načelu dopušta obrazovanje manjinske vlade. U 
nekim državama postoji takva mogućnost, a kao primeri se mogu navesti 
Švedska i Nemačka. Švedskim ustavom je načelno predviđeno da se bilo 
koji predlog stavljen na glasanje u parlamentu usvaja običnom, to će reći, 
relativnom većinom. Predlog je odbijen samo onda kad je više od polovine 
svih članova jednodomnog parla menta (Riksdag) glasalo protiv. Primenjeno 
na obrazovanje vlade, to znači da ova od samog početka može biti manjinska. 
Ako se jedan broj narodnih poslanika uzdrži od glasanja te se ne skupi većina 
koja se opire obrazovanju vlade, ova može već od svog nastanka funkcionisati 
kao manjinska. Tako se, recimo, sedamdesetih godina prošlog veka dogodilo 
da u parlamentu u kojem zaseda 349 poslanika vlada bude uvedena u 
život uz podršku svega 39 glasova narodnih poslanika. Tom prilikom je 66 
poslanika glasalo protiv, dok su svi ostali bili uzdržani (Popović 2019, 53).
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Takva elastična norma se retko sreće, a njen je cilj da omogući 
obrazovanje vlade, odnosno kabineta i u situaciji kad u parlamnetu nema 
jasno izražene većine. Elastičnost ustavne norme istovremeno omogućava 
trajanje vlade, pošto ova opstaje sve dok je ne obori apsolutna većina svih 
poslanika u Riksdagu. Švedski sistem je osoben i neki ga nazivaju negativnim 
parlamentarizmom (Lauvaux, Le Divellec 2015, 620).

Mogućnost obrazovanja manjinske vlade javlja se i drugde, a još jedan 
primer pruža nam Nemačka. Tamošnji ustav zahteva saglasnost većine svih 
narodnih poslanika u Bundestagu za uvođenje vlade u život. Takva većina 
se naziva kancelarskom, zato što kandidat za mesto predsednika vlade ili 
kancelara traži podršku parlamenta za svoj politički program. Vlada na čelu 
s kancelarom može funkcionisati tek kad u Bundestagu obezbedi apsolutnu 
većinu (Meinel 2023, 15–16).

Član 63 nemačkog ustava, odnosno Osnovnog zakona (Grundgesetz), 
poznaje međutim i rezervnu klauzulu koja omogućava obrazovanje manjinske 
vlade. Naime, ako se u glasanju u Bundestagu nije mogla postići apsolutna 
većina ni za ličnost koju je predložio predsednik Republike ni za drugu ličnost 
koju bi parlamentarci predložili, onda, po članu 63(4) Osnovnog zakona, 
predsednik Republike ima dve mogućnosti. Jedna je da za kancelara imenuje 
ličnost koju je podržala relativna većina, dok se druga sastoji u vršenju prava 
disolucije, odnosno raspuštanju Bundestaga. Iskoristi li predsednik onu prvu 
mogućnost, vlada će pri svom postanku biti manjinska.

Norme koje omogućavaju stvaranje manjinske vlade već pri samom 
obrazovanju imaju cilj da državi obezbede izvršnu vlast, u liku ministarskog 
kabineta, kad u predstavničkom telu ne postoji jasna većina koja bi podržala 
jedan politički program. U Švedskoj je primena tog mehanizma gotovo 
postala pravilo, što se nikako ne bi moglo reći za Nemačku. Na ovome mestu 
zato treba postaviti pitanje kakav bi se mehanizam obrazovanja vlade mogao 
predvideti za parlamentarnu republiku u Srbiji.

U članu 127(4) našeg važećeg ustava propisano je da je vlada izabrana 
kad „je za njen izbor glasala većina od ukupnog broja narodnih poslanika“. 
U Srbiji se, dakle, mora stvoriti parlamentarna većina koja će iznedriti vladu 
okupljenu oko jednog političkog programa, na osnovu kojeg će funkcionisati 
izvršna vlast. Vlade su do sad skoro uvek bile koalicione, čak i onda kad 
bi jedna od parlamentarnih stranaka bila u stanju da, s obzirom na broj 
poslanika u Narodnoj skupštini, vladu obrazuje sama. Može se reći da sistem 
obrazovanja vlade koji zahteva apsolutnu većinu u predstavničkom telu 
dobro funkcioniše. Političari su se na takvo uređenje navikli, a gra đani ga 
smatraju prihvatljivim i logičnim. Zbog toga bi po svoj prilici bilo neuputno 
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predlagati promenu osnovne ustavne norme o obrazovanju vlade ako se u 
Srbiji uvede parlamentarna republika. Prilikom primene pomenute ustavne 
odredbe nisu se pojavljivali veliki problemi u praksi.

Ako problema pri obrazovanju vlade do sad nije bilo, tome razlog može biti 
naš donekle suspregnut politički život, opterećen auto ritarnim sklonostima 
pojedinih političara. Politički život od uvođenja višestranačkog sistema 
do 2000. godine nije predstavljao liberalnu demokratiju. Od 2012. godine 
do danas postoji lagano kretanje k autoritarnosti, za koje bi se čak moglo 
kazati kako se ubrzava. Ranije smo utvrdili da je razlog tome hipertrofija 
predsedničke vlasti, zbog čega bi trebalo napustiti sadašnji polupredsednički 
sistem.

Nije nemoguće da bi se, nestankom jakog predsednika koji danas stavlja 
u senku ostale ustavne organe, u parlamentarnoj republici pojavio problem 
stabilnosti egzekutive i teškoća pri obrazovanju vlade. Zbog toga bi, osim 
osnovne ustavne norme, koju bismo mogli sačuvati, ipak bilo neophodno 
uvesti neki oblik korektivnog mehanizma. Time bi, putem rezervnih klauzula, 
bilo omogućeno obrazovanje vlade i kad je predstavničko telo fragmentirano 
tako da ne može stvoriti većinu za neki politički program.

Postavlja se zato pitanje kako bi rezervne klauzule mogle izgle dati. Pre 
svega, one se ne moraju nalaziti u ustavu parlamentarne republike. Neke 
zemlje, kao jedno vreme Italija ili danas Grčka, imaju odgovarajući mehanizam 
u svome izbornom zakonodavstvu. Reč je o dodeljivanju tzv. bonusa u vidu 
dodatnih parlamentarnih sedišta stranci ili strankama koje osvoje najviše 
glasova na izborima. Na taj način se stvara parlamentarna većina sposobna 
da obrazuje vladu. Pri tome se mora imati na umu da je srpski izborni 
sistem proporcionalan i sva je prilika da će takav i ostati. Nepoznato je kako 
bi na predlog za uvođenje izbornog bonusa ili, kako se još naziva, premije 
reagovali građani i političari. Taj problem valja pažljivo proučiti pre nego što 
se opredelimo za bilo kakav konkretan predlog. U svakom slučaju, uređenju 
parlamentarne republike biće neophodna predohrana protiv ponavljanja 
parlamentarnih izbora usled nemogućnosti da se obrazuje vlada. Hoće li to 
biti predviđeno ustavom, čiji bi tekst dopustio stvaranje manjinske vlade, ili 
izbornim zakonodavstvom putem uvođenja izbornih bonusa, to je pitanje 
koje ostaje otvoreno.
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7. ODGOVORNOST VLADE

Pravilo je u parlamentarnom sistemu organizacije vlasti da je vlada u 
celini, kao i svaki pojedini ministar, odgovoran pred parlamentom i da se na 
vlasti može održati samo dok ga parlamentarna većina podržava. To znači da 
su i pojedini ministar i vlada u celini u obavezi da podnesu ostavku i odstupe 
ako su u parlamentu poraženi u glasanju. U kolevci parlamentarizma, 
Britaniji, o tome postoji ustavna konvencija, koja nosioce izvršne vlasti – 
ministre obavezuje da tako postupe.6 Strogo pravilo o vladinoj odgovornosti 
nalagalo bi vladi, ili pojedinom ministru, da podnese ostavku onda kad 
predlog koji su podneli ne dobije većinu u glasanju u parlamentu. Povesnica 
parlamentarizma poznaje takve slučajeve. Oni su bili naročito česti u 
zemljama u čijem je predstavničkom telu zastupljeno više stranaka koje 
teško sklapaju parlamentarnu većinu. Iskakanje jedne stranke iz tesne većine 
dovodilo je, po pravilu, do poraza vlade u glasanju u parlamentu i njenog 
pada. Naprotiv, u zemljama gde se politički sistem razvio kao dvostranački 
takav slučaj se retko događa. To pokazuje primer Britanije. Tamo se više od 
četrdeset godina nije dogodilo da parlament obori vladu u glasanju.7

U Srbiji ne postoji dvostranački sistem, pa bi uzor za uređenje odnosa 
vlade i parlamenta trebalo tražiti u ustavima država koje u parlamentu 
imaju stranački mozaik. Naša situacija će imati više dodirnih tačaka s takvim 
uređenjem nego s dvostranačjem. Pitanje koje se na ovome mestu postavlja 
moglo bi da glasi: kako izbeći iznenadan pad vlade, izazavan glasanjem u 
parlamentu pri kojem je vlada ostala u manjini? Stara ustavna konvencija, 
nastala u zemlji rodonačelnici parlamentarizma, načelno se održava. Vlada 
mora odstupiti ako više ne uživa poverenje parlamenta. Ipak, to ne znači 
da vlada mora biti dužna da podnese ostavku svaki put kad u glasanju u 
parlamentu ostane u manjini. Pokušalo se u nekim zemljama, recimo, s 
time da vlada unapred odredi kad će njen pad biti moguć tako što pred 
parlamentom postavi pitanje o sopstvenoj odgovornosti uoči glasanja o 
nekom predlogu. Takvo postupanje omogućilo je da vlada postavljanjem 
pitanja o sopstvenoj odgovornosti u stvari disciplinuje parlamentarnu većinu, 
vršeći pritisak na parlamentarce. U slučaju izglasavanja nepoverenja vladi 
dolazi do raspuštanja parlamenta i novih izbora, što onda znači da se narodni 
poslanici moraju ponovo nadmetati za svoja sedišta u predstavničkom telu.

6 O nastanku ustavne konvencije videti Popović 2019, 32–34.
7 Poslednji takav primer bio je pad Kalahanove vlade 1979. godine; videti Popović 
2019, 39–40.
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Svojevrsnu prekretnicu u pogledu uređenja odnosa vlade i parlamenta 
doneo je nemački ustav – Osnovni zakon od 1949. godine. Novina koju je uveo 
taj ustav jeste ustanova tzv. konstruktivnog nepoverenja. Tvorci nemačkog 
ustava su sproveli u suštini jednostavnu zamisao. Parlament može da obori 
vladu samo onda kad je u stanju da imenuje ličnost koja će sastaviti novu 
vladu (vid. Meinel 2023, 43). Poraz vlade u glasanju u parlamentu ne dovodi 
do pada vlade i novih izbora. Time je obezbeđena stabilnost egzekutive u 
okviru samog parlamentarnog sistema; izbegavaju se iznenadni pad vlade 
usled poraza u glasanju i ministarske krize, koje su u nekim slučajevima 
znale biti dugotrajne.

Nemački sistem konstruktivnog nepoverenja prihvatilo je vi še zema lja, 
među kojima se mogu pomenuti Slovenija i Španija. Slovenija ima polu-
predsednički sistem organizacije vlasti, ali stabilnost vlade ipak nije tražila 
u predsedničkim ovlašćenjima, dok je Španija parlamentarna monarhija. 
Član 116 slovenačkog ustava redigovan je s pogledom na član 67 nemačkog. 
Tom normom je predviđeno da parlament može izglasati nepoverenje vladi 
samo ako imenuje ličnost koja će sastaviti novu vladu na osnovu poverenja 
apsolutne većine u parlamentu.

Španski ustav je usvojio isti obrazac. Članom 113(1) tog ustava je 
predviđeno da je za postavljanje pitanja o poverenju vladi potrebna 
apsolutna većina svih poslanika španskog Kongresa, tamošnjeg donjeg doma 
parlamenta. U članu 113(2) Ustava zahteva se da predlog za izglasavanje 
nepoverenja vladi obavezno sadrži ime ličnosti kandidata koji će sastaviti 
novu vladu. Španski autori ističu da sistem odgovornosti vlade kakav 
je usvojen u njihovoj zemlji odlikuju dve osobene crte. Prvo, pomenuti 
mehanizam je uveden pod uticajem nemačkog ustava te ga Španci, kao i 
Nemci, nazivaju konstruktivnim nepoverenjem. Osim toga, takvo uređenje je 
inspirisano idejom da se omogući stabilnost egzekutive u parlamentarnom 
poretku (Guerra 2013, 119).

Ugledanje na normu člana 67 nemačkog Osnovnog zakona i prihvatanje 
ustanove konstruktivnog nepoverenja u drugim zemljama govori u 
prilog tome da bi valjalo ozbiljno razmotriti mogućnost da ustav buduće 
parlamentarne republike u Srbiji usvoji pomenutu ustanovu. Gotovo bi 
se reklo kako je u naše vreme takvo pojačanje položaja izvršne vlasti u 
okviru samog parlamentarnog sistema upravo neophodno za ispravno 
funkcionisanje parlamentarnog sklopa organizacije vlasti. Stari tip tog 
uređenja s veoma čestim ministarskim krizama nije više prihvatljiv. 
Konstruktivno nepoverenje je izlečilo jednu od nekad hroničnih slabosti 
parlamentarizma. Taj način pojačanja egzekutive mnogo je bolji od obrasca 
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efektivne dvoglave egzekutive, kakav se sreće u polupredsedničkom sistemu 
organizacije vlasti. Zbog svega toga bi ustanovu konstruktvinog nepoverenja 
trebalo prihvatiti u budućoj parlamentarnoj republici u Srbiji.

8. ZAKLJUČAK

Osnovna namera pisca ovoga teksta je da se u našoj javnosti pokrene 
rasprava o promeni sistema organizacije vlasti kakvu poznaje sadašnji ustav 
i o prelasku na poredak parlamentarne republike. Taj oblik uređenja vlasti 
bi u Srbiji pre svega ukinuo široka ovlašćenja šefa države. Mora se ipak 
primetiti da su ta ovlašćenja prema odredbama našeg važećeg ustava manja 
od onih koja su nosioci predsedničke vlasti jedan za drugim prigrabili u 
praksi tokom vremena.

Nevolja je upravo u tome što je u polupredsedničkom sistemu pred-
sednik republike izabran neposredno od naroda. To je predsednicima donelo 
položaj s kojeg su se mogli upustiti u donošenje odluka i u onim oblastima 
u kojima je drugi ustavni činilac – vlada bila nadležna da ih donosi. Zbog 
toga je neophodno odustati od neposrednog izbora šefa države. Prednost 
parlamentarne republike nad sadašnjim uređenjem u ovoj tački toliko 
je očigledna da se svako dokazivanje ukazuje izlišnim. U parlamentarnoj 
republici predsednička funkcija ne može služiti ambicioznim političarima 
kao poluga za povećanje sopstvene moći faktičkim proširivanjem ovlašćenja 
mimo ustavnih odredaba. Takvo ponašanje sprečiće izbor šefa države u 
parlamentu.

Ako se građanke i građani Srbije u doglednoj budućnosti odluče da 
uspostave parlamentarnu republiku, preobražaj organizacije vlasti neće 
biti jednostavan. Pojaviće se brojna pitanja na koja treba dati odgovor 
ili usvajanjem novog ili revizijom postojećeg ustava. Dva takva pitanja 
su izdvojena u ovome tekstu kao primer da bi se uočili problemi koji se 
mogu javiti prilikom konstrukcije parlamentarne republike. Na pojedinim 
mestima je u tekstu učinjen i konkretan predlog povodom neke od mogućih 
nedoumica, ali čitav napis treba pre svega shvatiti kao poziv na raspravu 
koja će se, po svoj prilici, rasplamsati u najskorije vreme. U toj raspravi 
treba najpre saslušati različita mišljenja, a zatim ih pažljivo razmotriti, pre 
nego što se donesu konačne odluke, koje će najviše odgovarati prilikama u 
srpskom društvu.
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‘We must strive not for the expansion of the state, 
but for a clarity of what remains of our spirit’.

Alexander Solzhenitsyn, 1991

The book was, according to the author, written between March 2022 
and February 2023, the first year of Russia’s all-out war on Ukraine, and 
it covers roughly the first ten months of military operations of the Russian 
invasion. So, a reasonable question for the reader is what is the aim of a 
historian in writing the book on the ongoing event? What is the aim of a 
history book about the war that is written in the middle of the war? Even at 
the time when this review goes to press, it is still the middle of the war, with 
a comprehensive military stalemate, a few military breakthroughs, here and 
there, for one side or the other, and there is no clue whatsoever when and 
how the war will end.
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The author, a Harvard-based Ukrainian historian, with substantial opus 
focusing on the Soviet Union and Ukraine (Plokhy 2010; Plokhy 2014; 
Plokhy 2015; Plokhy 2018) complains that after the war started, the media 
kept reaching out to him for commentary, so ‘I felt that I could not refuse, 
as my words might actually have some impact on the course of events. I 
realized that as a historian I could offer something that others lacked when 
it came to understanding the largest military conflict in Europe since World 
War II. Eventually I convinced myself that, to rephrase Winston Churchill, 
historians are the worst interpreters of current events except everyone 
else’ (p. xx). The reader grasps that the book aims to have ‘some impact on 
the course of events’. This is quite a legitimate aim of the book, but then 
this is not a history book, this is not an academic exercise, but rather a mix 
of advocacy, lobbying, PR, and propaganda. As to the author’s self-serving 
rephrasing of Winston Churchill, it is not convincing to the reader that 
historians are superior in the interpretation of current events, such as the 
ongoing Russo-Ukrainian war. Perhaps, military experts should have a word 
in explaining military operations, lawyers about breaches of international 
law, international relations specialists about strategic considerations, and 
economists about the economic sanctions on Russia and economic havoc 
created in Ukraine.

Be the rephrase of Winston Churchill’s quip as it may, the author at the 
Preface lays out what should be the plan of the book, organised around three 
questions: ‘What made such a war of aggression possible? What made the 
Ukrainians resist as they did and are continuing to do? Finally, what will be 
the most important consequences of the war for Ukraine, Russia, Europe, 
and the world?’ (p. xx). Undoubtedly very ambitious questions, each worthy 
of its own book. The author specifies that he takes a longue durée approach 
to understanding the current war – for him the war began eight years earlier, 
on 27 February 2014, when Russian armed forces seized the building of the 
Crimean Parliament, the first step in the annexation of Crimea, whatever the 
euphemism used for this in Russia. At the beginning of the book, before any 
evidence is presented, the author spells out, not as a hypothesis, but as an 
irrefutable insight: ‘In many ways, the current conflict is an old-fashioned 
imperial war conducted by Russian elites who see themselves as heirs and 
continuators of the great-power expansionist traditions of the Russian 
Empire and the Soviet Union. On Ukraine’s part it is first and foremost a 
war of independence, a desperate attempt on behalf of a new nation that 
emerged from the ruins of the Soviet collapse to defend its right to existence’ 
(p. xxi). Too many pompous words and too many asserting statements for 
the opening of an academic book. Not a promising start, the reader ponders.
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Six chapters, effectively the first part of the book, are about the history. 
Serhii Plokhy gives his version of a crash course on the history of Ukraine, 
Russia, and the Soviet Union. Chapter 1 (‘Imperial Collapse’) deals with the 
end of the Soviet Union. One of the very few insights in this chapter that 
is indisputable is that the Soviet Union collapsed on 25 December 1991, at 
19:12 Moscow Standard Time. But the crucial question is the reason for its 
demise. ‘The Soviet Union fell on account of the Ukrainian referendum, as the 
Ukrainians were the only ones who put the question of their independence 
to a vote’ (pp. 3–4).1 Is there any evidence provided that the Ukrainian 
independence referendum was a necessary condition for the collapse of the 
Soviet Union? None, whatsoever. On the contrary, it is suggested (Sarotte 
2021; Zubok 2021) that a crucial agent of the collapse of the Soviet Union 
was Russia’s president at the time, Boris Yeltsin, as dissolving the country 
was a safe way for him to get rid of his arch-rival Michael Gorbachev and 
move Russia in direction of capitalism and market economy. Although the 
Belovezha meeting (at which the accords to dissolve the Soviet Union were 
reached between Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus) was hosted by Belorussia’s 
President Stanislav Shushkevich, the key person at the meeting was Boris 
Yeltsin and it was his political will that was decisive for the dissolution of the 
Soviet Union. Without his political stance at the time, the Soviet Union would 
have been preserved, with or without Ukraine.

More generally, the alternative hypothesis could be that the crucial reason 
for the dissolution of the Soviet Union and the collapse of communism was 
a putsch organised by Moscow hardliners on 19 August 1991, orchestrated 
and led by Vladimir Kyrchkov, the head of the KGB. It was the people of 
the Soviet Union, predominantly the people of Russia, who did not want to 
go back to a communist dictatorship and a country run by a KGB officer. 
It was the people of Russia who supported Boris Yeltsin in these dramatic 
days, which sent shockwaves through the Soviet Union, demonstrating 
widespread fear of restoration of communist dictatorship and the return of 
the KGB thugs. Perhaps that very fear, and not strong national feeling and 
identity, that was decisive for people in Ukraine to vote for independence in 
the referendum (incidentally, independence from the Soviet Union, not from 
Russia).

1 It is not true that, as the author claims, ‘the Ukrainians were the only ones who 
put the question of their independence to a vote’. The independence referendum 
was held in Estonia in March 1991, with 78.4 per cent of the voters supported 
independence (Gill 2003, 41; Smith 2013, 54). The other two Baltic republics, for 
political reasons, decided not to organise referendums, but it was their legislatures 
that proclaimed the 1940 annexation by the Soviet Union null and void. Anyway, the 
Ukrainians were definitely not the only ones, as is wrongly claimed in the book.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanislav_Shushkevich
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As to the referendum, the author points out that ‘In the Crimea, the only 
region of Ukraine with a majority Russian population, 54 percent supported 
independence. Sevastopol, the home port of the Black Sea Fleet, did even 
better, registering 57 percent support for Ukrainian independence’ (p. 2). 
Although ‘majority’ is a euphemism for ‘almost all’, this result is paradoxical. 
It was ethnic Russians who predominantly voted not to be in the same 
country with other Russians! The only available explanation is that they were 
running away from the Soviet Union, its communism and KGB overwatch, 
rather than from Russia. Without even noting that this is a paradox, the 
author considers the referendum result in Crimea as merely evidence of how 
widespread the idea of independent Ukraine had been in 1991. Well, that is 
confirmation bias, the reader comments.

What follows is an extensive and rather tedious saga of the history of the 
Russo-Ukrainian relations, starting with the ‘myth of the Kyivan Rus’ and 
ending with the dissolution of the Soviet Union. The saga is told within 
the framework of George Orwell’s Animal Farm – four legs good, two legs 
bad. The nice, generous, and democratic Ukrainians, and the nasty, greedy, 
and authoritarian Russians – without any shades of grey.2 According to the 
author, Stephan Bandera was a patriot, fighting for the liberation of Ukraine, 
who never perpetrated horrible crimes against Poles or Jews, and he was 
a person who fought the Nazis and never collaborated with them. Perhaps 
this is the reason why he was granted residency in Munich after the war. 
The reader gets used to it, but then the problem is that the author does not 
explain the crucial development: by and large peaceful dissolution of the 
Soviet Union, dubbed in the book as the ‘Soviet empire’. On the one side, it is 
compared to the Ottoman Empire (with grave inaccuracies about the break-
up of the former Yugoslavia), on the other, it is compared to the dissolution 
of the Portuguese colonial empire, perhaps some other colonial empire – 
who cares. But for the author, only one thing is certain: ‘The role of Ukraine 
in bringing about the Soviet collapse can hardly be exaggerated. Not only 
was it a key political actor pushing for the dissolution of the USSR, but it also 
helped to ensure a peaceful disintegration’ (p. 32). Any evidence provided? 
No! The reader ponders – had Russia’s political elite desired the empire to be 

2 Just as an example of this approach: ‘The Germans soon replaced the democratic 
Central Rada with the authoritarian regime of hetman Pavlo Skoropadsky, but the 
democratic Ukrainian People’s Republic was restored when the Germans withdrew 
from Ukraine late in 1918’ (p. 16). A ‘democratic republic’ in the middle of what 
Snyder (2010) refers to as ‘Blood Lands’ in late 1918 is hardly a convincing notion. 
The reader wonders whether the author believes that.
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preserved, it would have taken that path, with or without Ukraine.3 Whether 
the empire would have been preserved in the long run is not relevant for 
this debate. Furthermore, had Russia’s political elite wanted to use force to 
preserve the empire and change the borders as necessary – it would have 
taken that path.4 Hence, it seems to the reader that the key player in the 
game and the key explanation for the 1991 peaceful dissolution of the Soviet 
Union was Russia, not Ukraine.

Chapter 2 of the book (‘Democracy and Autocracy’) ensures the reader 
knows who is who: it is the clash between Ukrainian democracy and Russian 
authoritarianism, even in the 1990s. Hence, the reader learns that ‘Ukrainian 
democracy presented a major threat to the Russian political regime, as 
it provided an example of a functioning political system with a strong 
parliament, which encouraged and empowered Russian liberal opposition 
to the increasingly authoritarian regime in Moscow’ and ‘the Ukrainian 
democratic tradition and parliamentary system made it much more difficult 
for Russia to regain control over Ukraine’ (p. 36). Nonetheless, in the same 
chapter, there is evidence of the operations of the Ukrainian government. 
‘Most damaging in the recordings were conversations in which [President 
Leonid] Kuchma gave his interior minister an order to kidnap an oppositional 
journalist, Heorhii Gongadze. He had disappeared in September of that year, 
and his headless body was found in a forest near Kyiv in November’ (p. 58). 
What a democracy!

3 The author quotes a quip from Zbigniew Brzezinski that ‘Without Ukraine, 
Russia ceases to be an empire, but with Ukraine suborned and then subordinated, 
Russia automatically becomes an empire’ (p. 4). Needless to say – no evidence is 
provided. Nonetheless, much more important is an analysis by Lieven (2015) and 
his estimate that this insight was true in 1918, at the time of the Treaty of Brest-
Litovsk, but following the structural changes in the Soviet economy and relocation 
of many manufacturing capacities to Siberia, as well as new developments east 
of the Ural Mountains, a Russian empire without Ukraine would have been quite 
feasible in 1991.
4 The issue of the borders between the republics of the Soviet Union, i.e. the 
internal administrative borders that become international borders according to the 
Belovezha Accords, is hardly mentioned in the book. The author of this review, by 
coincidence, learned more about this issue from former Belarus President Stanislav 
Shushkevich during a ten-minute private conversation over a cup of tea during the 
break at a conference held in May 2011 in Moscow. The bottom line is that it was 
the context that was important. The Belovezha conference took place at the time of 
the peak in ferocity during the first stage of the civil war(s) in Yugoslavia, which was 
effectively about changing borders. Hence the sinister notion of ‘Yugoslavia with 
nukes’ was unavoidable in Belovezha. The participants quite rationally swept these 
issues under the carpet, enabling the peaceful dissolution of the Soviet Empire. The 
only problem is that the issues came back – with vengeance (Lieven 2022).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanislav_Shushkevich
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanislav_Shushkevich
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A much more interesting insight is that ‘[w]ith no recent tradition of 
national statehood, the country was unlikely to coalesce quickly around 
a political center of its own: instead, there was a strong regionalism 
that fragmented Ukrainian political space and made politics much more 
competitive than they had ever been in Russia’ (p. 42). The comparison 
with Russia notwithstanding, this is a convincing portrait of the Ukrainian 
political scene, but there should be an important caveat: competitiveness 
in politics does not necessarily mean democracy; it is a necessary, but not 
sufficient condition. Democratic institutions – those that specify the rules 
of political competition and ensure its sustainability – are not inevitably 
short-term consequences of competitiveness. It is Way (2016), quoted by 
the author, who points out that Ukraine’s surprising pluralism was rooted 
in underdeveloped ruling parties, a weak authoritarian state, and national 
divisions between eastern and western Ukraine, and refers to it as ‘pluralism 
by default’. Such pluralism is better grounds for building democracy than 
monolithism (regardless of its source), but it is a far cry from democracy. 
Accordingly, the insight that ‘Ultimately it was Ukrainian regionalism, rooted 
in political and cultural differences, that came to the rescue of Ukrainian 
democracy’ (p. 61) is simply not convincing, because the reader is not quite 
certain that there was anything substantial to be rescued – pluralism has 
been mistaken for democracy.

Chapter 3 (‘Nuclear Implosion’) addresses serious issues – unfortunately, 
not with an equally serious approach. The author’s statement that ‘Russia 
wanted the Ukrainian nuclear weapons to be transferred to its territory as 
soon as possible, which would greatly strengthen its claim to an exclusive 
sphere of influence in the post-Soviet space’ (p. 63) is misleading. This was 
the idea of the United States administration, for national security reasons, 
so that it would deal with only one nuclear power, Russia, instead of the 
four powers on whose territories the Soviet nuclear weapons were located 
(Ukraine, Belarus, and Kazakhstan, in addition to Russia). This is not to say 
that the Russian political elite was reluctant to embrace the status of nuclear 
power, but the attitude of Yeltsin et al. was something completely different 
from what is presented in the book. Also, the title of the chapter is misleading: 
it does not only discuss the nuclear issue but also Ukraine establishing its 
independence and building the nation, as well as many foreign policy and 
other challenges. The nation building process was, undoubtedly, a difficult, 
complicated, and painful one for various reasons, many of them had nothing 
to with Russia, with many obstacles and choices between two evils, in 
which the principle of lesser evil had to be applied. In some cases, Russia’s 
position was not helpful, but the point is that at the time it was immersed 
in a nation-building process on its own, following the break-up of the Soviet 
Union, with its political elite having different views on certain issues it had 
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in common with the Ukrainian political elite, such as NATO enlargement. 
Nonetheless, pointing out that ‘Models and rulers changed, but the basic 
principle remained the same: Russia’s recognition of the territorial integrity 
and sovereignty of the post-Soviet states would be conditional on alliance 
with Moscow’ (p. 65) means, in short, that everything is Russia’s fault. It is 
an oversimplification at best.5

Chapter 4 (‘The New Eastern Europe’) starts in 2000/2001 with two 
big changes: a new (and currently still incumbent person) in the Kremlin, 
and the Al-Qaeda attack on 11 September 2001. Suddenly, the Russian 
and American political elites found the ground for collaboration, but soon 
the problems in relations between the two emerged. Ukraine is one of the 
situations, especially its NATO aspiration. The author describes the process 
of deterioration of relations between Russia and the West referring to Putin’s 
February 2007 speech in Munich, which was followed by the 2008 Bucharest 
summit and the decision of NATO to invite Ukraine (and Georgia) to join 
NATO. This controversial decision was made by the US President for reasons 
that had nothing to do with Ukraine and Eastern Europe; due to his failure in 
the war on terror, he wanted to score some points on foreign policy grounds 
(Sarotte 2021; Kaplan 2022), although this is not mentioned in the book. 
The author is right in claiming that this decision was problematic because it 
was not followed by a MAP (Membership Action Plan), making Ukraine more 
vulnerable. Nonetheless, he does not attempt to analyse the reason for such 
a decision, on any of the sides: NATO countries, Russia, and Ukraine itself.

Nonetheless, the author jumps to the conclusion that ‘a few months 
after the Bucharest summit, Russia launched a war on Georgia, ostensibly 
in defense of the Georgian enclave of South Ossetia, which had seceded 
from Georgia in the early 1990s. The Russian attack allegedly came as a 
response to the actions of the Georgian army, which had been ordered into 
South Ossetia, but there was no doubt that the war was directly linked to the 
outcome of the Bucharest summit’ (p. 88). A few comments about this claim. 

5 The author of the review has no second thoughts about the political and 
legal responsibility of the Russian political elite, i.e. Putin, for starting and 
waging Russia’s aggressive war against Ukraine, an aggression against a foreign, 
internationally recognised country, a blatant violation of international law, and a 
breach of international treaties that Russia has concluded. Nonetheless, it seems 
that the issue of historical responsibility, i.e. the process in which conditions for the 
Putin’s decision are made, should be considered in a more balanced manner, as it 
appears that historical responsibility does not solely lie with Russia. This was clearly 
demonstrated in thorough considerations of various strategic options and decisions 
regarding these options by the West, predominantly the US administration (Sarotte 
2021). Begović (2022), reviewing Sarotte’s book, further develops some of these 
considerations.
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First, this is an example of a post hoc ergo propter hoc fallacy. Second, this 
insight is not based on facts. It was the Georgian military that started a full-
scale military operation against the breakaway region of South Ossetia, with 
artillery shots fired in anger at various sites in the region. It was the Russian 
military that responded to this attack. Third, the Georgian military action 
was deliberate and planned in advance, so it was Georga that ‘launched the 
war’, rather than Russia, as the Russian military move was only a reaction to 
the premeditated Georgian military action.6

Chapter 5 (‘The Crimean Gambit’) starts by explaining the idea of 
Eurasianism, which, according to the author, aims to re-create the former 
Russian imperial and now post-Soviet space based on Russia’s imperial 
heritage, Russian culture, and Orthodox Christianity, possibly integrating 
the non-Russian parts of the former empire into the present-day Russian 
Federation, and linking these ideas to different people, such as Alexander 
Solzhenitsyn and Alexander Dugin.7 Regardless of whether the ideas are 
convincing or not, or the extent to which Solzhenitsyn subscribed to them, 
they cannot explain the action of the Russian political elite regarding the 
annexation of Crimea and especially its timing. The author points out that 
‘Now Putin, faced with the loss of his protégé in Kyiv [Yanukovich – remark 
BB], Ukraine’s almost certain signing of an association agreement with 
the EU, and thus the fiasco of his plans to involve Ukraine in the Russia-

6 By some strange coincidence, the author of this review visited Georgia just 
prior to the Russian military intervention and spent two weeks in the country (in 
July 2008), leaving the country one week (on 1 August) before military operations 
started. In private conversations with senior Georgian decision-makers (including 
government ministers and advisors to the President Saakashvili), he witnessed, 
first-hand, that a wide rift had opened in the government, with fighting between 
doves (mainly older officials) and hawks (predominantly younger officials), who 
were in favour of triggering fully-fledged military operations in South Ossetia for ‘its 
liberation and integration into Georgia’. Travelling throughout Georgia at the time, 
he also witnessed poorly concealed movements of Georgian troops. It is reasonable 
to assume that the Russian government obtained proper intelligence about all 
these matters. Hence Russian troops on the border were ‘locked and loaded’. This 
is not to say that the Russian military intervention in 2008 was not an invasion of 
a sovereign country, as well as a violation of international law, but rather to clarify 
that it was not unprovoked. Furthermore, the military engagement on both sides 
looked like a ‘special military operation’, with somewhat limited casualties, rather 
than a fully-fledged war, like to one that is still going on in Ukraine – it was in its 
737th day at the time this review went to press.
7 Alas, the reader is provided much more information about the concept of 
Eurasianism, its origin, features and profound political consequences, particularly 
in terms of the influence, especially of Alexander Dugin’s contributions, on ‘Russian 
military, police and statist foreign policy elites’ in a short books review (Morson 
2024), than from a book about the Russian aggression on Ukraine.
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led Customs Union and Eurasian Union, decided to take the peninsula by 
force’ (p. 106). This is more of a description than an explanation because 
it is not specified why exactly Putin decided on this particular move. It is 
evident that the political developments in Ukraine caught Putin on the back 
foot, yet why he adopted such an aggressive, high-risk strategy, burning all 
the bridges behind himself, remains a mystery to the reader, as the author 
does not provide any consideration of the Russian domestic policy, including 
political economy, for Putin’s behaviour in this and other situations, despite 
the existence of contributions focused precisely on this (Stoner 2021) and 
on his mechanisms of promoting and securing power as a ‘spin dictator’ 
(Guriev, Treisman 2022). It is disappointing for an academic history book to 
only focus on the events, without even considering their background or the 
context in which they unfolded. This failure is even more important because 
the author himself believes that the ongoing Russo-Ukrainian war started in 
2014, with the Russian occupation (and subsequent annexation) of Crimea.

As to the annexation of Crimea, the author points out that ‘the Ukrainian 
parliament gave Putin a political gift with its maladroit adoption of a new 
law supporting the use of the Ukrainian language, which pro-Russian 
politicians in Ukraine characterized as an attack on Russian minority rights’ 
(p. 106). Finally, some political responsibility, though in very soft terms, is 
allocated to the Ukrainian side, the reader ponders. However, whether the 
adoption of this law was ‘maladroit’ or was a part of strengthening Ukrainian 
national identity at the time of trouble, remains to be seen in some serious 
historiography that will be written with substantial historical distance, long 
after the war has ended.

There is no doubt that the Russian annexation of Crimea was a turning 
point. The author claims that ‘[h]aving failed to keep all of Ukraine in his 
orbit, Putin opted for the annexation of part of its territory to develop his 
Greater Russia project, meant to integrate territories with ethnic Russian 
majorities into the Russian Federation. The hope was that the construction 
of Greater Russia would save Putin’s Pan-Russian and Eurasian integration 
projects’ (p. 111). There is a problem with this view. The point is that by 
carving out parts of Ukraine’s territory, whatever the pretext may be, Putin 
would alienate Ukrainians, boosting their national feelings/identity, and 
making both his Pan-Russian and Eurasian integration projects, of which 
Ukraine is a cornerstone, much harder to achieve. In short, Greater Russia 
and the Pan-Russian and Eurasian integration projects are substitutes.8

8 This is effectively confirmed by the author, who contradicts himself in the book 
just a few pages later. ‘The annexation suggested that Putin had given the Greater 
Russia project – annexation of the territories either settled by ethnic Russians 
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Chapter 6 (‘The Rise and Fall of the New Russia’) starts with the author 
referring to the substantial change in Putin’s attitude towards the basic 
political issue of distinction between citizens and members of ethnic 
communities, which occurred in Putin’s 2014 address to the Parliament. ‘This 
was a marked departure from his earlier statements and pronouncements, in 
which his main addressee and point of reference was the multiethnic Russian 
political nation embodied by the citizens of the Russian Federation, referred 
to as rossiiane rather than ethnic russkie. Now he claimed that Russia and 
the Russians were the greatest divided nation in the world’ (p. 119). Without 
disputing this change, the reader has second thoughts as to the extent to 
which the change was genuine. Perhaps it was a pragmatic change of a spin 
dictator obsessed with popularity and without any of the aces that he had in 
his sleeve in the 2000s (Guriev, Tiersman 2022).

According to the author, the annexation of the Crimea made the New 
Russia. ‘The annexation of the Crimea made imperialism and nationalism 
key elements and driving forces of Russian foreign policy’ (p. 120). Well, this 
is a change in Russian foreign policy, but it is hardly sufficient to proclaim 
the emergence of the New Russia. What are the changes in Russian society, 
Russian domestic policies, and domestic political institutions? The author is 
silent about them. Now, there is a question for the reader of this review: is 
there any good history book on the Second World War, especially its origin, 
that does not consider changes in society, domestic policies, and domestic 
political institutions of Nazi Germany?

Surprisingly enough, within the chapter titled ‘The New Russia’, there is a 
section titled ‘The New Ukraine’. Trying to explain the terms that the author 
emphasises: ‘A country divided by issues of history, culture, and identity 
when the Crimea was annexed was now united by the desire to defend its 
sovereignty, democratic order, and way of life at almost any price’ (p. 132). 
It is irrelevant whether this is an accurate description of the change that 
occurred in Ukraine in 2014 – the reader feels that this decisive change, 
after all, happened in February 2022 – but this is the author’s admission 
that, contrary to insights in many paragraphs in his book, Ukraine was 
not a homogenous country, with many issues related to its history, with 
heterogeneous cultures and languages, and with weak national identity.9 

or considered to be Russian on historical or cultural grounds – priority over the 
projects of Russo-Ukrainian unity and Eurasian integration’ (p. 120).
9 In the other chapter of the book the author claims that with the election of 
Zelensky in 2019 ‘Ukrainian society had rallied around the government to embrace 
its new linguistic and cultural identity’ (p. 139), again contradicting himself and 
adding to the reader’s confusion whether Ukrainian identity had existed for 
centuries or was created in 2014 or 2019.
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This is the crucial point. It was Vladimir Putin, courtesy of his decision to 
launch grand scale aggression in February 2022, who enabled the great 
Ukrainian unification. Vlad, the Unifier; Vlad – the Nation Builder!10

In Chapter 7 (‘Putin’s War’), we come to the war, actually, the preparations 
for the war and the beginning of Russia’s aggression. This is nothing but a 
chronology of who said what, devoid of analysis of the context, motives, or 
explanations of messages between the lines. This is predominantly a media 
text, more precisely, a compilation of media reports – virtually a press 
clipping. Nonetheless, it does not provide an answer to the crucial question: 
why did Putin decide to launch a full-scale invasion of Ukraine and what 
was his aim? The point is that Putin has been a politician (although his 
fervent supporters would rather say a statesman), so there must a political 
motive for such a move – there must be some political aim for it. Simply 
quoting Putin’s publicly disclosed accounts on everything and anything does 
not answer these questions. The author points out that Putin produced 
and distributed by media on July 2021 the essay ‘On the Historical Unity 
of Russians and Ukrainians’. So what? Even if the assertion that ‘Putin was 
clearly upset with the Ukrainian democracy that kept generating political 
leaders dedicated to the idea of the independence of Ukraine’ (p. 138) is 
accepted, that is not a reason to go to full-scale war. Even the official goal 
of Russia’s ‘special military operation’ – declared to be to ‘demilitarize and 
denazify Ukraine, as well as bring to trial those who perpetrated numerous 
bloody crimes against civilians, including against citizens of the Russian 
Federation’ – is a propaganda proclamation rather than a clear program. 
Accordingly, what is missing from the book is the answer to the question 
why Putin decided to start a fully-fledged war against Ukraine.

This question is especially relevant because it is now evident, as it was 
at the time the book manuscript went to press, that Putin’s decision was a 
grave miscalculation and a horrible mistake from the point of view of his 
interest – ‘It is worse than a crime, it is a mistake’.11 It was a blunder! Putin 
made a fool of himself. Although this was evident at the time the manuscript 
of the book went to press, it is even more evident at the time this review goes 
to press. Putin humiliated himself by this decision and the ultimate failure 

10 It is indisputable that some steps of this nation building and cultural unification 
were accomplished between 2014 (annexation of Crimea) and February 2022 
(launching the full-scale invasion of Ukraine), but it seems to the reader that it was 
the fully-fledged military aggression in 2022 and its unexpected ferocity that was 
decisive for the outcome.
11 This sentence is attributed to the Prince of Talleyrand (Charles Maurice de 
Talleyrand-Périgord), a French clergyman and prominent diplomat at the end of the 
18th and beginning of the 19th century, renowned for his cynical remarks.
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to win a blitzkrieg and to install a puppet government in Kyiv (regardless 
of its sustainability), and all the signals were there that this option was 
not feasible. He demonstrated that he was an impotent dictator, save for a 
stockpile of nuclear weapons that he had inherited. On top of it came the 
Prigozhin affair, in which, from the outset, Putin acted like a mafia boss 
rather than a serious dictator. The feeling is that Stalin, doubtless a proper 
dictator, with an impressive track record, was turning in his grave when 
Prigozhin’s troops were unopposed during their march on Moscow. Can 
anyone imagine rebellious Red Army units with political demands marching 
on Moscow with Stalin in the Kremlin? Nonetheless, there is nothing about 
that crucial Putin’s blunder in the book on the Russo-Ukrainian war. Quite a 
shame.

The following four chapters (Chapters 8–11) deal with the war itself. 
They are nothing but a chronology of the events based on media reports 
and, sometimes, on the Facebook page (sic) posts by individuals. In short, 
these chapters are a summary of the media reporting on the first year of the 
war; naturally, with such an approach, they lack academic rigour. However, 
perhaps more importantly, the frontline reporting is done by the author who 
was thousands of miles away. So, there is no smell of battle in these lines, no 
blood, sweat and tears. It is a far cry from Ernest Hemingway’s juicy reporting 
from the Spanish Civil War, Mourir à Madrid-style. It is also well below of 
reporting by Tim Judah from war-torn Ukraine in his contributions for The 
New York Review of Books. In short, these chapters are ideal for people who 
are too lazy to systematically follow media coverage, who are satisfied with 
a shallow notion of goodies and baddies, and who are complacent enough to 
consider things without embracing the difficult questions. They will greatly 
enjoy these highly readable chapters. Good for them!

The final two chapters are about international players, their position, and 
changes in that position since the beginning of the war. Again, this is a chronicle 
of media reports without any profound analysis of the developments. In 
short, Putin accomplished a united West, an enlarged NATO, adding 1,340 
kilometres of Russian border with NATO countries (this time Finland), 
making the German public move from its pacific stance towards the warpath. 
Some players in the East do not subscribe to the Western condemnation of 
Russia, but the key player, China, has been reluctant to fully support the 
Russian war effort. Unfortunately, there is nothing new for the reader who 
has paid average attention to the new coverage of these developments. 
Again, there is no deep or rather any analysis of these developments, the 
motives of the players, their dilemmas and possible alternative strategies, 
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the consequences of these developments – not only to the war but to global 
international relations. In short, this is again a kind of summary of media 
reporting – a press clipping.

There is nothing intellectually exciting in the Afterword of the book (which 
has the utterly pretentious title ‘New World Order’), but some assertations 
deserve attention. The author claims, that ‘By paying an enormous price in 
wealth and the blood of its citizens, Ukraine is terminating the era of Russian 
dominance in a good part of eastern Europe and challenging Moscow’s claim 
to primacy in the rest of post-Soviet space’ (p. 294). With all the respect, 
regret and sympathy for the massive casualties and wealth losses of the 
Ukrainians, especially those casualties that are the consequences of Russian 
military actions without any military rationale, i.e. terror actions, the reader 
comments that the Russian era of dominance in Eastern Europe ended in 
1991, and Moscow’s claim to primacy in the rest of the post-Soviet was 
challenged a long time ago. A reality check helps.

Furthermore, the author asserts the Russo-Ukrainian war in the way that 
‘[i]t was the first “good war“ since the global conflict of 1939–45, in which 
it was very clear from the start who was the aggressor and who the victim, 
who was the villain and who the hero, and whose side one wanted to be on’ 
(p. 294). Animal Farm language notwithstanding, a cynical reader could ask 
the question: is it really so? How about the many US military interventions, 
in some cases fully-fledged wars around the globe since the end of the Cold 
War? How about the First Gulf War? How about the Kosovo War and the 
bombing in Serbia? Did that not stop, according to advocates and decision-
makers such as Bill Clinton and Tony Blair, the genocide of bloodthirsty 
Serbian aggressors (though on the territory of their own country) against 
the peaceful Kosovo Albanians? Plokhy should be more careful not to offend 
advocates of the R2P (‘Responsibility to Protect’) and their icon Samatha 
Power, because there will be more ‘good wars’ to follow in which someone 
will be protected by the US military might, and someone, preferably the one 
without nuclear armament, will be eliminated.

Curiously, the author claims that ‘[t]he Russo–Ukrainian war, like nothing 
else, undermined the foundations of the post-Cold War order, triggering 
processes that would lead to the formation of the new international 
order’ (p. 295). ‘It’s China, stupid!’ Exactly, it is, first and foremost, the rise 
of China’s economic might, followed by its foreign policy turning more 
belligerent, quite expectedly, that undermined the foundations of the post-
Cold War order. It is the economic rise of many emerging makers that made 
these countries and their governments more powerful in international 
relations. In the post-1990 period both Russia and Ukraine failed miserably: 
from an economically equal partner, China has grown its GDP to now being 
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more than ten times greater than Russia’s. However, despite the Russo-
Ukrainian war being horrible, it is not a crucial global international relations 
event. The recent attack on Israel by Hamas, supported by Iran, the recent 
Yemen’s Houthi attacks on international shipping, also supported by Iran, 
have proved to have more impact on international commerce than the 
Russo-Ukrainian war. It is indisputable that these developments came after 
the book was published, but they just provide further evidence about the 
author’s exaggeration of the impact of the war on the international relations, 
which his book focuses on.

Furthermore, wishful thinking does not do a great job of providing insight 
into both history and the present. For example, the author states that ‘[i]
ronically, the view that the Yalta Conference had established spheres of 
influence was mistaken: at the conference, President Franklin Roosevelt 
rejected not only the principle of spheres of influence, but also Stalin’s 
claim to exclusive control of Eastern Europe’ (p. 296). The only problem 
regarding this insight is that it is not based on facts. Whatever President 
Franklin Roosevelt thought and felt about Stalin’s posture, he rejected 
nothing of the kind in the document that the three sides agreed upon in 
the Protocol of Proceedings of Crimea Conference.12 President Roosevelt 
was more cooperative with Stalin, and more lenient to his claims than his 
British counterpart, Prime Minster Churchill (Hamilton 2019; Preston 
2020). There was an obvious reason for that. As a political realist, Roosevelt 
knew that it was not feasible to remove the Red Army from the ground in 
Eastern Europe, and more importantly, that the American main focus was 
not Europe, where the war had already been won, but Japan, and that the 
Soviet Union, specifically it’s military might, was a valuable asset at a time 
when it was still uncertain whether the atomic bomb would work.13

12 The only exception was perhaps the case of Poland, dealt with in Section VII of 
the Protocol, although this section stipulates only moderation of the power structure 
already established by the Soviet Union and expansion of its western borders to 
the Curzon Line, which is today the border between Poland, Belarus, and Ukraine. 
This provided grounds for the legalisation of the Soviet annexation of eastern Polish 
provinces (labelled by Stalin as Western Ukraine and Western Belarus), which was 
accomplished in 1939, under the auspices of the Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact (Treaty 
of Non-Aggression between Germany and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics). 
The text of the Protocol of the proceedings of the Crimea conference is available at: 
https://avalon.law.yale.edu/wwii/yalta.asp (Last visited 31 January 2024).
13 That idea worked, as the Agreement regarding Japan, signed by the heads of 
the states in Yalta separately from the Protocol (which was signed by the foreign 
ministers), stipulates in the first paragraph that ‘The leaders of the three great 
powers – the Soviet Union, the United States of America and Great Britain – have 
agreed that in two or three months after Germany has surrendered and the war 
in Europe is terminated, the Soviet Union shall enter into war against Japan on 

https://avalon.law.yale.edu/wwii/yalta.asp
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Apart from wishful interpretation of the facts, there is a substantial 
number of factual errors in the book. For example, the author claims that 
‘In 1967, when the Soviet government celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of 
the USSR’ (p. 22). No, that is not correct. It was the fiftieth anniversary of the 
October Revolution; the USSR was established in 1922 (on 28 December). 
Someone who is a historian of the Soviet empire should know these details 
better and demonstrate that knowledge in his books. As to the other parts of 
the world ‘Yugoslavia, a federative south Slavic state formed on the ruins of 
the Ottoman Empire in 1918’ (p. 30). No, not only were the western border 
of ruins of the Ottoman Empire rather far away at the time of the formation 
of Yugoslavia, but substantial regions of Yugoslavia had never been part of 
the Ottoman Empire, but rather the Habsburg Empire.

Perhaps the most embarrassing factual error regarding Ukraine is the claim 
that ‘[i]n February 2022, a few weeks after his inauguration, Yushchenko 
attended a meeting of heads of state of NATO member nations in Brussels, 
where he publicly declared that he wanted his colleagues to regard Ukraine 
as a future member of the alliance’ (p. 84). Yushchenko’s inauguration took 
place in January 2005 and this visit occurred in February of that year, not in 
2022. It is stunning that none in the publishes’ team, including the author, 
spotted such a technical mistake in the manuscript. Perhaps this is the price 
for the hasty production of the book – the sooner it reaches the customers 
the better, never mind the loose nuts and bolts.

The reader is hardly any wiser after reading this book. What is the reason 
for this? Is it, perhaps that the book is about an ongoing historical event, was 
written in the middle of it (not literarily, the knowledge of where the middle 
was will come ex-post) and, in short, the author attempts to tell an unfinished 
story? There is no doubt that such an approach creates substantial limitations 
in historiography: there is no historical distance, archive materials are not 
available, and no secondary sources, save media reports.14 Nonetheless, 
what such a contribution can do is to create a framework for asking relevant 
questions regarding the ongoing event, especially considering the stalemate 
on the battlefield that was reached, for example: what will be the outcome of 
the war, who will win, and what will victory will consist of, or, alternatively, 
what kind of truce will be concluded? This is exactly what Tooze (2024) did 

the side of the Allies’. What follows are the territorial concessions to the Soviet 
Union, mirroring Japan’s territorial losses. The text of the Agreement is available at: 
https://avalon.law.yale.edu/wwii/yalta.asp (Last visited 31 January 2024).
14 As Economist (2024) points out in a sarcastic tone ‘[t]o go quickly from missile 
launch to book launch is an impressive feat of publishing. Whether such speed 
makes for equally impressive histories is less clear’.

https://avalon.law.yale.edu/wwii/yalta.asp
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in his comparison of the Russo-Ukrainian War and the Great War, specifying 
that the outcome of both wars is/was uncertain, noting that in the case of the 
First World War, the outcome was uncertain as late as perhaps two months 
before the Armistice. Furthermore, taking into account that a total victory by 
either side is improbable, he also stipulates the political risk that both sides, 
especially Zelensky or whoever will be Ukrainian president, would face in 
the process of reaching a compromise peace. Unfortunately, there is nothing 
of the sort in Plokhy’s book.

In short, this book is not well thought out, and the research is even worse, 
it lacks academic content, it is poorly written, thought readable, and edited 
even more poorly. It was produced hastily. The findings are not balanced. 
There are only good guys and bad guys in this book, snow-white angels and 
nasty villains – glorified Ukrainians and villainised Russians.15 Perhaps all 
these things are understandable given that the author himself discloses 
in the Foreword that the aim of the book is to ‘have some impact on the 
course of events’. The author of the review is not competent to evaluate the 
advocacy, PR and propaganda effects of any endeavour in this field, and so 
he remains ignorant of whether the book actually made an impact in these 
areas.

As to the academic point of view, the value of the book should be 
tested by the three questions that the author spells out in the Preface as 
being the cornerstones of the book. The first question, ‘[w]hat made such 
a war of aggression possible?’, was answered only partially, indirectly, and 
unconvincingly, without considering the crucial factor of this war – Putin’s 
blunder in starting it. The second question, ‘[w]hat made the Ukrainians 
resist as they did and are continuing to do?’, is not answered at all. Instead, 
there is only a package of press clippings in the book, providing evidence 
that Ukrainians have resisted, which is not a great revelation, although a 
surprise to many, but there is no explanation as to why that extraordinary 
achievement has occurred. Finally, ‘[w]hat will be the most important 
consequences of the war for Ukraine, Russia, Europe, and the world?’ No 
answer whatsoever, save a trivial insight that China will emerge as a key 
beneficiary of the current war. So much for the answers to the questions 

15 These findings of this review of Plokhy’s book fully contradict the evaluation 
of the book in some other reviews, such as some published in the UK. For example, 
‘The great chronicler of Ukraine breaks new ground in his rigorous and elegant 
analysis of Europe’s biggest conflict since 1945’ (Harding 2023), or that the book 
is ‘comprehensive yet concise, eminently readable, and carefully sourced’ (Wilson 
2023). It is as if we did not read the same book.
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that the author himself formulated. In short, according to academic criteria, 
this book is a failure, and its academic impact is negligible. Perhaps it can be 
used as an example of how not to write a history book.

Is it politically correct at the present to claim that a book on Ukraine’s war 
effort in the Russo-Ukrainian war is a poorly written academic book? The 
answer will come from the readers of this review.
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/VARIA

UPUTSTVO ZA AUTORE

Anali Pravnog fakulteta u Beogradu objavljuju tekstove na srpskom i 
engleskom jeziku.

U Analima se objavljuju naučni članci, kritičke analize, komentari sudskih 
odluka, prilozi iz međunarodnog naučnog života i prikazi. Prihvataju se 
isključivo analitički, a ne deskriptivni prikazi naučnih i stručnih knjiga.

Predajom teksta, autor izjavljuje da tekst nije ni objavljen ni prihvaćen za 
objavljivanje te da neće biti predat za objavljivanje bilo kom drugom mediju. 
Autor takođe izjavljuje da je nosilac autorskog prava, da je obavešten o 
pravima trećih lica i da je ispunio zahteve koji proizlaze iz tih prava.

Prijem svih tekstova biće potvrđen elektronskom poštom. Redakcija će 
razmotriti podobnost svih radova da budu podvrgnuti postupku recenziranja. 
Podobni tekstovi šalju se na dvostruku anonimnu recenziju.

Informacije o uredničkoj politici Anala Pravnog fakulteta u Beogradu 
videti na: https://anali.rs/eticki-kodeks/.

Ako želite da predate svoj rad Analima Pravnog fakulteta u Beogradu, 
molimo vas da pratite sledeća uputstva.

Ako predajete rad na engleskom jeziku, molimo vas da pratite posebno 
uputstvo koje je dostupno na: https://anali.rs/uputstvo-za-autore/?lang=en.

Rukopis treba da bude uređen na sledeći način:

1. naslovna strana,

2. apstrakt i ključne reči,

https://anali.rs/eticki-kodeks/
https://anali.rs/uputstvo-za-autore/?lang=en
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3. rukopis i spisak literature,

4. dodaci, tabele i slike.

1. NASLOVNA STRANA

Naslovna strana rukopisa treba da sadrži sledeće podatke:

‒ naslov teksta,

‒ ime, prezime, godinu rođenja i afilijaciju svih autora,

‒ punu adresu za korespondenciju i adresu elektronske pošte.

Ako je tekst koautorski, molimo vas da dostavite tražene podatke za 
svakog autora.

2. APSTRAKT I KLJUČNE REČI

Tekstu prethodi apstrakt koji je strogo ograničen na 150 reči. Apstrakt ne 
sme da sadrži neodređene skraćenice ili reference.

Molimo vas da navedete pet ključnih reči koje su prikladne za indeksiranje.

Radovi na srpskom jeziku treba da sadrže apstrakt i ključne reči i na 
srpskom i na engleskom jeziku. U tom slučaju, apstrakt i ključne reči na 
engleskom jeziku treba da se nalaze iza spiska literature.

3. RUKOPIS I SPISAK LITERATURE

Zbog anonimnog recenziranja, imena autora i njihove institucionalne 
pripadnosti ne treba navoditi na stranicama rukopisa.

Tekstovi moraju da budu napisani u sledećem formatu:

‒ veličina stranice: A4,

‒ margine: 2,5 cm,

‒ font: Times New Roman,

‒ razmak između redova u glavnom tekstu: 1,5,

‒ razmak između redova u fusnotama: Easy,

‒ veličina slova u glavnom tekstu: 12 pt,
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‒ veličina slova u fusnotama: 10 pt,

‒ numeracija stranica: arapski broj u donjem desnom uglu stranice.

Druge autore treba navoditi po imenu i prezimenu kada se prvi put 
pominju (Petar Petrović), a zatim samo po prezimenu (Petrović). Ne treba 
navoditi „profesor“, „dr“, „g.“ niti bilo kakve titule.

Sve slike i tabele moraju da budu pomenute u tekstu, prema redosledu po 
kojem se pojavljuju.

Sve akronime treba objasniti prilikom prvog korišćenja, a zatim se navode 
velikim slovima.

Evropska unija – EU,

The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law – UNCITRAL

Brojevi od jedan do devet pišu se slovima, veći brojevi pišu se ciframa. 
Datumi se pišu na sledeći način: 1. januar 2012; 2011–2012; tridesetih 
godina 20. veka.

Fusnote se koriste za objašnjenja, a ne za navođenje literature. Prosto 
navođenje mora da bude u glavnom tekstu, sa izuzetkom zakona i sudskih 
odluka.

Podnaslove treba pisati na sledeći način:

1. VELIKA SLOVA

1.1. Prvo slovo veliko

1.1.1. Prvo slovo veliko kurziv

Citiranje

Svi citati, u tekstu i fusnotama, treba da budu napisani u sledećem 
formatu: (autor/godina/broj strane ili više strana).

Domaća imena koja se pominju u rečenici ne treba ponavljati u zagradama:

‒ Prema Miloševiću (2014, 224–234)...

‒ Rimski pravnici su poznavali različite klasifikacije stvari (Milošević 
2014, 224–234)

Strana imena koja se pominju u rečenici treba da budu transkribovana, 
a u zagradama ih treba ponoviti i ostaviti u originalu. U spisku literature 
strana imena se ne transkribuju:
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– Prema Kociolu (Koziol 1997, 73–87)...

– O tome je opsežno pisao Kociol (Koziol 1997, 73–87).

– Koziol, Helmut. 1997. Österreichisches Haftpflichtrecht, Band I: 
Allgemeiner Teil. Wien: Manzsche Verlags– und Universitätsbuch-
handlung.

Poželjno je da u citatima u tekstu bude naveden podatak o broju strane na 
kojoj se nalazi deo dela koje se citira.

Isto tako i / Isto / Kao i Konstantinović (1969, 125–127);

Prema Bartoš (1959, 89 fn. 100) – tamo gde je fusnota 100 na 89. strani;

Kao što je predložio Bartoš (1959, 88 i fn. 98) – tamo gde fusnota 98 nije 
na 88. strani.

Pre broja strane ne treba stavljati oznaku „str.“, „p.“, „f.“ ili slično.

Izuzetno, tamo gde je to prikladno, autori mogu da koriste citate u tekstu 
bez navođenja broja strane dela koja se citira. U tom slučaju autori mogu, 
ali ne moraju da koriste neku od naznaka kao što su: videti, posebno videti, 
videti na primer i dr.

(videti, na primer, Bartoš 1959; Simović 1972)

(videti posebno Bakić 1959)

(Stanković, Orlić 2014)

Jedan autor

Citat u tekstu (T): Kao i Ilaj (Ely 1980, broj strane), tvrdimo da...

Navođenje u spisku literature (L): Ely, John Hart. 1980. Democracy and 
Distrust: A Theory of Judicial Review. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press.

T: Isto kao i Avramović (2008, broj strane), tvrdimo da...

L: Avramović, Sima. 2008. Rhetorike techne – veština besedništva i javni 
nastup. Beograd: Službeni glasnik – Pravni fakultet Univerziteta u Beogradu.

T: Vasiljević (2007, broj strane),

L: Vasiljević, Mirko. 2007. Korporativno upravljanje: pravni aspekti. 
Beograd: Pravni fakultet Univerziteta u Beogradu.
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Dva autora

T: Kao što je ukazano (Daniels, Martin 1995, broj strane),

L: Daniels, Stephen, Joanne Martin. 1995. Civil Injuries and the Politics of 
Reform. Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University Press.

T: Kao što je pokazano (Stanković, Orlić 2014, broj strane),

L: Stanković, Obren, Miodrag Orlić. 2014. Stvarno pravo. Beograd: Nomos.

Tri autora

T: Kao što su predložili Sesil, Lind i Bermant (Cecil, Lind, Bermant 1987, 
broj strane),

L: Cecil, Joe S., E. Allan Lind, Gordon Bermant. 1987. Jury Service in Lengthy 
Civil Trials. Washington, D.C.: Federal Judicial Center.

Više od tri autora

T: Prema istraživanju koje je sproveo Tarner sa saradnicima (Turner et al. 
2002, broj strane),

L: Turner, Charles F., Susan M. Rogers, Heather G. Miller, William C. Miller, 
James N. Gribble, James R. Chromy, Peter A. Leone, Phillip C. Cooley, Thomas 
C. Quinn, Jonathan M. Zenilman. 2002. Untreated Gonococcal and Chlamydial 
Infection in a Probability Sample of Adults. Journal of the American Medical 
Association 287: 726–733.

T: Pojedini autori smatraju (Varadi et al. 2012, broj strane)...

L: Varadi, Tibor, Bernadet Bordaš, Gašo Knežević, Vladimir Pavić. 
2012. Međunarodno privatno pravo. 14. izdanje. Beograd: Pravni fakultet 
Univerziteta u Beogradu.

Institucija kao autor

T: (U.S. Department of Justice 1992, broj strane)

L: U.S. Department of Justice. Office of Justice Programs. Bureau of Justice 
Statistics. 1992. Civil Justice Survey of State Courts. Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Government Printing Office.
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T: (Zavod za intelektualnu svojinu Republike Srbije 2015, broj strane)

L: Zavod za intelektualnu svojinu Republike Srbije. 2015. 95 godina zaštite 
intelektualne svojine u Srbiji. Beograd: Colorgraphx.

Delo bez autora

T: (Journal of the Assembly 1822, broj strane)

L: Journal of the Assembly of the State of New York at Their Forty-Fifth 
Session, Begun and Held at the Capitol, in the City of Albany, the First Day of 
January, 1822. 1822. Albany: Cantine & Leake.

Citiranje više dela istog autora

Klermont i Ajzenberg smatraju (Clermont, Eisenberg 1992, broj strane; 
1998, broj strane)...

Basta ističe (2001, broj strane; 2003, broj strane)...

Citiranje više dela istog autora iz iste godine

T: (White 1991a, page)

L: White, James A. 1991a. Shareholder-Rights Movement Sways a Number 
of Big Companies. Wall Street Journal. April 4.

Istovremeno citiranje više autora i dela

(Grogger 1991, broj strane; Witte 1980, broj strane; Levitt 1997, broj 
strane)

(Popović 2017, broj strane; Labus 2014, broj strane; Vasiljević 2013, broj 
strane)

Poglavlje u knjizi

T: Holms (Holmes 1988, broj strane) tvrdi...

L: Holmes, Stephen. 1988. Precommitment and the Paradox of Democracy. 
195–240. Constitutionalism and Democracy, ed. John Elster, Rune Slagstad. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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Poglavlje u delu koje je izdato u više tomova

T: Švarc i Sajks (Schwartz, Sykes 1998, broj strane) tvrde suprotno.

L: Schwartz, Warren F., Alan O. Sykes. 1998. Most-Favoured-Nation 
Obligations in International Trade. 660–664. The New Palgrave Dictionary of 
Economics and the Law, Vol. II, ed. Peter Newman. London: MacMillan.

Knjiga sa više izdanja

T: Koristeći Grinov metod (Greene 1997), napravili smo model koji...

L: Greene, William H. 1997. Econometric Analysis. 3. ed. Upper Saddle 
River, N.J.: Prentice Hall.

T: (Popović 2018, broj strane), R: Popović, Dejan. 2018. Poresko pravo. 16. 
izdanje. Beograd: Pravni fakultet Univerziteta u Beogradu.

Navođenje broja izdanja nije obavezno.

Ponovno izdanje – reprint

T: (Angell, Ames [1832] 1972, 24)

L: Angell, Joseph Kinniaut, Samuel Ames. [1832] 1972. A Treatise on the 
Law of Private Corporations Aggregate. Reprint, New York: Arno Press.

Članak

U spisku literature navode se: prezime i ime autora, broj i godina 
objavljivanja sveske, naziv članka, naziv časopisa, godina izlaženja časopisa, 
stranice. Pri navođenju inostranih časopisa koji ne numerišu sveske taj 
podatak se izostavlja.

T: Taj model koristio je Levin sa saradnicima (Levine et al. 1999, broj 
strane)

L: Levine, Phillip B., Douglas Staiger, Thomas J. Kane, David J. Zimmerman. 
1999. Roe v. Wade and American Fertility. American Journal of Public Health 
89: 199–203.

T: Na to je ukazao Vasiljević (2018, broj strane)
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L: Vasiljević, Mirko. 2/2018. Arbitražni ugovor i interkompa nijskopravni 
sporovi. Anali Pravnog fakulteta u Beogradu 66: 7–46.

T: Orlić ističe uticaj uporednog prava na sadržinu Skice (Orlić 2010, 815–
819).

L: Orlić, Miodrag. 10/2010. Subjektivna deliktna odgovornost u srpskom 
pravu. Pravni život 59: 809–840.

Citiranje celog broja časopisa

T: Tome je posvećena jedna sveska časopisa Texas Law Review (1994).

L: Texas Law Review. 1993–1994. Symposium: Law of Bad Faith in Contracts 
and Insurance, special edition 72: 1203–1702.

T: Osiguranje od građanske odgovornosti podrobno je analizirano u 
časopisu Anali Pravnog fakulteta u Beogradu (1982).

L: Anali Pravnog fakulteta u Beogradu. 6/1982. Savetovanje: Neka aktuelna 
pitanja osiguranja od građanske odgovornosti, 30: 939–1288.

Komentari

T: Smit (Smith 1983, broj strane) tvrdi...

L: Smith, John. 1983. Article 175. Unjust Enrichment. 195–240. Commentary 
to the Law on Obligations, ed. Jane Foster. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press.

T: Prema Šmalenbahy (Schmalenbach 2018, broj strane), jasno je da...

L: Schmalenbach, Kirsten. 2018. Article 2. Use of Terms. 29-L: Tomić, 
Janko, Saša Pavlović. 2018. Uporednopravna analiza propisa u oblasti radnog 
prava. Radni dokument br. 7676. Institut za uporedno pravo, Beograd.

T: (Glaeser, Sacerdote 2000)

L: Glaeser, Edward L., Bruce Sacerdote. 2000. The Determinants of 
Punishment: Deterrence, Incapacitation and Vengeance. Working Paper No. 
7676. National Bureau of Economic Research, Cambridge, Mass.
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Lična korespondencija/komunikacija

T: Kao što tvrdi Damnjanović (2017),

L: Damnjanović, Vićentije. 2017. Pismo autoru, 15. januar.

T: (Welch 1998)

L: Welch, Thomas. 1998. Letter to author, 15 January.

Stabilni internet protokol (URL)

T: Prema Zavodu za intelektualnu svojinu Republike Srbije (2018),

L: Zavod za intelektualnu svojinu Republike Srbije. 2018. Godišnji izveštaj 
o radu za 2017. godinu. http://www.zis.gov.rs/o-zavodu/godisnji-izvestaji.50.
html, poslednji pristup 28. marta 2018.

T: According to the Intellectual Property Office (2018)

L: R.S. Intellectual Property Office. 2018. Annual Report for 2017. http://
www.zis.gov.rs/about-us/annual-report.106.html, last visited 28 February 
2019.

U štampi

T: (Bogdanović 2019, broj strane)

L: Bogdanović, Luka. 2019. Ekonomske posledice ugovaranja klauzule 
najpovlašćenije nacije u bilateralnim investicionim sporazumima. Nomos, 
tom 11, u štampi.

T: (Spier 2003, broj strane)

L: Spier, Kathryn E. 2003. The Use of Most-Favored-Nations Clauses in 
Settlement of Litigation. RAND Journal of Economics, vol. 34, in press.

Prihvaćeno za objavljivanje

T: U jednom istraživanju (Petrović, prihvaćeno za objavljivanje) posebno 
se ističe značaj prava manjinskih akcionara za funkcionisanje akcionarskog 
društva.

http://www.zis.gov.rs/o-zavodu/godisnji-izvestaji.50.html
http://www.zis.gov.rs/o-zavodu/godisnji-izvestaji.50.html
http://www.zis.gov.rs/about-us/annual-report.106.html
http://www.zis.gov.rs/about-us/annual-report.106.html
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L: Petrović, Marko. Prihvaćeno za objavljivanje. Prava manjinskih akcionara 
u kontekstu funkcionisanja skupštine akcionarskog društva. Pravni život.

T: Jedna studija (Joyce, prihvaćeno za objavljivanje) odnosi se na 
Kolumbijski distrikt.

L: Joyce, Ted. Forthcoming. Did Legalized Abortion Lower Crime? Journal 
of Human Resources.

Sudska praksa

F(usnote): Vrhovni sud Srbije, Rev. 1354/06, 6. 9. 2006, Paragraf 
Lex; Vrhovni sud Srbije, Rev. 2331/96, 3. 7. 1996, Bilten sudske prakse 
Vrhovnog suda Srbije 4/96, 27; CJEU, case C-20/12, Giersch and Others, 
ECLI:EU:C:2013:411, para. 16; Opinion of AG Mengozzi to CJEU, case 
C-20/12, Giersch and Others, ECLI:EU:C:2013:411, para. 16.

T: Za reference u tekstu koristiti skraćenice (VSS Rev. 1354/06; CJEU 
C-20/12 ili Giersch and Others; Opinion of AG Mengozzi) konzistentno u 
celom članku.

L: Ne treba navoditi sudsku praksu u spisku korišćene literature.

Zakoni i drugi propisi

F: Zakonik o krivičnom postupku, Službeni glasnik RS 72/2011, 101/2011, 
121/2012, 32/2013, 45/2013 i 55/2014, čl. 2, st. 1, tač. 3; Regulation (EU) 
No. 1052/2013 establishing the European Border Surveillance System 
(Eurosur), OJ L 295 of 6/11/2013, Art. 2 (3); Directive 2013/32/EU on 
common procedures for granting and withdrawing international protection 
(recast), OJ L 180 of 29/6/2013, 60, Art 6 (3).

T: Za reference u tekstu koristiti skraćenice (ZKP ili ZKP RS; Regulation 
No. 1052/2013; Directive 2013/32) konzistentno u celom članku.

L: Ne treba navoditi propise u spisku korišćene literature.

4. PRILOZI, TABELE I SLIKE

Fusnote u prilozima numerišu se bez prekida kao nastavak na one u 
ostatku teksta.
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Numeracija jednačina, tabela i slika u prilozima počinje sa 1 (jednačina 
A1, tabela A1, slika A1 itd., za prilog A; jednačina B1, tabela B1, slika B1 itd., 
za prilog B).

Na strani može biti samo jedna tabela. Tabela može zauzimati više od 
jedne strane.

Tabele imaju kratke naslove. Dodatna objašnjenja se navode u 
napomenama na dnu tabele.

Treba identifikovati sve količine, jedinice mere i skraćenice za sve unose 
u tabeli.

Izvori se navode u celini na dnu tabele, bez unakrsnih referenci na fusnote 
ili izvore na drugim mestima u članku.

Slike se prilažu u fajlovima odvojeno od teksta i treba da budu jasno 
obeležene.

Ne treba koristiti senčenje ili boju na grafičkim prikazima. Ako je potrebno 
vizuelno istaći pojedine razlike, molimo vas da koristite šrafiranje i unakrsno 
šrafiranje ili drugo sredstvo označavanja.

Ne treba koristiti okvir za tekst ispod ili oko slike.

Molimo vas da koristite font Times New Roman ako postoji bilo kakvo 
slovo ili tekst na slici. Veličina fonta mora biti najmanje 7.

Grafici ne sadrže bilo kakvu boju.

Naslovi slika su navedeni i na zasebnoj stranici sa dvostrukim proredom 
pod nazivom – Legenda korišćenih slika.

Slike ne mogu biti veće od 10 cm x 18 cm. Da bi se izbeglo da slika 
bude značajno smanjena, objašnjenja pojedinih delova slike treba da budu 
postavljena u okviru slike ili ispod nje.
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